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PREFACE 

In this volume the reader will find a first selection of the Manichaean and other religious 

texts! that have so far been found at Ismant el-Kharab (the site of the Roman period 

village of Kellis) in the Dakhleh Oasis. This archaeological excavation is directed by 

C.A. Hope under the aegis of the Dakhleh Oasis Project (A.J. Mills), and is still very 

much in process. In view of the continuing work comments are necessarily subject to 

next season’s finds; and in particular the social and cultural history that would provide a 

context for this material has still largely to be written2. 

It is worth stressing that no synthetic account of the Manichaean community at Kellis that 

produced these texts is attempted at this time. Such an account must be based primarily 

on the wealth of Coptic documentary material, and which includes many personal letters 

written by devout believers. These are still in the process of being edited, and are to be 

published in this same series. Some introductory comments can be found in my paper 

‘Personal letters from the Manichaean community at Kellis’. 

The introductory chapter published here discusses the Coptic Manichaean texts from 

Kellis as literary and religious products; and with particular reference to their close links 

to the codices said to have come from Medinet Madi (see infra), which appeared on the 

Cairo antiquities market in 1929. Commentaries to the individual texts discuss details of 

codicology; together with matters of identification, content, and so forth. 

One further clarification needs also to be made. The editorial board had originally hoped 

to publish all the Manichaean and other religious and literary texts found till the end of the 

1993 season, together in a single volume. However, that has proved impossible, and 

rather than be tempted to delay publication of material that is now ready, this present 

volume is published in advance of a second. Of course, new discoveries may produce 

more material as well. 

It has to be admitted that the division of texts has a logistic as well as an academic 

rationale. Not included here are the important codex leaves in Coptic identified as from 

1 Te. this volume contains literary material, mostly Manichaean or Biblical in content; rather than 

documents such as personal letters, receipts or legal texts. 

2 For the interim see various works by Gardner (Coptic or religious matters), Hope (archaeology), or 

Worp (Greek texts). 

3 Gardner 1993b; also see ibid. 1994. The editing of the Coptic documentary material is being 

undertaken collaboratively by A. Alcock, W.-P. Funk, and I. Gardner. 
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Mani's Epistles*; since I thought it better to study the remains of the Medinet Madi 

Epistles codex in Berlin and Warsaw, prior to publishing these. Also omitted are two 

important Greek texts where work is still in progress>. 

Texts on papyrus or parchment and wooden board (tabula) have been assigned P. Kell. 

or T. Kell. signatures, such signifying nothing more than the publication sequence for 

future ease of reference. Thus the signature indicates nothing about the date or site of 

discovery at Ismant el-Kharab; although of course this information is given with the 

edition. Future monographs will continue the same series. 

It is worthwhile also to comment on the physical conditions for work on this material, 

since it may help to explain certain features of the publication. Texts recovered by the 

excavation are kept in a simple magazine located in the eastern part of the Oasis, from 

where they can be brought to the workroom in the ‘dig house’ at Bashendi, under 

approval from representatives of the Egyptian Antiquities Organisation. This workroom 

is a basic mud-brick construction rented, like the rest of the house, from local villagers. 

Light is very poor, and dust is so prevalent that no computing or other such equipment 

can be risked. Library facilities are essentially non-existent. Although the excavation is 

fortunate on occasion to be able to call upon the services of a professional photographer®, 

no facilities for film development are available on site; nor possibilities for infra-red 

photography. 

The difficulties of such conditions, (even the persistence of flies and the vagaries of dust 

storms!), are certainly outweighed by the pleasures of good company, much enthusiasm 

and great expertise; and the intrinsic fascination of the material and project in total. 

Nevertheless, I make these points not to excuse but to explain some unusual features to 

be found here; and also that the technical quality of some photographs reproduced is only 

the best that could be achieved under these circumstances. Also, to note that the use of 

infra-red and other techniques, I particularly think of recent developments in computer 

enhancement, might very well result in improved readings. Indeed, in a couple of 

circumstances where the entire text is extremely faint or otherwise obscured, I have been 

4 Inventory # ex P 30/P 55/P 59B and ex Ρ 930 et al. 

5 These are the wooden board variously referred to as the ‘Prayer of the Emanations’ and the papyrus 

codex leaves said to be related to the Acts of John. 

6 My thanks to Robert Colvin for his expertise and patience, and also to Colin Hope and to Bruce Parr 

for their best endeavours in sometimes difficult circumstances. The negatives were developed by Rhonda 

Joyce and Shannon Mattinson of the Photographic section, Department of Geography and Environmental 

Science, Monash University. 
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content merely to describe rather than attempt to transcribe. Future improvements in 

working conditions and equipment may make it worthwhile to revisit some of this 

material. 

Finally, it is my sincere pleasure to thank all those who have contributed to this volume. 

Directly: Sarah Clackson who has prepared the Coptic indices, and who in that process 

brought many points to my attention; Majella Franzmann for the Syriac texts and indices, 

together with various work on the commentaries to the Syriac and bilingual pieces; and 

Klaas Worp for the same as regards the Greek, as well as much else besides. Many 

thanks to each for their enthusiasm, good company and professionalism. 

Less directly: all my co-workers on the Dakhleh Oasis Project, especially Colin Hope for 

entrusting these texts to myself, and together with Anthony Mills for ensuring the 

physical and social environment; Geoffrey Jenkins for first inviting me to study the 

documents, and for early work in the reconstruction and identification of material; 

Michelle Berry for excellent help with conservation, in often difficult circumstances; and 

both Anthony Alcock and Wolf-Peter Funk for much valuable comment as always. All 

my many other colleagues and friends from Bashendi are in my thoughts. 

Also I am pleased to express my gratitude to The Australian Research Council, The 

Australian Academy of the Humanities, The Egyptology Society of Victoria and Edith 

Cowan University for various monies and facilities that have made this research possible; 

and to all the members of the Egyptian Antiquities Organisation who have facilitated the 

work of the Dakhleh Oasis Project. 

This volume has been completed simultaneously with work here in Berlin on Mani’s 

Epistles. 1 am most grateful to my hosts at the Agyptisches Museum und 

Papyrussammlung; and especially to Werner Sundermann and Peter Zieme at the 

‘Turfanforschung’ for helping to make my stay so worthwhile and enjoyable. 

Iain Gardner, 

Berlin, 

August 1995. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Description: 

The religious texts published in this volume were found amongst substantial quantities of 

documentary material in three private dwellings’ of the Roman period village (κώμη) of 

Kellis. In general they are of poor or only average production, and often not well 

preserved. The content is not of any great literary value, and in terms of that content they 

do not make evident to scholarship much that was previously unknown. Nevertheless, 

the texts may be said to break new ground in a number of areas. 

In brief, this material derives from members of a Manichaean community during that 

religion’s period of growth and evangelical success in fourth century Egypt; and 

coinciding at Kellis with the final decline of the native and Graeco-Egyptian cults, 

together with the rise in power and authority of the catholic (for want of a better term) 

Christian church. There are many evident questions related to this period of transition, 

not least those to do with the development of monasticism; together with associated issues 

such as the spread of Coptic and the level of literacy. And, certainly, the finds at Ismant 

el-Kharab provide the first true opportunity’ to study any ‘gnostic’ group in its social 

context, rather than as just collections of texts or as the target of opinions. 

The discussion made by this introduction, and throughout the volume, must necessarily 

be more modest in scope; although it is an essential part of the above grander theme. In 

particular, the questions that can here be begun to be studied are of the following sorts: 

- what kinds of texts had utility amongst this community, and (in turn) what 

sort of community was this? 

- how does this relate to what is known otherwise of Manichaeism in Egypt, 

in particular from the Medinet Madi library? 

- what do the contextual details of this literature, topics such as dialect and 

codicology, tell about the status of the community (and indeed its relationship 

to the catholic church)? 

71 Houses 2 and 3 and 4, signified respectively as A/2 and A/S and A/6; together with associated 

structures such as A/3. The great majority of the material was found in House 3 (A/5). 

8 In the early Christian context. Arguably, historical analogies can be found with such groups as the 

Cathars; or, in anthropological terms, with various contemporary ‘sects’. 
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Of course, the sample of material found is in a way extremely limited, even within the 

potential resources of what may be extant from Kellis. Therefore, the usual qualifications 

must apply to this discussion. Still, a notable point of departure is the high proportion of 

psalms and related devotional material such as prayers, and particularly in Coptic dialect 

L, amongst the Manichaean literature so far found. 

Manichaean texts have been found in three languages at Ismant el-Kharab. The majority 

are written in Coptic, and these always in dialect 19. The few instances of the Sahidic 

dialect amongst the documentary remains at the same time evidence a catholic! Christian 

authorship. The Kellis texts make it apparent that there was a well-developed Coptic 

Manichaean literature by at least the mid-fourth century c.e.; and also that the community 

placed a high value on literacy. The general thesis that the development of Coptic was 

driven by an urban and monastic elite, and that it was only gaining ground by this time, 

may need careful consideration. Kellis can at best be described as a provincial village, 

though admittedly the highly mobile Manichaean community may be some way from the 

norm. The link between dialect and faith-community also lends support to arguments 

concerning the social usage of Coptic dialects. 

Bilingualism seems to have been widespread at Kellis, with some Greek at least being 

understood by a substantial proportion of the population. However, from the admittedly 

limited evidence available, it seems to have had a more restricted use as regards 

Manichaean literature. Proportionately, Greek was valued especially for external, 

administrative and formal usage; whereas Coptic was favoured for the domestic and 

internal. This is apparent from an initial comparison of the content of the Greek and 

Coptic personal letters from House 3. 

The first generation of Manichaean missionaries would seem to have focussed their 

attention on the translation of the faith into a truly native discourse. The remarkable finds 

of Syriac from Kellis suggest that the community there was still in the process of 

becoming fully accommodated to its surrounding culture, though by now perhaps nearing 

the completion of this with, say, the third generation and beyond. 

9 These comments on dialect are a broad summary. There is, of course, an important scholarly discussion 

about the nature and variety of L dialects. See Funk 1985 

10 This term is used merely to distinguish the imperial church and the faith (as promulgated by its 

bishops and theologians) from the Manichaeans, who also regarded themselves as Christians. On the 

rapid success of Sahidic see e.g. Waldstein and Wisse 1995: 6 

Vii 
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Thus, it is in the Coptic texts published in this volume that one comes closest to the 

spirituality of that community evidenced by the accompanying documentary archive. 

Here can be counted at least nineteen separate psalms written by twelve or more hands!!, 

and these same texts seeming to derive from five distinct productions (‘codices’) on wood 

and three on papyrus. The predominance of what may be broadly termed liturgical 

material suggests a vibrant faith focussed on praise and conversion. The often coarse 

hands make it apparent that these were not, in general, formal or scribal productions. 

Indeed, in one of the personal letters a father exhorts his son to practise his psalms, 

whether in Greek or Coptic, every day!2. It would seem that the writing and singing of 

psalms was part of the spiritual praxis for the whole believing community. This is 

supported by the remarkable occurrence of various hands used for the writing of psalms, 

as most notably in P. Kell. Copt. 1 and 2. 

Certainly, both the context as excavated and the written remains suggest a living and 

indigenous church in Kellis. Whilst there are explicit references to the elect and higher 

echelons of the hierarchy!3 in the documentary texts from House 3, it would seem that 

the community consisted in the main, as one must expect, of catechumens!4. The leaders 

are, at least most of the time, elsewhere and about God’s work. It would be difficult to 

argue that House 3 was monastic, given the general types of legal and economic material 

found there, not to mention the clear family relationships apparent throughout the archive. 

Still, the personal letters do indicate a particularly close-knit set of family groups within 

the believing community. To this extent, though it is not monastic, there are some of 

those communal characteristics to be found here as are known from the typology of 

sectarian movements, particularly in their earlier world-denying stages. 

11 The difficulties of an exact calculation will be made apparent by the fragmentary nature of some of the 

remains. 

12 Makarios to Matthaios: P 84,13-14 

13 Tn particular there are a series of references to ‘the Teacher (ΠῸ ܘ 0, (`, one of the highest grades in the 

religion (see following note), who seems to be working in the Nile valley; e.g. P 70,49. However, the 

sending of greetings to the elect, found in letters to Kellis, shows that there certainly were such in the 

Oasis; e.g. P 57A,28-29 

14 The Manichaean church was divided, possibly on the Buddhist model, between the lay believers who 

could marry and work (catechumens or auditors) and the ascetic ‘professionals’ (elect). The higher grades 

were (in principal though perhaps not in later practice) rigidly structured. In ascending order: above the 

general number of the elect (‘the brothers and the sisters’) were the presbyters, then seventy-two bishops, 

then twelve teachers, and finally Mani’s successor the archegos. See further Lieu 1994: 272; Wurst 1995: 

4-5 
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The question arises as to what this great mass of material was doing in House 3. There 

would seem to be more textual remains and artefacts than can be accounted for by a 

simple residential context!°. Whilst the number of psalms might suggest some kind of 

house church, this can be discounted in view of the other writings and archaeological 

findings. Rather, it may be that the material had been amassed or stored there. The 

reasons for such can only be speculative, but could be associated with the desertion of 

Kellis about the turn of the fifth century. Given the link to Manichaeism, and various 

indications both implicit and explicit of troubles and persecution, it is tempting to suppose 

that the imperial and ecclesiastical authorities finally caught up with the believers at Kellis. 

However, there is no way that this can be proved at present!©®. 

In addition to psalms and prayers the finds of Manichaean literary texts at Kellis also 

include some more doctrinal material such as T. Kell. Copt. 1. However, (again with the 

necessary provisos as regarding the status of any hypothesis), such seem relatively 

limited and with an often catechetical purpose. This accords with the argument that the 

excavated context is predominantly that of the community of catechumens. The amazing 

detail of Mani’s teachings as regards the various worlds of gods and demons, although a 

feature emphasised by the heresiologists for polemical purposes, would seem in some 

senses to have been restricted knowledge into which the elect might only gradually draw 

the convert. The concerns of the mass of believers were necessarily more matter-of-fact, 

for whom Manichaeism would have been a kind of higher and more effective 

Christianity. 

Thus, it is not surprising that the first substantial passages from the writings of Mani 

found and identified at Kellis come from two Coptic codices of his Epistles!’. In these 

scriptures Mani is concerned, as the apostle of Jesus Christ, to build up and strengthen 

the churches. Matters of ethical and practical concern predominate, gospel exegesis is 

common, and the Christian context most apparent. Similarly at Kellis, where the 

15 E.g. there were at least 150 pottery vessels (and see the comments by S. Patten in Hope et al 1989: 20 

- 22). Although sizeable numbers may have accumulated over time and have been stored on the roof (this 

is evident even today in the Oasis); for whatever reason, the sheer quantity of material seems well beyond 

what might be supposed the norm. Still, as C.A. Hope comments: “We do not have a good idea just how 

much the residents would have owned, and without a detailed comparative study then I would avoid 

assuming that the contents of House 3 could not have belonged to its owners only (private 

communication 3.8.95)’. 

16 The archaeological excavation evidenced the accumulation of sand outside the main entrance to House 

3, and the reason/s for its abandonment could have included this (Hope). 

17 Not included in this volume for reasons explained in the preface. 

1X 
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believers, as represented by their own writing in the personal letters, evidence little 

interest in (and perhaps knowledge of) the fantastic worlds described in a text such as the 

Kephalaia. 

Context: 

Mani believed himself to be the recipient of direct revelation from his divine Twin-Spirit, 

which Being was understood to be the Paraclete foretold by Jesus (Jn. 14:16). For the 

believers at Kellis the ‘living Mani!®’ is now indeed the Paraclete!9, whose being and 

words and spirit bear fruit in the true church. Thus, the religion began as an evangelical 

and even charismatic sect. It seems to have first reached Egypt before 260 c.e29. By the 

turn of the century its success was attracting the attention and concern of both the state 

and the bishops. By this time Upper Egypt may already have become a principal focus of 

missionary endeavour, and the major cities such as Antinoopolis and Lycopolis would 

have been obvious sites for regional outreach centres. 

According to this thesis Manichaean missions may be supposed to have reached the Oasis 

by the early fourth century; in theory this could have occurred before 300 c.e. How exact 

a date can be assigned to the Manichaean texts, such as found in this volume? The 

archaeological context for House 3, the find site of the major archive, is firmly fourth 

century as based on the evidence of ceramics and coins?!. This is supported by the dated 

Greek documents; these come from every decade of the century, but none so far from 

after the 390’s. It would thus seem that this house was deserted by the earliest part of the 

fifth century; and indeed this is the general impression given by Kellis as a whole. 

Discrete details, such as the Sahidic graffito in Shrine 1 of the Main Temple, could 

conceivably indicate later visits in the following decades, as one would expect. 

However, the present state of knowledge clearly suggests that the village was fairly 

rapidly abandoned, for whatever reason; a process that can be observed even today in the 

Oasis as populations leave the old towns of Balat or Qasr for more modern dwellings. 

18 The meaning (from the Syriac) of ‘Manichaios’, the term used in both the Greek and Coptic. 

19 Bg. P 84,9 

20 Fragments of Manichaean church history survive in the Central Asian material, and detail mission to 

the Roman Empire during Mani’s life-time. W. Sundermann has hypothesised a date even as early as 240 

/ 241 c.e. for the start of this mission (but see his comments 1981: 26 and passim). The middle Persian 

text M 2 indicates that Adda travelled to Alexandria and then Palmyra (n.b. the reference to Nafsa). Ci. 

Klimkeit 1993: 202 +ff; Lieu 1994: 26 +ff; Villey 1994: 47 

21 On coinage see G. Bowen in Hope et al 1989: 16 - 20, 1993: 26 - 27 
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The pagan temple was still in service till the 330’s, according to the papyrological 
evidence. In the mid fourth century there seems to have been some domestic usage, 

and by the time of the site’s abandonment a number of the subsidiary chambers had 

accumulated rubbish. These decades can be supposed to have been a period of rapid 

Christianisation, as is apparent throughout Egypt and the Empire. The process may 

perhaps have lagged slightly behind in such a provincial area as the Oasis, but even still 

the whole social order would have changed within little more than a generation. By the 

time Kellis was deserted it was Christian23. 

These changes are basic to fourth century history24. However, the presence of 

Manichaeism provides the opportunity for a more subtle analysis. If the evangelical 

mission of the Manichaeans was part of this process of Christianisation, converting a 

largely pagan population in the Oasis, this could help to support the thesis that the religion 

had a particular success in this area, and to explain why; i.e. to argue that Manichaeism 

(presenting itself as in truth Christian) had a greater appeal in an area not yet or only 

lightly evangelised, in contrast to one where the catholic church and its institutions had 

gained a firm hold. Such a thesis helps to explain the distribution pattern for the relative 

success of Manichaean mission; as well as its ultimate failure in the Roman Empire. 

Since the major thrust of Manichaean expansion westwards coincided with the victory of 

the church under Constantine, and that rapid marriage to the power of the state and 

society evident in the following decades, it may perhaps simply be said to have arrived 

too late! 

Thus, if it is more difficult to conceive of significant success for Manichaeism at Kellis, 

(presuming that this is indeed the case), after the firm establishment of the institutions of 

catholic Christianity; then this would suggest that the early Christian population in the 

Oasis, as elsewhere, was far less tied to some orthodox or uniform understanding of the 

meaning of Jesus than received history has suggested. Thus orthodoxy is a matter of 

gradual (and continuous) imposition and enforcement from above; as indeed the life and 

work of Athanasius shows. In similar vein, the rich mix of paganism, popular magic, 

Christianity and Manichaeism in fourth century Kellis should not surprise. 

22 Cf. P. Kell. Gr. 13,14: ἔγραψα ὑπὲρ αὐτοῦ γραάίμματα μὴ εἰδότος Αὐρήλιος Στ]ώνιος 

Τεπνάχθου ἱερεὺς ἀπὸ τίῆς αὐτῆς κώμης Κέλλεως (335 ο.6.). It is possible that Stonios merely 

clung to his old title (Worp). 

23 Je. not pagan, the term ‘Christian’ potentially including Manichaeism in this instance. 

24 See the authoritative summary and literature cited by Bagnall 1993 
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One of the Greek personal letters showing undoubted Manichaean authorship2> is to be 

dated on palaeographic and prosopographical grounds to the earlier fourth century. 

Whilst it is necessary to be cautious about such arguments where lacking supporting 

evidence, there are a number of reasons for supposing the presence of a Manichaean 

community at Kellis by, say, 320 or perhaps 330 c.e at the latest. The archive of 

documentary texts from House 3 covers the whole century, and while certainly the 

material can not be supposed to be entirely of Manichaean origin, genealogies can be 

traced within it that indicate Manichaean belief over a number of generations. Similarly, 

the argument made above as regards the process of evangelisation in the Oasis would 

support the thesis that Manichaeism arrived earlier in the century, rather than later. Also, 

the noticeable evidence of the transformation of pagan into Christian names is apparent in 

the documentary material of Manichaean origin, particularly the rich collection of Coptic 

personal letters. A date in the final decades of the fourth century would seem too late for 

this. 

It would appear that the Manichaean community at Kellis had a history covering a number 

of generations, from initial evangelisation through accommodation within the wider 

community, and probably on to later persecution from administrative forces above and 

outside of the village. However, it would also seem most reasonable to suppose that 

many of the actual texts left in House 3, say about 400 c.e., were themselves written later 

(e.g. 360 c.e.) rather than earlier (330 c.e.). Such an argument is difficult to maintain 

with force, and the present limitations of Coptic palaeography mean that little help can be 

gained from that source as regards such details. Nevertheless, noting the present state of 

knowledge and that research is still very much in process, it can be contended that the text 

of the Manichaean psalms as edited in this volume represents a kind of second generation 

in the evolution of the Psalm-Book. That is to say, these pieces represent literary 

productions that have already come into existence and been established; an initial stage of 

translation from the Greek and Syriac that would have occurred early in the century, 

presumably at some centre such as Lycopolis. A later ‘third’ stage is represented by the 

fine Medinet Madi codices where the psalms and other Manichaean literatures have been 

gathered and redacted and indexed into relatively stable forms. My own ‘working’ 

25 P. Kell. Gr. 63 in Worp 1995: 167 - 170 

26 See Richter 1994 and Wurst 1995 for discussion of the dates and original languages to be assigned to 

various of the individual psalms and groups of psalms. In brief: the Psalm-Book may be said to have had 

disparate origins with its earlier parts (especially the Psalms of Thomas) deriving from Aramaic originals 

of the second half of the third century, but during an extended redaction history Greek and perhaps even 

Coptic psalms and expansions being added. In principle, there is no objection to the idea that Coptic 

Manichaean psalms existed by, say, 320 c.e. 
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thesis is that the Kellis psalms from House 3 can be assigned to ca. 36027 c.e.; and the 

Medinet Madi codex to ca. 400 c.e. However, one could push both these dates a 

generation earlier. 

Kellis and Medinet Madi: 

The sometimes poorly preserved psalms edited in this volume are, despite their condition, 

of considerable interest as regards comparison with the Medinet Madi Psalm-Book. This 

work is one of the seven codices of Coptic Manichaean texts that first appeared on the 

Cairo black market in 1929, and which are now housed in Dublin and Berlin28. The 

codex, the largest ever discovered from this early period, is a collection of some hundreds 

of psalms, complete with index. Prior redaction history is evident in the various 

grouping mechanisms found within the work, above and beyond an extended textual 

history as apparent in the various parallels and variants to be found in the readings. Thus 

the Psalm-Book is a constructed work in the process of development, with the Medinet 

Madi codex representing one particular and later stage in this. In contrast, the Kellis 

versions are earlier, and thus aid in an understanding of this process. 

The psalms, or at least a substantial proportion of them (for independent Coptic 

composition can not be discounted), were originally composed in Aramaic. Their origin 

and translation into Coptic, whether or not through the medium of Greek, has been the 

subject of considerable discussion. Now, new evidence is provided by T. Syr. / Copt. 1. 

This is a bilingual glossary that seems to record both the Manichaean Syriac and 

Lycopolitan Coptic of particular terms used in one or more psalms. Thus the community 

at Kellis was very much aware of the linguistic origins of its liturgical material. 

However, it seems improbable both for reasons of dating (especially as regards textual 

history) and geography that they were directly involved in the first translation of the 

texts2?. Thus the glossary would seem to have a didactic purpose, and may evidence 

attempts at language learning or practice. 

The actual Coptic psalms from Kellis represent a stage somewhat earlier in the 

development of the Psalm-Book than the Medinet Madi codex. So far, six of them have 

27 If anything the production details of the psalm from House 4 (T. Kell. Copt. 7), that is the format of 

the strophes and doxology as well as palaeography, would suggest a slightly later date at the end of the 

fourth century. This could accord with its find site. 

28 On the history of the find and the editing of the texts (still in process) see Schmidt, Ibscher and 

Polotsky 1933; Robinson 1992 

29 These comments here supersede some I (IG) have made earlier, at the time of first impression; see 

Gardner 1993 
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been identified as having direct parallels in that work?9. There are a number of interesting 

variants between the two versions, and these are detailed and where appropriate discussed 

in the text editions below. Some examples can here be used to demonstrate the apparent 

priority of the Kellis psalms: 

- T. Kell. Copt. 4,26 € ¥ 0 ` ܬ ܐܠ is prior to the parallel PsBk 2. 8,24 

€TOT AGE acorruption from the following line (= 8,25); 

- P. Kell. Copt. 1,3 MENTAY/ where this third person singular is preferable 

to the first person of PsBk 2. 55,4 which indeed misled Allberry in his 

reconstruction of the lacuna; 

- P. Kell. Copt. 1,5 TCETE NNAQIMWN (‘the fire of the demons’) must 

predate PsBk 2. 55,6... NNQAAMIE (‘ ... the fountains’) which makes 

no sense. 

In contrast, there are a number of occasions where the Medinet Madi version provides the 

better text. However, in these cases the cause would seem to be the poor and even semi- 

literate quality of the Kellis copy. Notable examples include: 

- P. Kell. Copt. 1,18 TMED MMWCY N- for... MAMWNQ VN 

- P. Kell. Copt. 2, text Cl where there are numerous careless errors. 

Thus, the Kellis psalms evidence an earlier stage in the textual history of this literature; 

whilst the Medinet Madi Psalm-Book is a much more careful and professional recording. 

In the latter the psalms have been grouped at least partly in response to liturgical practice. 

The psalms for the Bema festival are an obvious example, for the original index to the 

codex records the group title MHMATIR/3! No trace of this redaction process is yet 

evident in the Kellis versions; for they neither follow the numerical sequence of the 

Psalm-Book, nor are consecutive Kellis psalms necessarily derived from the same group. 

An instructive example is T. Kell. Copt. 4 where Bema psalm 222 is immediately 

followed by psalm 109. Whilst it is theoretically possible that this too belongs to a 

(separate) group of Bema psalms, the title apparent in the index would seem to exclude 

30 Three of the six are identified from the facsimile of the PsBk 1, of which there is no critical edition. It 

must be stressed that where this text is quoted it is read from the photographs merely for the purpose of 

illustrating the parallel, and has no pretensions to be anything more. 

31 PsBk 2. 232b,16 
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such an hypothesis. It is also highly unlikely that the Kellis community had an entirely 
different ‘book’ reflecting a separate liturgical tradition. It could be that they had access 

to some form of the Psalm-Book, but selected ‘at whim’ what they liked or for some 

reason found suitable to the occasion; although the lack of any numeration or other 

signifiers would tend to tell against this. However, the most probable cause (bearing in 

mind all the issues) is that the Kellis psalms predate at least the latter parts of the redaction 

process that gave the Medinet Madi codex its distinctive form. 

These points are of importance when considering the different social contexts. Similarly 

the comparison of dialect and orthography. The whole question of the number, variety 

and significance of the Coptic dialects has been the subject of considerable debate over the 

years?>. Some issues remain undecided, particularly as regards the early non-Sahidic 

dialects of Upper Egypt. Still, the great majority of the Coptic texts from Kellis so far 

viewed, and this certainly includes all the overtly Manichaean literature, evidence most 

characteristics in common with the dialects termed sub-Akhmimic (A2 or better L - 

Lycopolitan). L4 is the specific dialect of those other Manichaean codices from Medinet 

Madi, (itself in the Fayoum and thus those texts were displaced). Admittedly the very 

designation ‘sub-Akhmimic’ is problematic3+, and the question of the identity of any 

normative dialect for the Kellis Manichaean community can not be answered here. 

In comparison to L4 the most striking feature about the texts published in this volume is 

the varying use of conjugation bases. Whilst some pieces (e.g. T. Kell. Copt. 7 and T. 

Kell. Syr./ Copt. 1 - 2) correspond to L4 there are a group of others that use 9 &/ for the 

Perfect Affirmative (L4 &/)3°. These include what I take to be locally produced 

collections of psalms here published as P. Kell. Copt. 1 - 3. These same texts then also 

exhibit &/ ape for the Second Present (L4 €/). However, it is not clear how uniform 

is this usage. T. Kell. Copt. 2 would seem to evidence both 9a/ and ܬ / for the Perfect. 

There is also the question of the significance of these forms, is the usage topographical or 

social or temporal? 9 ἃ} has long been recorded for the Medinet Madi codices, although 

it is not found in any of the yet edited parts of these works?©. Thus it could be that the 

32 The incipit and number of psalm 109 is recorded in the index at PsBk 2. 230b,18; it appears to be 

placed in a group under a title (230b,14) that Allberry readas. Πὰ . . W See also Krause 1991: 182 

33 E.g. see Hintze 1984; Funk 1988; Kasser 1990 

34 See Funk 1985 
35 In some (unpublished) Kellis texts forms such as 9 Y - (relative Τ 9. 4 for €ET(Y)AY-) are found, 

e.g. the personal economic accounts that must be local in origin: A/5/218, P 80B + P 92A 

36 Thus Crum 635a; and see Funk 1984 (passim and n.9). 

XV 
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transformation 9&/ to &/ is in fact a temporal process of which some Kellis texts 

evidence an early stage and Medinet Madi a later one. In this case it could prove to be a 

dating mechanism. However, if the variation is social and / or topographical then it 

would serve to demonstrate the origin of the piece. 

In general the texts published here are small local productions that contrast with the fine 

Medinet Madi works. However, there is some evidence for the remnants of more 

extensive codices. P. Kell. Copt. 4 preserves a section number in the 60’s; and P. Kell. 

Syr. / Gr. 1 section 42, perhaps even on page number 408. These readings are not 

certain, but they are not in principle unlikely or at least impossible when compared to 

other Manichaean works of the period. It would appear again to be the case, as 

previously both with Medinet Madi and the CMC, that the value this community placed 

on literacy and scripture (even in such a provincial site as Kellis) surprises our often more 

cautious estimates about book production in late antiquity. 

The texts from Kellis will open up a new phase of research for a number of disciplines. 

The firm archaeological context is of real significance when considering palaeography and 

codicology. As regards the first of these Coptic studies has hardly begun. I can here 

foreshadow that amongst the documentary texts from House 3 there are a great variety of 

hands, the fluidity of some again being a surprise for this date, and in comparison with 

which many of the pieces published here appear rather childlike or at least unprofessional. 

No firm conclusions can be reached until these are all viewed. Again, the sometimes 

coarsely produced remnants edited in this volume, a number of which appear to have 

been prepared for re-use, can be misleading. They must be placed in the context of the 

vibrant culture and heart-felt spirituality of the personal letters. There is no reason to 

suppose from this evidence that Manichaeism had been abandoned, and that this is the 

reason for the find. 
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Our beloved daughter, the daughter of the holy church, the catechumen of the faith; the 

good tree whose fruit never withers>’, which is your love that emits radiance every day. 

She who has generated for herself her riches, which are stored in the treasuries that are in 

the heights, where moths shall not find a way nor shall thieves dig through to them to 

steal38, which (storehouses) are the sun and the moon. She whose deeds resemble her 

name, my daughter, peace. I am your father who writes to you in God. Greetings. 

I greet <you> warmly in love, God-loving, good-loving; I am praying that you may 

continue in health of the body, and gladness of the spirit, and joy of the soul, until we see 

you (pl.) again. 

Furthermore, I write, giving you the remembrance that you [...] for the matter is fine, until 

I come up. Once you have laid the foundation of your house, fight in every way to put on 

its coping that you may be at ease therein for ever. Do the work and mix the warp (?) until 

I come. 

If you have oil standing, give a khous to our brother; let him send it to me, or two 

naturally / if possible (?). If also there is wheat, give him eighteen maje; until we meet 

one another and settle our account. 

Just fight in every way to complete the work, for a person knows not at what hour the thief 

will come to dig through to the house>?. Indeed, I have heard that you are sick several 

days. I am grieving; but, praise God, they say that you are getting better. There is no 

health without your health! 

Live in God, our beloved daughter9, 

37 Mt. 7:18 

38 Mt. 6:19-20 

39 Mt. 24:43 

40 Draft translation of a Manichaean personal letter from House 3 (P. Kell. Copt. 32 = P 92.18);, from 

collaborative work in progress with A. Alcock and W.-P. Funk. 
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SECTION A: COPTIC TEXTS 

(Iain Gardner) 

T. Kell. Copt. 1 

Inv # A/5/3464! 

EAO # 211442 

Site: House 3, room 11, level 443 

Description: reused wooden board. 74 x 54 x 2 mm*4. Inscribed with black ink. Side 

a: 13 lines. Side Ὁ: 1 line. Margin: 3-5 mm (upper), 3-4 mm (lower); no true margin at 

sides. A stroke divides a3-4. 

41 The numbering system employed by the excavation for finds of inscribed material can be explained as 

follows: a) Initially each piece was assigned an inventory number of the type A/5/346 where A = Area A, 

A/5 = House 3, and A/5/346 = the object. This system is still used for the wooden boards. Ὁ) When 

substantial quantities of papyrus were found in House 3 in 1991 they were assigned a number of the type 

P 82B where P = Papyrus, P 82 = the specific find deposit, P 82B = the glass in which the piece/s is now 

framed. Subsequently as the papyrologists have moved and joined fragments new glasses have on 

occasion been created, so that there now exists e.g. P 82Bi and P 82Bii. c) From 1992 the season of 

discovery has been recorded so that P 92.18 is an indication of that year. It should be noted that each of 

the above systems are for internal DOP records. When the piece is published it is assigned a P. Kell. or 

T. Kell. number, as in this volume; (where reference is made to a piece by its DOP inv # alone it means 

that it has not been officially published). 

Thus P. Kell. Copt. 2 (or abbreviated to P.C. 2) published in this volume refers to the fragmentary 

remains of a particular codex of Manichaean psalms. It equates to the glasses P 82Bi/ii, each of which 

contain fragments moved from other deposits. These movements can be tracked in the cross-reference list 

of inventory numbers provided at the end of this volume. N.b. the P. and T. Kellis numbers utilised in 

some early reports about the find should be ignored. 

42 Nb. The EAO registration numbers are given for the individual wooden boards (T. texts) throughout 

this volume, since this aids the identification of the piece in the EAO’s storage facilities. In contrast, 

papyrus and parchment (P. texts) are all grouped together for EAO registration, and thus there is no need 

to record the number. 

43 Details of the specific find deposits are derived from excavation data kindly provided by C.A. Hope. 

See also Worp 1995: 3 -7 for plans of the site and discussion of the dispersal of inscribed material. 

44 Where not otherwise indicated dimensions are vertical x horizontal x thickness (wooden boards). 
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b14: followed by 3 lines, part crossed out, of an illegible scrawl. Perhaps a ‘pen trial’, 

and presumably added by a later hand. 

Dialect: 1. With reference to Med. Madi note won? (L4 ] 0 0 111(, and MMO 

(MME). Both forms occur in the Homilies. 

Content: complete Manichaean doctrinal text. A highly structured and didactic summary 

of five σχήματα of the Father (of Greatness) as reflected in the Third Ambassador. 

Purpose: Catechetical. 

Authorship: Unknown. 

Text: 

al 

Oo CO NN OO Oh SS W DN 

FP BP FP Be CORN. = ܗ 

b14 

NIM πε πἴίωτ᾽ NTAY πε MAG 

WAMT ^ (1 7 ¢ ¢ 6 € <` THC’ MET 

wom ܬ 11 {0 ̀  NCXHMA ἀπίωτ 

πιὰρπ δε OFMETAACE NE ܬ 

NINE Ἀπίωτ᾽ 11 \\ ܬ 0 € ܐ € £' BE 

ΟὖΡΡο πε MMpHTE .\ 111 0( 1 ETO 

Nppo AAZN NEYAION ° ܐܬܬ $ 

WAMT BE 11¶0 ` €]ܬ ¥ ܐ NMapw ܬ 

BAA ABN NEYAIWN 77 £] |7 0 

  £' BE OTNETZHN πεܐܐܝ 9 `[ 1 ܬ

AMINE MNFWT € © 111 HMagt 

OT BE OTNTEY MMO NTGMNTC 

  ` ¢ MAAPEENOC ANTNE Mܐ ܬ

 : ?` € NAION ANTOTܐ ܬ ¢ 1 1} \\ [ }

al Who is the father? 

He is the Th/ird Ambassador, who / exists (corresponding) to five properties of the Father. 

/ First: (he) is an exalted one; after 3 the likeness of the Father. 

Second: / (he) is a king; in the manner of the Father, who is / king over his aeons. 

Th/ird: his light is spread o/ut over all his aeons. 

10 Fourth: (he) is a hidden one; / after the likeness of the hidden Father. 

Fif/th: he has his twe/lve virgins; after the likeness of b14 the twelve aeons of the Father. 



T. Kell. Copt. 7 

Format: In form and terminology T. Kell. Copt. 1 resembles an extract from the 

Kephalaia. That lengthy text evidences a delight in precisely this kind of doctrinal detail, 

with the points carefully categorised and numbered. Essentially the Kephalaia is an 

elaborate taxonomy of the Manichaean universes; which is contextualised in chapters, 

some as short as the fourteen lines above, and each presenting Mani’s answer to some 

question. Indeed, a number of the chapters are specifically devoted to the works and 

character of the Third Ambassador; and much of the terminology found here can be 

paralleled there. 

As a typical example that bears on the question of ‘the Father’, chapter 20 may be 

quoted‘: 

The Chapter of the Name of the Fathers. 

[On]ce again the enlightener speaks to his disciples: The [Father of] Greatness, as he is 

named; due to what reason is he given the name ‘the Father [of] Greatness’? 

His disci[p]les say to him: We beseech you, our master, that you may enlighten us about 

this [g]reatness; for who is it that is named ‘the Father o[f G]reatness’? 

Then he speaks [to] his disciples: Now, the Father, who is the first esta[b]lished thing, 

[shall be cal]led ‘the Father of Greatness’. His greatn[ess is the gr]eat earth where he lives, 

he being established [i]n it [...] the essence of the light that swathes all the [rich go[d]s and 

the angels and the dwellings [...] is set over it. 

[Furthermore, they shall c]all the Third Ambassador [‘father’. His greatness i]s the light 

ship of living fire [wherein he lives], he being established in it. 

[Once again, JJesus the Splendour shall himself also be called ‘father’. His [greatn]ess is 

the ship of living waters where he lives, [he being established in it]. 

[They shall] also [call] the Pillar of Glor[y] ‘father’. It[s] gre[atness ...] the five gods of 

holly ...] which [live and are establ]ished in them. They [...] 

Again, [the] Li[ght] Mind shall be [called] ‘father’. His gre[atness] is the [holy] church; 

becaus[e] he lives [and is established iJn it. It also [...] in it [...] alone. They [... li]ght. 

45 Keph. 63,20- 64,12, tr. Gardner. 
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However, T. Kell. Copt. 1 lacks that context wherein Mani answers questions posed by a 

disciple (or some other framing sequence). There is thus the intriguing choice of deciding 

whether it is prior or secondary to a more constructed text. The status of the initial 

question (“Who is the Father?’) is also of importance. It can not really be termed a ‘title’ 

to the piece, but is rather a catechetical device. 

Brief catechisms of this kind may have existed from the earliest period of Manichaean 

history, and presumably derive from oral practice. Such would ensure that doctrinal 

unity which is so evident across the Manichaean world. It is probable that Mani himself 

initiated the use of memory aids in his teaching. In particular, the use of numerical 

sequences and structures seems to be embedded in the most fundamental strata of 

Manichaean doctrine: thus the five sons of the First Man, and the five sons of the Living 

Spirit. 

Much of the Kephalaia itself may well be regarded as a secondary document where the 

framing sequences have been added to an ur-text of the kind found here at Kellis. In 

some chapters hardly any context exists at all. In many examples the opening ‘once more 

he speaks’ can only be a formal literary device (e.g. kephalaion 68). T. Kell. Copt. 1 

may provide evidence of the process by which kephalaic material rapidly multiplied to 

provide apostolic authorisation for the teachings of the community. 

Alternatively, it could be argued that the Kellis text is a local production, developed for 

the purpose of evangelism, which uses material abstracted from a canonical or semi- 

canonical work. 

In either case T. Kell. Copt. 1 may be described as a ‘flip card’, utilised for the easy 

learning of the complex details of Manichaean doctrine. The personal letters from Kellis 

evidence that the lay :aithful regarded Manichaeism as a kind of superior Christianity; and 

the specifically Manichaean divinities such as the Third Ambassador rarely intrude. It 

would seem that in their evangelical mission the elect presented the faith as that of the true 

church, and as the fulfilment of Jesus’ teaching. Catechumens would then be slowly 

drawn into the community and gradually introduced to the higher knowledge of Mani’s 

revelation. This process is also apparent from Augustine’s writings. 

T. Kell. Copt. 1 provides important evidence about the evangelical technique of the 

Manichaean community. It also suggests the presence of elect at Kellis. 

Comment: The text provides a summary of five CX HM2a& of the Father of Greatness, 

the supreme God, which are reflected in the status and work of the Third Ambassador 
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(IMAQGWAMT MIMpPECREYTHC). This is the principal divinity of the third 

emanation, that of the gods of salvation. The Third Ambassador is well known from 
texts found across the Manichaean world. However, in devotion he often seems to have 

been eclipsed by other more personal saviour gods, such as Jesus the Splendour, who are 

essentially doublets of him. 

Here the Ambassador is himself termed ‘father’ as a more accessible form (emanation) of 

the supreme Father. This is typical of Manichaean theology where epithets and functions 

easily transfer up and down the graded hierarchy of divinity. Essentially all the divine 

light is one, but graded according to the extent of its contact with time and matter. While 

the Father of Greatness is shielded from both in his eternal kingdom, the gods such as the 

Ambassador are evoked by him for the purpose of their necessary tasks in the conflict 

with the darkness. 

3: The five properties of the Father (foe NCXHMA MNMTWT ). The translation as 

‘properties’ chosen for the term σχήματα is to indicate that the text lists five points of 

comparison that are really descriptive details or attributes rather than systematic essentials. 

Thus the Greek term is understood in its sense as ‘the way of a thing’ rather than its form 

or appearance. 

This use of CX HMA is not that which is normally found in the Medinet Madi corpus. 

P. van Lindt has undertaken a study of the edited texts: four out of the seven references 

make a direct link to the docetic Jesus*®, evidencing an established exegetical tradition 

derived from Philippians 2:7. Van Lindt concludes that the term has a negative 

significance implying a ‘material shape’ and “an appearance opposite to reality4””. 

This point is reinforced by one of the unedited psalms*8: 

I am ensnared ... inthe ? 110 © andthe CX HMA of the earth. 

However, there is one parallel usage to that in T. Kell. Copt. 1. Keph. 31,3 similarly 

lists five CX HMA of the King of Darkness, such as his ugliness and bitterness. In the 

edited text OX ܐ[. ܪܬ is incorrectly given*?. 

46 Van Lindt 1988. See also PsBk 1. 180, second last line. 

47 Op. cit. p. 101 

48 PsBk 1. 189,19-20 

49 The correct reading has been provided from the original by W.-P. Funk, to whom I am grateful for 

having discussed this matter with me. See also Richter 1994: 235 
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4: An exalted one (OO MET AACE). The term is also used for the Third Ambassador, 

see Keph. 134,5,11 135,29 )1111 € ¥ AACE). 

6-7: A king ... over his aeons (O7ppO ABN NEYAIWN). Just as the Father is the 

King of the aeons (IppO NN&IWN Keph. 81,30), so the Ambassador is king in this 

world (IppO 9M HIKOCMOC Keph. 43,31). According to Keph. 43,18-19 the 

Ambassador has become a leader and ‘a great king after the likeness of the first Father 

(OTONAG Nppo ANINE MNWAPN NIWT)’. 

8-9: His light is spread out over all his aeons (GOV ATNE Napw ܬ 0 ܬ AABN 

NEYASWN THPO®). Ultimately all the divine is one; and the Father, who is the King 

of lights (Ippo (¥ ܐ[ 0 ` ܬ ܐ 1} € Keph. 35,8) and the origin of all lights (TNOw NE 

NNOTAINE THPOS Keph. 35,3), is consubstantial with his kingdom. 

10: A hidden one (OO METYHIM). This is a characteristic term for the Father of 

Greatness who remains hidden in the eternal kingdom during the time of mixture, while 

the emanated gods enter in to time and the universe to battle the forces of darkness: 

God, we pray thee, the Father, the first of the gods, 

the hidden one (ME TQ HIT), whose light is revealed, we call 

unto thee, hear 5.00, 

At the end of time, after the final victory and destruction of the universe, he will reveal his 

image (T. Kell. Copt. 2 f.4,142-143 Homs. 41,11-17 Keph. 103,10-30). 

In view of this it is unclear why the Third Ambassador is ‘hidden’; because the whole 

rationale for his being and title is to appear for the purpose of salvation>!. Indeed, in a 

well-known episode, the Ambassador comes and ‘displays his image’ to the world, after 

which mankind is formed (e.g. Keph. 133,21-29). 

12 - 14: Twelve virgins / twelve aeons (TMNTCNADC MMAPEENOC / 

MMNTCNATC ΔΊΩΝ). The Third Ambassador is essentially an androgynous 

divinity whose female form is the Virgin of Light. The male-female duality reflects such 

pairs as the sun-moon and nous-sophia. However, in a well attested variant, or perhaps 

better an elaboration, the Ambassador evokes twelve virgins. For instance: 

50 PsBk 2. 1,7-9, altered. 

31 W. Sundermann points out to me (IG) that the hidden nature of the Third Ambassador and his work 

was a problem also for the Central Asian Manichaeans; see his comments 1979: 105 - 106 
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The second day is the Third Ambassador, the one who dwells in the light ship. His twelve ho[urs] are 
[the] twelv[e vlirgins (TMANTCNATCE MI ܬ |7 © € ܐ 1 0 ) that he evoked in his greatness>2. 

Similarly, the twelve aeons of the Father are well known. They surround his throne in 

the Kingdom of Light; and from them come the aeons of the aeons to the number of one 

hundred and forty-four. Thus: 

Now, [the k]ingdom of light was existing in five] 

greatnesses; which are the Father and his twelve 

aeons (IEYMNTCNAYC NAIWN), and the aeons of the aeons, the living aer, 

the land of light; the Great Spirit breathing in 

them, nourishing them with its light?3. 

32 Keph. 25,20-22. See also Sundermann 1992: 107 108 

53 PsBk 2. 9,12-16, adapted. 
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T. Kell. Copt. 2 

Inv # A/5/53B 

Site: House 3, room 4, level 3. Bound with T. Kell. Copt. 3. 

Description: Wooden codex with five folios, 194-7 x 68-71 x 3-6 mm. Made of 

recycled boards brought together from different contexts (note the different thicknesses), 

and cut to size. Initial description of T. Kell. Copt. 2 and 3 by John Sharpe 1991. 

Preliminary edition of the texts from folio 4, with discussion, by I. Gardner 1993. 

Folios 1-3 and 5 (the order is established according to the holes drilled for binding) have 

been scrubbed clean, while folio 4 has well-preserved texts in black ink on both sides 

(téte-béche). Why should only one, inner, folio contain readable text? It seems 

improbable that a scribe would have started on folio 4, even for reasons of secrecy; for 

what real advantage would this bring? Equally, it seems unlikely that they would have 

somehow forgotten to clean this particular board. Rather, it must be supposed that the 

codex has been constructed from pre-used boards, one of which was incorporated whilst 

still containing text. Thus the codex is not the original context for these psalms and 

prayer>*. This also explains why folio 4 has been cut to size in such a way as to erase 

parts of the topmost letters of text A5; and why the holes have been drilled through the 

text. However, it would be unwarranted necessarily to suppose that Manichaean 

devotion was no longer a live issue for the constructor of the codex. 

As with T. Kell. Copt. 3, and for the same reasons (see infra), no attempt is made here to 

provide a text edition of the cleaned boards. 

Folio 1. Clear traces of text. Large script as with parts of T. Kell. Copt. 3. 

Folio 2. Clear traces. Appears to be of a different origin to folio 1. 

Folio 3. Minimal traces. 

54 The title I used in my preliminary edition of this piece (Gardner 1993: ‘A Manichaean liturgical codex 

...) may be counted as misleading. We do not know what was the original context for folio 4. Indeed, 

the reversed sequence of script (téte-béche also T.C. 6) indicates that it could not have been bound down 

the side margin at that period of usage; but must rather have been ‘flipped’ over from the top for the verso 

to be read. W. Sundermann reminds me of a similar situation with the Central Asian Pothi-leaf books. 



7. Kell. Copt. 2 

Folio 5. Side a: some text visible. Side b: useless (outside of codex?) 

Folio 4. Well preserved texts. Originally part of another codex (note the holes drilled 

that the scribe has avoided), and now bound here (note the secondary drilling through the 

text). 

Dialect: To be classified as L, but with some notable features. Most apparent is the 
conjugation base 9 &- for the Perfect Affirmative. This brings into question the use of a 

Second Present base vowel &- for €->5. Secondly, there is the irregular use of the 

prepositional €- Epa= (elsewhere and L4 &- Apa=). And thirdly, there is a non- 

standardised vowel shift & / € also apparent in many other Kellis texts compared to 

Medinet Madi, here: WAAET (40) TAKO (46 but see 32) CMAMA (13355). 

Content: Liturgical. Six (?) Manichaean psalms and an eschatological prayer in two 

hands (texts A and B), with additional unidentified comment in a third (?) hand (text C). 

The psalms are abbreviated in that only the beginning of each strophe is given’. 

Purpose: Liturgical (perhaps for ‘live’ congregational usage) or scribal58. 

Authorship: Unknown. Various? 

Text A 1 

al 5918 € TNCMOT Ερὰκ Jesus, we praise thee! 

2 MAPNAO YN TATAMH Let us plant with love 

3 NTAR ME MWIXY Thou art the depth 

4 QVANAI ἐπε ἈΠΝὰ We took taste of the Spirit 

5 \\& |( (¥ \\ 0 ` εἰ Let us bind to ) 

6 TWOM TAPETNGINE Knock that you may find 

7 WINE NTAPETNGINE Ask that you may find 

55 See particularly the usage of tenses in the text A5. In fact all & - bases have been translated as (at 

least poetic!) pasts corresponding to L4, pending a detailed analysis of the dialects in the texts from 

Kellis. 

56 This strong final & is also a feature of other Kellis texts. 

57 Similarly in Central Asian anthologies; e.g. M 315 in Colditz 1992: 330 - 333 

58 The coarse quality of hand B argues against this. 

59 Design at start of the line. 
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8 TAUTANH NTE 11110 ` 1 € 

9 MAPNMOTOTT 1) 

10 (vac) NTAOWTAQMTHNE 

11 | © ®] 0 ̀ MMWTN 

12 NCEZE MNWNG 

13 NENTAY AI MMWONG 

14 NPMHOTE MN NWEIO\T/E 

15 NWMMAES AMK(OC] MO[C] 

16 (vac) NENTAT XIE M 

17. ἌἈποῦδι Fre 

18 MApNCcworg οΝυλὰ 9569 

19 πῦβο MN NCNATD 

20 φὰσρὰποτδορσε mM 

 ©ܘܗ¥88ܘ )¥ ܝܠ ܐ ܐ ܐ[ 21

22 Yyorang ebaa Nar 4) 

3 QAaTNT ܬ (¥ (£ mM 

2 COTRWMAW NAS NIC 

25 AYpPanaxXwpl anova(erne) 

 %2 ܘ »ܬ? MN Θρο ܬܐ(

Text A 2 

27 =MAPNCMOT ANNXC 

2 MNpWME QAPHY AMITP( 

29 +OYWIXYY NTE IKE(RE) 

30 WAMO NTAY AMITTKE(RE) 

31 OTAAIMWN (0 ̣ ܬ $, N(VO) 

32 mgwh NTE MTEKO 

33 MWKWY MMECTE 

34 «=Q9QAYEINE NAI SHC 

35 € MIEBAA VM 

36 ζςῶωτὰ QWY EMATAO\C/ 

37 NpeyYTAWErEIW 

60 ἃς ܐ ܐܬ [ 0 € ] ܪ 0 ]€[ writ small. Perhaps an addition. 

61 yxy for ܐ 

62 Perhaps ‘... of death’. 

63 Meaning unclear; perhaps Me (place). 

64 Possibly M dy 

65 Or ‘he brought’. 

The love of God 

Let us slay (... 

They did summons you 

Pride yourselves 

The word of life 

They that received life 

The temples and the altars 

The strangers to the world 

They that received (... 

They took not taste®2 

Let us gather ... 

The cross and the fetters 

They renounced (... 

Humiliate the demons 

He is revealed, namely (... 

You put upon you (... 

They sneer, namely these (... 

He went back to the lig(ht) 

Glory and victory to our (... 

Let us praise our Christ! 

Man, be on guard! Do not (... 

Depth of the dark(ness) 

But the creature of the dark(ness) 

A many-(faced) demon 

The work of perdition 

The envy, the hatred 

He likened himself, namely Jesus 

Christ, this one from 

Listen also to Paul 

The proclaimer 



7. Κοἰϊ. (ορί. 2 

308 Gwate) εὐλὰ NNApPe 

39 MW ETEPAWS MW 

40 HMA NWAAET M(MXC) 

41 MWHN NTAY MITWNQ) 

42 Qa&CTE Mpoc ܘܘ 

43 ΦΟΩΚΒ MMO NTAMAPE 

4 KAAWC EYAYpPwWapn 

45 NTO QWE ¥] 71 

44 NKE NIM COTNATA(KO) 

  OTAPXHܘܐ ܬܘ 4

48 NXC NATOTAZO MMO 

49 NQIMHOTE NNap( 

50 TWOXH KACE Epapa % 

51 3 W πεὰσ NEK MNXC 

52 OVEAT MN Gpo ATTN 

(second column) 

Text A 3 

53 TAWSXH.. 50 

54 MNOTN gomep68 

55 WMKAAOIM[. . 199 (¥ 

56 AICTE ΔΙ. . 1 τὰ 

57 ¥¶ MMENOTC 

 58 ܬ ¶# ܬܘܬ ¶

59 TAAPO 9 ἃ €) 

60 KATE οΝ ¥€¢00( 

61 CAaBTE NNETNG 

62 CAYTTN NTEOU(NEM 

63 KAGAPIZSE MMO 

64 MIMIPKWE (¥) 

6 τοῦῦο MMO F 

66 Wwe GE TA 

67 YJ AQPHK<KT> Qa<paon MK 

66 Perhaps PAEIC ‘guard’. 

67 Perhaps ΠΙὰ 0 ἃ Ἃ for ‘this one from the father’. 

68 Meaning unclear. Perhaps two more letters. 

69 Meaning unclear. 

11 

Release the chains 

The measure that thou wilt measure (... 

The bridechamber of (Christ) 

But the tree of (life) 

Trouble thyself for a little [time (?) 

Brace thee, and I shall bind thee 

Right well, as he was first 

Thou also, soul 

Everything they will des(troy) 

A blessing, a beginning 

Christ will save thee 

The waves of the (... 

Soul, that thou might (guard (?) 

O! The glory to thee, our Christ 

Glory and victory to our (... 

My soul ... 

The abyss ... 

ἸΏ... 

Εχαὶὶ ... 

Give to thy mind 

He gave him 

Be confirmed in thy (... 

Edify thee in thy doctrine 

Prepare thy wings 

Straighten thy ri(ght hand (?) 

Cleanse thee 

Do not let ( ... 

Make thee pure, give 

Now, my (... ), become 

Bear up under us 
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ποΐ τελειελῆ MK 

τοσῦο NTGAM 

TCAEIO ܐ̄ ¢ ܬ € 

CARTE MMO VN 

πνὰξ MN WANA! 

TANABWW ^) 

TANAWE QN 0 `) 

yo Neay 421 εἰ(ὰ 5)72 

Text A 4 

76 

  $ Ὁ ± Ss ὦ €. 3 € ` Ss) ὦ Ὁܠܓ $ 5

Oo τῷ σι," 

Ἴἤρδεις τὰ ΨΟ ΧΗ 

πρεοθεῦτης 

AYGWAM NE 

CADTNE TAWT(XH) 

NAQTE Epayg AE 

TWK APETE NTA 

NEGPO MEKAAM 

pewe TAWTXH 

OOMETANIT 

TAEIO MITOTEINE) 

TGPHME Ἀποῦί(δ ει ΝΕ)" 

06? 0] † NEY 

NMETAYTPOT A (EINE) 

OrpeyGpo ne 

MEAD NEIETY 

QAYCWP $‡¶ ܬ ¶ ^ 00 

©? ]]] 00 )@( [NITE )ܐ( 

CHRWN € † )ܐܬ 

BITY Epo (¥ )ܬ 

Tt QIWTE €) 

70 See Crum 77a 

71 Perhaps NA(Q TE ‘faith’. 

72 E.g. PsBk 7. 184,217 KO NEAT RABI EAT 

73 Perhaps a 2 before the line. Significance unclear. 

74 Or ‘Good (is... 

75 Thus PsBk 1. 240,30? and PsBk 2. 22,18 

The brightness ) ... 

Make pure the power 

Make beautiful the beauty 

Prepare thee in 

The charity and the (... 

So we will strip (... 

So we will leave in a (... 

He is glorious! He is gl(orified) 

Watch, my soul 

Ambassador 

He revealed to thee 

Know, my so(ul) 

Believe in him, for 

Set thee firm, and 1 shall (... 

Thy victory, thy crown 

Rejoice, my soul 

A good one/4 

Honour the lig(ht) (?) 

The diadem of the li(ght) 

Worship him 

He whom he has enli(ghtened)/© 

A victor is 

Glory! Blessed is he 

He was stretched (out), he died 

A requital of (... 

The image that (... 

Attain thee it, and I shall ) ... 

Vest thyself with thy (... 

76 Or: ‘He who enlightened’. Alternatively Funk suggests: ‘He who made them (do something)’. 
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96 ΠΡΟ ETAACE The exalted king (?) 

7 MNMOD(AEINE) PEWE MMAK The li(ght) rejoices at’/ thee 

  MN Gpo Glory and victoryܘ »ܘܬ .9

Text B 178: 

(first column) 

9 TNamoregn’? I will ... 

100 

(second column) 

101 TN ————— Were 

12 Π 

 ܐ! 103

104 π 

105 

106 

107 

108 

Text A 5 

b109 KEDONETWHRE MMMAQWAMT 

110 Ἀπρεοῦεστης /// AYTNNAT 

111 WApAcs NIHC 1111](7 € ܐ £ πὰ 

112 MOCTOAOC MMHOTAEINE MpEey 

113 οωτε NNWOKAOTE ܬ ¶] . 1. ¥ 

114 ATOTY Ἄπνοῦς NOTAEINE 

115 THAPOENOC MIMOTAEINE // 

116 <MOMNA NTE TMHE 11 ܐ 2 € ܐ € 

117 MMANIXAIOC ܬ @ † ΝΗΕΙῚ M 

  1€ AYTAAPAE! 9M MEYܬ ` ܐ ¢ ¶ € 1) 118

119 NAQTE AYAWK MMAEI VON NEY 

77 However, in Coptic to rejoice at is usually negative; i.e. ‘deride’ (Alcock). 

78 Lines 99-108 mostly scrubbed away, with only traces visible. Thus 

79 MOD ‘die’ or MOT Y ‘fill’. Possibly QN (unlikely). 

80 The board has been cut to size, with the erasure of the top parts of these first three letters. Second 

letter € or © and third J or 90 or The various options are problematic. The stylised & suggests that 

this is the start of a clause, i.e. one can not read [OT ]JAEINE Twhg Therefore, it must begin with 

a verbal prefix. Read either ‘she gave thy prayers (ACT NETWOQ)’: but who is the subject? Or ‘I 

will pray (AEINETW ὃ 9)’, necessitating some dialectical (second future ἃ ΓΝ ¢ 7) form. 
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120 ENTOAATE /// ἃ OIKWN ܐ[ [[ܬ € ܬ 1[ 

  Εἰ ἄρδει MN MECWAMT Nܐ[ € 121

122 ATTEAOC ACT νηΐ (@1918€ܐ]] AN 

123 MKAAM MN πῦδε AN MGHPo [[//]] 

124 ΔΎΖΙΤ apeTy Ἀπεδίμκριτηο AAN 

  <€ NWINE BE METAYTEEYܬܬܘ 125

126 ATOOT }ܬ € 20 ܐ MMAY EBAA /// 

127 AEIBZWKM OPN MCTTAOC ATAART 

128 aM πρωνλε ετδηκ €@ ܬ ATT 

  < MMAWAPM NNOTC YM ΠΔΗρܐ ܐ[ < ܐ 129

130 ετὰνο, /// AEITAEIAE ܬ ܐܐܠ ܬ € ] M 

131 MMAOT ETANQ WA NIWOT πιὰρπ 

132 NpwME AT NHI NTYQHRON 

133 NYCMAMA MN TEYAUAMH // SEITA 

134 EJAE AMAAEI NTCETE ETANQ 

135 πὰ MMAQWAMT ἀπρεοθεστης 

  11 0 ¢ 1 0 0 ¢ Ἀπούδεινε MIWTܬ 1) 136

137 N&ATACEOC /// YATAI NEJOPE MMAEI 

138 ΔΟΡΗΪ ATXWPA MMOTAEINE ἃ 

139 PpETY MMAPXIAIRAION MN MME 

140 ριτ NNOVAEINE /// QACIMTAN 

141 MMAEI ON TANTPO Ἀπεειδ ze 

142 2X NIWOT NNOVAEINE OFT WNQ 

143 νηΐ EBAA NTEYQHRON /// 

b109 (I will?) pray to the Third 

110 Ambassador. He sent 

111 unto me Jesus the Splendour, the 

112 apostle of light, the 

113 redeemer of souls. He [bore (?)] me 

114 to the Light Mind, 

115 the Virgin of Light. 

116 The spirit of truth, our lord 

117 Manichaios, he gave to me 

118 his knowledge. He made me strong in his 

81 € perhaps struck out. 

82 See Keph. 39,11 TANTppo MM HI NNEYPWAME Alternatively, one could read it as ‘this 

one (ΠΕ ES)’; with perhaps the ἀρχιδίκαιος intended as ruler of the new aeon (Alcock). 



119 

120 

121 

122 

125 

124 

125 

126 

Oa 

128 

129 

130 

131 

132 

133 

134 

135 

136 

177 

138 

139 

140 

141 

142 

143 

Text Β 2 

144 

145 

146 

147 

148 

149 

150 

151 

152 

153 

154 

7. Κοίϊ. (ορί. 2 

faith. He has fulfilled me in his 

commandments. The image of my 

counterpart came unto me, with her three 

angels. She gave to me the garment and 

the crown and the palm and the victory. 

He took me to the judge without 

any shame; for what he 

entrusted to me I have perfected. 

I washed in the Pillar. I was perfected 

in the Perfect Man. They gave 

me my first mind in the living 

atmosphere. I rose up to the ship of 

living water; unto the father, the First 

Man. He gave me his image, 

his blessing, and his love. I 

rose up to the ship of living fire; 

unto the Third Ambassador, 

the apostle of light, the good 

father. They ferried me 

up to the land of light, to 

the first righteous one and the 

Beloved of the Lights. I came to rest 

in the kingdom of the household (?); for 

the Father of the Lights has revealed 

to me his image. 

TNCMOTD We praise 

PAKTAEI(O) Thou honoured 

 ...)  ¥ MMA We lackܐ[ ܬ ¥

MEKEIWT QI Thy father in 

NIM πνίωτ Who (is) our father 

CEpeweE They rejoice 

MO CTHP ION) Myster(y) 

MODTAECINE The light 

PAKABWK ܬ 0 ܬ Thou perfected 

TNUWM MIT 

OONA [[NNI]PMEOTE 

We accept the ( ... 

A mercy for (our) tears (?) 

15 
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(second column) 

155 NERWHPe TH(pon) A(Il) thy children 

156 TNT ETOTR We entrust to thee 

157, TNPEWeE THPN We all rejoice 

158 MITPMEOT € Do not think 

159 WN QTHR AC Have thou pity (... 

160 t NEN NO*TG(po) Give to us v(ictory) 

161 OVEAD MN Glory and 

(lateral) 

Text C 1 

162 WAN . . . . ANEN. ] 3 

Format: 

Side a: four abbreviated psalms written in two columns by one hand, (= A 1-4). At the 

end of each column there are scrawled, in a much coarser hand, a further few lines of text 

(=B 1). These have been mostly scrubbed away, so that the content is unclear, but they 

may be a further psalm. This unusual format needs to be explained. 

First, the texts are abbreviated in the sense that the beginning of a line is given; but it then 

breaks off, sometimes mid-word. A new line begins again, with no continuity to the last. 

These constant breaks can cause problems for the translator, although the Coptic of scribe 

A is easily read. The style and effect is somewhat similar to the psalm index published by 

Allberry from the end of the Chester Beatty codex (pp. 229-233 in his edition). 

Secondly, scribe A has written in two long columns. However, a break in the first is 

indicated by a design, in the second by a rough stroke. The resulting four sections are 

mostly equal in length: A 1 contains 26 lines (al-26); A 2 has 26 lines (27-52); A 3 has 

23 lines (53-75); A 4 has 23 lines (76-98). 

The discrete nature of each of these four sections, and their identification as four 

Manichaean psalms, is most immediately apparent from their final lines. For three of the 

sections the final line begins: OF EAU MN Gpo ‘Glory and victory ..’; and the other: 

yO NEAT ‘He is glorious ..’. These are standard formulations for the closing verse, 

the doxology, of the psalms published by Allberry. For example: 

83 Possibly the fourth letter is € and (with imagination!) one could read: ‘We shall praise ..’ or ‘We shall 

gather to our ..’ 



T. Kell. Copt. 2 

Glory and victory to the Spirit of Truth, our God, our 

Lord Mani, and all his holy perfect 

Elect, and the soul of the blessed Mary®4, 

Thus, in comparison to Allberry’s psalm-index, this text is a ‘list? of verses. Each line 
corresponds to the beginning of a verse, perhaps equal to the indented sections in the 
Medinet Madi edition of the Psalm-Book. However, in contrast to that fine copy, the text 
here was probably for ‘live’ congregational usage. The beginning of each verse or refrain 

is provided to aid the memory. 

The psalms A 1-4 do not correspond to any published by Allberry, although they share a 

great deal of the terminology and style. However, Allberry only published the second 

half of the Chester Beatty text. In the index to the whole work, which he did edit, are 

also given the incipits from the first part. 

The index is not complete, but nevertheless the incipit given in the index for psalm 57 
(NJ) is essentially the same as the first line of psalm A 4: parc TAWYXH NTE 

Unfortunately, an examination of the facsimile edition of part one of the Psalm-Book, 

published by S. Giversen, shows the ‘line-starts’ of psalm 57 to be almost completely 

destroyed®>. Indeed, it is not clear either where the psalm begins or finishes. 

However, a first search (IG) of the whole facsimile has identified another of the psalms 

here in the Chester Beatty codex: A 2 corresponds to psalm 68 on plates 97 and 98. It 

seems highly probable that some or all of the other psalms also lie hidden in part one. 

Whether they can be firmly identified is another question. The search for identification is 

difficult; and such is the poor state of a great many of the Medinet Madi pages, that this 

matter may not be resolved until there is a full critical edition of part one of the Chester 

Beatty text. 

Side b: here scribe A has written in a single column of 35 lines, and with more care, a 

description of the eschatological journey undertaken by the individual Manichaean soul (= 

A 5). This is replete with terminology familiar from the Medinet Madi texts. As will be 

evident, it has a much more personal tone than the psalms, which are communal. Its 

presence here may indicate that it is a liturgical prayer to reinforce the faith in the face of 

death. 

84 PsBk 2. 3,12-14 

85 In the facs. ed. Giversen notes the beginning of psalm 56 on plate 74, another (58?) on pl. 81, and 59 

on pl. 83. If this is correct then psalm 57 should be found near plate 77 

17 
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Below this again, and in two columns, the coarser hand has written another abbreviated 

psalm (= B 2). Some words are also visible along the edge of the text (= C 1). 

Comment: 

Text A 1: 

Communal psalm in praise of Jesus. The tone and terminology are reminiscent of the 

Medinet Madi Psalm-Book. For instance: Jesus as ‘the depth (a3)’, see PsBk 2. 120,13 

(απ 9,4). It also includes similar echoes of the sayings of Jesus (6-7): 

They that sought found; they prayed, [it was] given them; they knocked 

at the door, the door was opened to them86, 

The invocation of ‘the cross and the fetters (19)’ is an allusion to the double martyrdom at 

the heart of Manichaean devotion: Jesus’ crucifixion, and Mani’s death chained in prison. 

The doxology (26) doubtless read: ‘Glory and victory to our lord Mani (PsBk 2. 11,29 

etch) 

Text A 2: 

Communal psalm in praise of Christ. The formulation ‘our Christ ΠΝ xc’ (2715) 

seems slightly strange, though ‘our Lord MN Σ᾽ is very common. One might be 

inclined to take it as an error (X for 4 as at 16), or even code for MMNXC except that it 

occurs in Allberry’s index as INXPC (PsBk 2. 229,12b). 

The psalm begins with a strongly dualistic tone, invokes the soul, and looks forward to 

the glory of salvation through Christ. The reference to Paul (36) reinforces the strong 

Pauline emphasis to Manichaean theology. A copy of Romans 2 was also been found in 

House 3 at Kellis, although whether it was used by the Manichaean inhabitants is open to 

debate (see P. Kell. Copt. 6 infra). The doxology (52) follows the same pattern as the 

previous text. 

It has already been stated that this is demonstrably the same psalm as number 68 in the 

Medinet Madi PsBk 1. Giversen counts the beginning of psalm 68 to line 8 on plate 97 

of the facsimile edition. Here some kind of titular ascription is clearly visible, within a 

design, on the right hand side. The psalm number 3H is not directly readable; but 

Giversen is undoubtedly correct following the much clearer 67 (3,3) on plate 95. 

86 PsBk 2. 156,3- 4: see Mt. 7:7 
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The incipit for this psalm in the index published by Allberry (PsBk 2. 230.78 . . . ] . ] 
MOB AITIN) also corresponds directly to that in T. Kell. Copt. 2 (27 MAPNCMOT 

A&IIN XC); although the first line of 68 can not be read with confidence in the facsimile. 

Such is the condition of the Medinet Madi text that its correspondence to the Kellis 

version first becomes clear on the eighth line of the psalm (PsBk 1. 97,16), equating to 

the fourth line of A 2 (30). This fits exactly the pattern that subsequently becomes 

established, where the Kellis text provides the first words of every second or third line of 

psalm 68. When there are three lines the final one seems to be foreshortened, indicating 

that the text has run over the line length at the ending of a verse. Thus the rule seems to 

be that the Kellis text provides the beginning of every second complete line; the psalm as 

a whole being broken up into regular units, possibly for antiphonal singing. 

This pattern can be traced as far as the fifth last line visible on plate 98, equating to line 

46. The pattern requires at least three lines to be lost at the top of plate 98; which makes 

the page total a reasonable 32 lines. 

Giversen suggests that at the third last line psalm 69 begins. Here there appears at first to 

be a gap in the text; but there is no psalm number or other evidence to support this. Also, 

six lines of the Kellis text remain, suggesting that psalm 68 should continue for about 

twelve more lines. In fact, if the facsimile is tracked down to the tenth and eleventh 

visible lines of plate 99, the characteristic doxology becomes apparent: ‘... victory to the 

soul of Pshai, Jm[noute ...] Maria’. Here then must be the end of psalm 68. However, 

given the condition of plate 99, where the first half of each line is entirely lost in the upper 

part, the exact correspondence of the lines can only be speculative. 

Nevertheless, the available evidence is enough to show that the Kellis psalm A 2 runs 

parallel to 68, and at a constant rate throughout. The probable line correspondence is as 

follows. 

97:(x+)8 [SH JAINE πετο.. 

68 

Incipit . . . ] . MoT ܬܐܐ 

827 MAPNCMOT ANNXC 

97:9 [...].C€CMOU ANNXIPC] WIMONOTENHC NWHPE NTN . ] 

  1€ MIpeYCIWTE NAWTIXAITEܚ( + + | ܐܘܡ 0906

Let us praise our Christ, this only-begotten son, and we [ ... 

] the saviour of souls! 

19 
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28 TpWME QAPH? 5 

97:11 wit: ΔΙ 1 )ܓ eee 1 τ] N ANIC ORs 

97:438116381 deltas 4 | ܙ _ ( ._ \ ΨΟΊΧΗ 35500 ( ANpagTy [ 

Man, be on guard! Do not [...] in the body [ 

... [ soul up to the cares (?) [ 

29 Orwixgy NTE MKE[RE 

97:13 1 . ] . . 1. . WRERE ME] MICWMA ETKPDOPE [MMAY 

 | .. ( )503035:0 THPOT ATWON ANKܹܓܰ )ܓ (| | 97:14

97:15 AITAWAQ NQHTY (vac) 

A depth of darkness is this body that thou wear 

... [ all the righteous, they have suffered [ ... 

they have] been oppressed in it. 

30 πᾶπο NTAY MIMKE[KE 

97:16 NM2<m>oO NTE MKEKE ΠΕ MHS ETMHQ MMAGO[C 

97:17 IG. 1 . ] . . . 19 ܐ`< NNFATO NCApZ NICHPION € ¥ ] 

The creature of darkness is this house that is full of passion [ 

... 7 these masses of flesh, these beasts that [ ... ] 

31 OVAAIMWN NQAQ NIQO 

97:18 }...[..1.N NQag Nelo] Me’ οὔδρδ μων Neawy [Name 

97:19 OTVZAIQ] NEINE OTZAQ MNETYAT ME OTMAN . [ 

97:20 (¦! (vac) 

It is a many-faced demon: a seven-[headed] dragon. 

It is many likenesses, many wickednesses, a place [ ... 

32 nmgw NTE NTEKO 

97:21 mgwh NTE MTEKO τε TZBCW NTE MKR[ERE ETNPDO 

97:22 06. 71 ) + ATMOTP MN OTWT . ܬ ] 

The work of perdition is the garment of [darkness that we wear 

... 7 they bound with (?) [... ] 

33 MKWY MMECTE 

97:23 παν σῦν re Lo bait 0058 999 Ι των... ATI 

97248" συν | 0 0 πες 0 NTANTANAE ] . . ἰδ... 

97:25 (vac) aBAA NQHTC 
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The envy, the hatred [ ... ] dispute [ ... 

τ | the enmity’[ <.. 

from there. 

34 QAYEINE NAI SHC 

98:1 [ 

98:2 ᾿ αὶ 

He likened himself, namely Jesus [ ... 

35 MXC MIEBAA OM 

98:3 ΠῚ 

98:4 1} ¥ 1 

Christ, this one from [ ... 

36 CWTM QZWY EMATAOC 

98:5 CWTIME QWY ANMATAOIC..1. ] 

98:6 1 AE TMANTCAGE Ntcaps oy MNTCEIGE πε 

Listen also to Paul [ ... 

] that the wisdom of this flesh is foolishness87 [ 

37 NpeyTAWEACIW 

98:7 [MIpEYTAWEATW πων, € 1 017 € . ] 

98:8 1 MAWEFTE NNEYENTOAATE agi...) . ] 

The proclaimer of life, because [ ... 

] the multitude of his commandments; he has [ ... ] 

38 Bwae EHAA NNMPE 

98:9 [WIA ABAA NMAPPE MAN... [2.2.2]... 

98:10 ἴδιον απ τὸ (0 1% «1 

Release the chains [ ... 

39 πώ! ETEPAW!S M 

98:11 (eee | ) 00300 ¢ (SIG! See 1:6 

98:12 1: 0 ΠΡ ܝ heen oe eee 

871 Cor. 3:19 
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40 

98:13 

98:14 

41 

98:15 

98:16 

98:17 

42 

98:18 

98:19 

43 

98:20 

98:21 

44 

98:22 

98:23 

98:24 
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The measure that thou wilt measure [ ... 

TMA NWAAET M 

ml . [ . NWEAET MMEXPE EY.... 

IQEAHG ameyqcexe †ܐ 71} (gN] ovlgipTie 

The bridechamber of Christ [ ... 

... | await his word in fear (7) 

NWHN NTAY ἃ 

NWHN NTE NWN πε NMCATNE AMMIMIKAIC] NEY 

. . ON ahaa ANMpewEe NE NEYKAPMoc QN alBala [Aw 

MOT IATNE (vac) 

The tree of life is the knowledge of the Paraclete, its [ 

... [ from joy are its fruits from 

the light. 

QACTE MpOC OTROTEI 

Ι προς ovkiolar NTEe.... 

  are Γιܣ 1

Trouble thyself for a little [time, a moment (7?) ... 

gWK MMO NTAMAPE 

fut ® © 5 

[21a alcomclos lm 

πὴ. [ 

].1.Ἱ.τ © AUOOMOMONH teal ee ea ee 

Brace thee, and I shall bind thee [ ... 

] endurance [ ... ] 

KAAwe Eegaygpwapn 

lgpwapm Nsooc NAS NCwWTHp € ¶] .].. 

. ATMUWPAMO €9O NHTN 0, 11 MKAQ MAA NTA 

AE MN Nipeyasorve (vac) 

Right well, as the saviou[r] said first, he [ ... 

do not acquire treasure for yourselves upon the earth, the place of the moth 

and thieves’. 

88 Mt. 6:19 

[ 
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NTO QWE ¥] 0745  

 98:25 1[ ܣ ܐ{ [®° ܬ 0 ܬ ܐ{€ €[ . 1...

1710 9 .` .` 10( ¢ 03:.3., 0607( .1 98:26 

Thou also, soul ] ... [ is come from [ ... 

] the flesh, nor did it [ ... ] 

46 NKE NIM COTNATAIRO 

98:27 IM CENATERO NQBHTE MITKOCMOC Nahwa 

98:28 [ABAA TIQEATUC NTAC MMNOTTE ECKH ATWNT πὰ 

98:29 [IANHQIE (vac) 

Everything will be destroyed, the things of the world will be dissolved; 

but the hope of God exists for life 

eternal. 

47 OTCMOT OTAPXH 

98:30 ] traces | 

98:31 Sleeves. Her’. ] traces [ 

98:32 EIZW . ETZHTC N traces [ 

A blessing, a beginning [ ... 

48 ΠΧῸ NATOTAO MMO 

 ܒܨ >: ]| ܨ 1:96 99:1

99:2 pete 9: 

Christ will save thee ] ... 

49 NQJIMHOVTE NNAp 

99:3 les NG Gee SO lee: 

99:4 }...07 . ABAA QN NEY. 

The waves of the [ ... 

] out from [ ... ] 

50 τ ΧΗ KACE EPapa 

99:5 Ι. ܬܬ Ἀπ... νΝ9.. 

 10 17991ܗܫܡ3 99:6

Soul, that thou might [ ... 
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51 W πεὰσ NER ANXC 

99:7 a οὕς ὅς μὴ 

99:8 [19519 6 [Ra ok 55 Ὡς 

O! Glory to thee, our Christ [ ... 

52 OvEAT MN Gpo ANN 

99:9 OTEAT MN OTGPO MANAAIC] WMANIXAION MN NEY 

99:10 ]¢0( 111 τηροῦ ETOTahE οὔθρο NTWSXH MNWAT AM 

99:11 [NOTTE MN TWOXH NTMARIAPILA MAMAPTA (vac) 

Glory and victory to our lord] Mani, and [all his 

holy elect]. Victory to the soul of Pshai, 

[Jmnoute; and the soul of the] blessed Mary. 

It has been demonstrated that Kellis psalm A 2 is a version of psalm 68 in the Medinet 

Madi codex. Nevertheless, even in the short parallel passages that remain there are some 

interesting variations. Notably the shift in emphasis evident at lines 30 / 41 (but the ...) 

gives the impression that the Kellis text is a more fluid and oral rendition. This reinforces 

the sense of the overall structure of T. Kell. Copt. 2 as a subsidiary document; and 

derived from an ‘authorised’ version. 

Thus, the Kellis psalm, by its emphasis on the pattern of verses, indicates a deliberate 

purpose to the arrangement of the lines in the Medinet Madi text; and that precisely the 

same format was a fixed feature at Kellis. 

Text A 3: 

Psalm to the soul. τ" σ᾽ XH is no doubt the subject of the repeated second person 

singular feminine throughout: ‘Give to thy mind’, ‘cleanse thee’. Allberry’s index 

contains numerous examples. 

Recipient of the doxology is uncertain. 

Text A 4: 

Psalm to the soul; again with the feminine subject. Strong eschatological tone. Compare: 



7. Kell. Copt. 2 

... the divine ambassador of truth will give thee (0 soul) the diadem of light ... will give thee thy crown 

of | ܝ 

Text Β 1: 

Probably a psalm. Context unclear. 

Text A 5: 

A carefully written eschatological prayer (7), to reinforce the faith in the face of death. 

The shifting person of the subject makes the flow of the text rather disjointed. The first 

person ‘I’ must be the individual believer, here as the redeemed soul. ‘He’ is initially the 

Ambassador, then Jesus and then Mani and so on. The feminine of lines 120 - 121 is the 

image; this could be translated as ‘it’, but the personification seems preferable. The third 

plurals at lines 128 and 137 can perhaps better be read as passives: ‘I was given ...’. 

Thus, the text may be understood as follows: 

the individual takes upon him- or herself, ‘I will pray to the Third Ambassador 
3: 

eee 9 

then the awareness of a continuous present, ‘He is sending to me Jesus the 

Splendour ...’; 

then the statement of a kind of triumphant past, ‘They have ferried me up to the 

land of light ...’. 

As regards the details of the path to salvation, these remained remarkably constant across 

the Manichaean world, and must stem from Mani’s own canonical writings. In the tenth 

century an-Nadim recorded: 

Mani said: 

When death comes to one of the Elect, Primal Man sends him a shining deity in the form of the Wise 

Guide. With him are three deities, with whom there are the drinking vessel (or ‘the victory prize’ 7), 

clothing, headcloth, crown, and diadem of light. There accompanies them a virgin who resembles the 

soul of that member of the Elect. 

Then there appear to him the Devil of Craving and Lust and the [other] devils. When the member of the 

Elect sees them, he seeks the aid of the deity who is in the form of the Wise, and the three deities who 

come close to him. When the devils see them, they turn back fleeing. Then they take the member of the 

Elect and garb him with the crown, the diadem, and the garments. They place the drinking vessel in his 

89 PsBk 2. 22,17-19 tr. adapted. 
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hand and mount up with him in the Column of Praise to the sphere of the moon, to Primal Man and al- 

Bahijah, Mother of the Living, to where he at first was in the Gardens of Light. As for the body which is 

abandoned and cast down ...29 

The specific Coptic terminology in T. Kell. Copt. 2 is found also in the Medinet Madi 

codices. In this text the use of the perfect tense is at first surprising, since the final 

revelation of the Father must be in the future, after the destruction of the universe. 

However, the tense should be understood poetically, noting that Coptic has no future 

perfect. There occurs the same anticipation in the Psalm-Book: 

Christ, my bridegroom, has taken me to his bridechamber, 

I have rested with him in the land of the immortal. My brethren, 

I have received my garland. 

[My] land I have beheld, my Fathers I have found, the godly 

have rejoiced over me, my Aeons have welcomed me. My brethren, I have 

received my garland?!. 

While the Psalm-Book contains many clear references to the divinities and episodes of 

the eschatological journey, it can be understood better with reference to the more 

systematic doctrinal accounts in the Kephalaia. In particular chapter 7, “Concerning the 

Five Fathers’, can be compared; for it relates the different divinities to each other on a 

Schematic level. The value of the Kellis text is that it evidences Manichaean theology 

‘alive’ in the devotional context, while remaining more systematic and comprehensive 

than the parallel Psalm-Book passages. These tend to be somewhat allusive in the poetic 

manner. For instance: 

... Receive the crown from the hand of the judge and the gifts of light, and ascend to thy kingdom and 

have thy rest?2, 

To understand the relationship between the different divinities in the pantheon it is 

necessary to realise that in Manichaean theology all the divine is ultimately one, stemming 

from its first source, the Father of the Lights. However, it was graded hierarchically 

depending on its distance from, or entrenchment in, matter. Thus the process of 

emanation stems from the Father, ‘the origin of all the lights’, outside and ‘hidden’ from 

the time and place of mixture (the universe); to the cosmic gods in time, but untainted by 

90 Tr. Dodge 1970: 795 

91 PsBk 2. 63,3-8 

92 PsBk 2. 57,28-30, tr. adapted. 
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mixture; to those gods that interact with mankind; to the apostles in the flesh who 

incarnate the divine mind; to the elect who live the knowledge and the commandments; to 

the trapped soul in plant-life and catechumens which must pass on through matter before 

being redeemed; and to the sinners and animals whose souls are so thoroughly embedded 

in matter that they are lost. 

Titles can relate to each of the grades, depending on the standpoint. Thus ‘father’ or 

‘mother’ can be any level above you, but the ‘Father’ or ‘Mother of the Lights’ is the 

source, the God beyond gods. In this Kellis text both the Third Ambassador and Jesus 

the Splendour are termed ‘apostle of light’. In the Kephalaia the Light Mind or Jesus is 

‘the father of all the apostles (Keph. 20,4 35,22)’. 

The path to salvation essentially involves the return or ascent through the various levels. 

While this can be internalised as a process of purification to the perfect mind, it was 

ultimately an actual spatial journey through the heavens to the land of light and eternity. It 

is this eschatological process that is anticipated in the Kellis text. 

Some brief explanatory notes can be given: 

- The Third Ambassador (IMAQWAMT .^\ ܐ 1 ¡7 ¢ © 0 € ` THC). Principal divinity of the 

third emanation, the gods of salvation. During the time of mixture between light and 

darkness he has his throne in the sun (line 134, Keph. 82,28-31). Although a major 

figure across the Manichaean world, this cosmic god was somewhat remote, and 

devotion tended to focus on his evocations as they interacted more closely with 

humankind. 

- Jesus the Splendour (SHC ΠΠΡΕΙΕ). The most popular of the gods of the third 

emanation, and thus the principal ‘redeemer of the souls’ (113, Keph. 82,21). He is 

evoked by the Ambassador, of whom he is essentially a more accessible doublet. 

- Light Mind )1111 0 ̀  ¢ NOWAEINE). An emanation of Jesus. He is incarnated in the 

apostles, and in each individual as the ‘old man’ is transformed into the ‘new man’ 

(Keph. ch. 38). 

- The Virgin of Light (TNApPENOC MMOTAEINE). Feminine doublet of the 

Ambassador, and the primary representation of wisdom. At the heart of the Manichaean 

scheme of salvation there is this male - female duality: Ambassador - Virgin, sun - moon, 

intellect (τοῦ Ὁ) - wisdom )€ 0 ¢ £ ܬ . 

2 
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- Manichaios (IMANTXAIOC ). The last of the apostles in whom the Paraclete foretold 

by Jesus, which is Mani’s divine counterpart or twin (ICAEW), speaks. Thus he is 

‘the spirit of truth’ and ‘our lord’ (116, PsBk 2. 3,12-13 9,3-5 11,26-30 etc.). 

- The counterpart (πΌ ]ܬ € ܐ (. Not only does the apostle have a counterpart, but every 

saved soul at death will be greeted by their perfect spiritual self; who appears in the form 

of a maiden?3 (PsBk 2. 81,3-5). In the systematic accounts of the Kephalaia this is 

properly the Light-Form (TMOpPH NO®WAINE) following the pattern of the image to 

the apostle (Keph. 36,9-14 41,11-21). However, as in the Kellis text, the Psalm-Book 

appears to use the term ΠΌΔΕ ΠΕ in a generalised way (PsBk 2. 146,53). 

- The three angels and the gifts (MWAMT N&TTEAOC). The specific reference to the 

three angels is a feature of the best texts for this crucial episode in the Manichaean hope, 

and indicates closeness to the presumed canonical source/s. Lists of the gifts vary, this 

text noticeably lacks the Greek terms of the more detailed Kephalaia passage: 

 . 0 ] 0 £, NCTEPANOC (Keph. 36,14-18)ܬ 7[| 0 11

- The judge )1114]7 ] 1 ]ܐ (. Numerous divinities can appear as a judge in Manichaean texts 

(Keph. ch. 28). However, this is the somewhat abstract figure of the ‘judge in the 

atmosphere (&Hp )’, responsible for separating the righteous from sinners at death (124 - 

130, Keph. 80,29-31). The righteous are without shame (wsmte 125) because they have 

stripped off the world and the body, and can now approach God with confidence (Ev. 

Thom. log. 37, see Genesis 2:25, and generally psalm 250). 

- The divine path via the pillar - the moon - the sun - to the land of light. The pathway 

through the heavens is widely recorded in Manichaean texts. The Pillar of Glory is the 

visible manifestation of the ascending light souls, the milky way. Doctrinally, it is the 

reunified body of the First Man ascending back to heaven. Thus it is itself a god. The 

moon and the sun are staging-posts, ships of ‘living water’ and ‘living fire’ (130 - 131, 

134, Keph. 20,16-18), as the souls are ferried to the land of light (PsBk 2. 81,10-13 

TXWPA MMOTAINE Keph. 235,4 Keph (D). 299ff.). Thus the moon waxes and 

wanes as it collects and transfers its cargo. The Kephalaia explains that the sun does not 

wane, as it displays the mysterious plenitude of the Father (Keph. 162, 23-29). In the 

93 The question of gender is interesting: the counterpart (C & € JW ) is male whereas the image (εἰκών 

and also μορφη) is necessarily female. Thus here it states: ‘She gave to me ... (122)’. As W. 

Sundermann reminds me (IG) in the middle Persian text the Sabuhragan the counterpart is nrjmyg, the 

‘male twin’. On the maiden also see his comments 1994: 455 
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moon and the sun the gods have their thrones during the time of mixture, barred from the 

eternal kingdom until the darkness is defeated. 

- The Perfect Man (ipWME ETAHK € 0 ܬ < (. This is the personification of the Pillar 

of Glory in whom the redeemed are washed clean and perfected (127 - 128, PsBk 2. 

22,12-15). In Kephalaia ch. 31 the First Man is the head upon which his sons depend as 

limbs. This head is placed upon the body of the Pillar in the height of the world. Thus 

the Perfect Man is the collective personification of the community of the saved, the 

‘trunk’ of the First Man that at the beginning was devoured and scattered in the darkness, 

but is now reunited and born again. Ultimately the images are Christological, and derive 

from Paul (Eph. 4:12 - 13); the sacrificed body of Jesus in whom the believer is 

perfected. Thus: 

Jesus is the Perfect Man in the Pillar: Jesus is the resurrection of them that have died in the 

church?4, 

- The First Man (πὰ ρπ Npwae). God of the first emanation who descended into 

the abyss to battle the darkness. This son of God (the Christological theme is explicit) 

sacrificed his body, or his sons, to be entangled in the darkness and dispersed through 

matter. However, this is part of the divine plan, for this living soul is the bait upon 

which evil will ultimately choke. All souls awaiting redemption ultimately stem from the 

First Man. He is thus our ‘father’ who restores to the ascending soul his first image (131 

- 133, Keph. 84,17-19 85,18). During the time of mixture his throne is in the moon (130 

- 131, Keph. 82,32-34); awaiting the final victory when he will be enthroned as king of 

the new aeon (Homs. 41,20). 

- First righteous one (W&PpXIAIKAIOC). This term is occasionally found in the edited 

Medinet Madi texts (Keph. 61,20 PsBk 2. 88,15 139,43 and perhaps see 219,25) where 

the context is unclear. However, in the unpublished material note PsBk J. pl. 229,26 - 

27} 

  0 € pewe  ... 1 oO7WQ NEMEY VN TEYANTPPOܬ |7 ̀ ܐ ܝܠ ܐ ܐܬܬ ܐ 1)

The First righteous one rejoices [...] dwell with him in his kingdom. 

Again, of especial relevance, the term appears twice at Keph. 455,30 - 456,2. This is an 

eschatological section concerning the (probably) fourth ‘changing’ or ‘transition 

(μετάβασις))᾽; and it certainly refers to the same episode as the Kellis text: 

94 PsBk 2. 59,17-18 

29 
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[The thi]rd changing is this: he sha[ll] change th[rough the light]-giver of the n[i]ght; and go to the place 

of the li[ght-giver of the dJay and enter in to the ship of the day [ ... The fourth] ch[angi]ng [is this]: he 

[shall] change [through the Thir]d [Amba]ssador [an]d he [ ... ] and he goes to the place of the great [First 

ri]ghteous one, and he attains it and rest[s] himself [ ... ] the great First righteous [one ... ] with the 

spirits of his brethren [ ... 195 

- The Beloved of the Lights IMEPIT 1] {¶ 0 ` ΔΕΙΝΕ). God of the second emanation 

whose role in the divine plan is somewhat obscure. The Kephalaia stresses that he is 

‘the beginning of every honour’ (Keph. 43,32-34 82,7-8). In this Kellis text he is placed 

in the land of light; one might conjecture as some kind of custodian of the kingdom. 

- The Father of the Lights °(IWT NNOWAEINE). The source of all that is good. It 

was vital in Manichaean theology that the Father remain untainted by the darkness. 

Indeed, the whole rationale for the evocations is to protect the Father and the kingdom. 

Between the two eternities of ‘the beginning’ and ‘the end’, from the first attack by evil 

till the final victory of the light, the Father remains ‘hidden’ and outside of time and the 

universe. Therefore, in this Kellis text, the soul longs for the final glory when the Father 

shall reveal his image (142 - 143, Homs. 41,11-17 Keph. 103,10-30). 

Text B 2: 

Communal psalm. Context uncertain. 

Text C 1: 

Content and purpose unclear. 

95 From Keph. 455,22 - 456,3 (tr. IG from an unpublished typescript of the Coptic as edited and kindly 

provided by W.-P. Funk). 

96 Also in a Parthian text: M 2331, 1,8 (Sundermann). 
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T. Kell. Copt. 3 

Inv # A/5/53A 

Site: House 3, room 4, level 3. Bound with T. Kell. Copt. 2. 

Description: wooden codex with seven folios, 167 x 87 x 3 mm. The thickness varies, 

for these are recycled boards brought together from various contexts, and cut to size. 

Original text part expunged by a plane. 

Dialect: unknown. Traces as read are consistent with L. 

Content: various. Traces as read are consistent with Manichaeism, but are too limited 

for this really to be meaningful. 

Purpose: unknown. 

Authorship: unknown. Various? 

No edition of these texts has been attempted as their condition is extremely poor, the 

boards having been deliberately cleaned ready for re-use. Also, my (IG) only 

opportunity to examine the boards in any detail was for approximately one hour, seated in 

the Director's office at the Khargeh Museum (where the boards are now housed and in 

part displayed). My thanks to the Director and her staff for their hospitality and help in 

this matter. It seems possible that more extended work could produce some results, 

especially with good light and perhaps specialist photography and / or computer 

enhancement. Some brief notes follow: 

Folio 1. Side a: nothing, probably outer cover. Side Ὁ: slight traces of coating upper [ἢ 

(unreadable). 

Folio 2. Clear traces of regular text both sides, could be readable in part. 

Folio 3. Faint traces both sides, probably useless. 

Folio 4. As 3. Coating appears to have been scraped off. 

Folio 5. As 3 and 4, useless. 
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Folio 6. The best preserved board with regular text on both sides. It should be 

possible to make some progress with this. 

Side a: large carefully framed and ruled lines, with the ink clearly visible, appear to have 

been written over a text in a much smaller hand. The wood has been cut to size, for the 

text runs on through the edge of the board. 

Side b: similar, with best traces of ink in the lower part. 

Folio 7. Clear traces of text on coating. Side b: text inverted to that on side a, and on 

folios 2 and 6. Different hand to the very regular and ‘inscribed' hand of 2 and 6. 

Something might be retrievable. 



1. Kell. Copt. 4 

T. Kell. Copt. 4 

Inv # A/5/6 

EAO #1856 

Site: House 3, room 6, level 1 

Description: Wooden board, found 12/1/91. Inscribed in black ink by a single scribe 

on both sides. Broken vertically along the grain so that only part lines remain. Punctured 

at the edge indicating that it was originally bound with other boards to form a codex97. 

162 x 25 - 41 x 3mm. Side a margins: 9mm (upper); 8 - 14 mm (lh); 12 1 (lower). 

Dialect: L. With reference to Medinet Madi it appears that the Kellis scribe here has a 
tendency to write NI where Allberry’s more consistently uses MIT (nasal assimilation to 
a following labial consonant); and that Allberry’s duplicates the vowel in 9 WN and 

20C. However, all features indicate, at the very least, a close dialectical link. 

Content: Two Manichaean psalms (part). This board contains the first Manichaean text 

identified at Kellis (by R.G. Jenkins), for side a parallels the latter part of Medinet Madi 

psalm 222 (PsBk 2). Subsequent study (IG) has shown that on side b begins psalm 109, 

as found on plate 154 of Giversen’s facsimile edition of PsBk 1. Thus the board must 

originally have been preceded, and almost certainly have been followed, by others. 

Text: 

al ZOC NEY AlE KCMAMAAT TTEXNHI8 

2 ETA NTE NIC. ] 

97 This appears to have been done on different occasions. There are two well-formed holes on the upper 

part, where it would seem that the text has been written afterwards; (though the evidence from side b is 

contradictory, see infra). The two other holes have a different alignment, which suggests that the board 

has been re-used. However, again the scribe (certainly on side a in the lower instance) appears to avoid 

these, so this must also be prior to the present text. 

98 Column widths and text can be reconstructed with relative certainty from the Medinet Madi parallel. 

On side a, once appropriate adjustments are made for indented text (compare photograph), it is apparent 

that the lines have considerable regularity: an average of 22 letters per line on the upper board rises to 26 

on the lower. E.g. adjusted calculations for the first fifteen lines: 20 - 22 - 24 - 22 - 23 - 14 - 20 - 23 - 

22 - 21 - 20 - 20 - 24 - 23 - 23. The apparent anomaly at line 6 (11 letters adjusted to 14) can easily be 

explained as due to a strophe ending. 
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3 NTE 1 

4 NNIATE [ 

5 (vac) NAAN 

6 (vac) ETMI 

7 xampe mal 

8 MMHE NI 

9 prwoy NTE | 

10 (vac) 117 1 

11 (vac) pegi 

12 MIMNOTC NI 

13 WHN NIM Ql 

14 EIC NQpPHpE | 

15 re ABAA.. ] 

16 NNGWOHE ܐ . ] 

17 MpPpe MN ITCH 

18 MaHp THPY Tp . ] 

19 Ἀποοσ WRER. . [ 

20 MEODVE .. Τὰ . ] 

 ] .  THpW ETAܐ[ 21

22 MAPNPHaA GON A. ] 

  0 € ABAA NNܐܢܬ ܐ ܬ 1) 23

24 ΟΤΗΡΙΟΝ NETASAITIC . ] 

25 ΝΝΠΕΤΦΗΠ AME . ] 

26 ETOTAR ETE MN 1 

27 KAHCIA ETOTADE Ni 

28 TNIwWT: (vac) mx 

29 Npewe NTE NIINS ] 

30 NEN N9MAT NKC . ] 

31 NKBZAKM QN OTPEW 

32 (vac) NE ϑϑωδρε NEY 

33 (vac) BWKME NNOT . [ 

b34 ] traces 

35 ] traces 

36 INNO®D.. ] 

 [ 1ܬܬ 1 37

  1ܝ .1 38

99 Erasure, or smudged Τ 
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39 lo ܬ πα! 100 je; 
40 ] traces 

(vac) 

41 1% ag 

42 1] a 

43 JMOC traces € 

44 ] trace (?) 

45 IMOC W.... 

46 ]. HOT €ܠ NN 

47 1 NTN Q“N Meg... 

48 JHMA NQHAONA 

49 ]NWOXH ܐ € 7 ܐ[ ܬ 

50 100? Face Ἄπνοῦστε 

51 1 . € @TAH NQaake 

52 ] € 7 MMHG ποὺ NQYHT 

53 1 . 0? ]@] € ¶]]]] 0 10 

54 JEWATFACE MIMKO 

55 IMMAO MIHAPEN COT 

56 Jc THPY (vac) 

57 Ι. TECOTWN MMWTE 

58 1 . TY TENAWNE Wa 

59 1 . € AGE MMWT NTOTY 

60 IHpy CI NCW ATP. ܬ 
61 je. Te’ agar Fl 

62 JEYNAQME NIT 

63 10 MMHNE N...... 

64 Ιὰρε OTHY NCWT ἃ... OT 

65 ] 1 

Comment: The Kellis (K) and Med. Madi texts may be placed in parallel to illustrate 

the textual and dialectic variants. 

100 This hole appears to have been drilled through the text, whereas on side a the scribe has avoided it. 

In reality then it must already have been present. Perhaps this explains why the following € appears 

large and is not consistent with the rest of the script. This also indicates that one should read OT AIW 

(rather than Ο δ᾽ ἃ 1); see Allberry’s note to PsBk 2. 9,1 and Wurst 1995: 170 4 

101 Foliows line 64, without prior traces. Significance unclear. 
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Psalm 222 (Allberry 8:6 - 9:1 / T. Kell. Copt. 4 al - b40): 

8:10 

ZOOC NEY δὲ KRCMAMAAT TTEXNH ETAT NTE MICE 

zoc NEY Zl 1 ετὰϊ NTE Nc. [ 

Be MBHMA ETCOTTANT NTE Mpeytgen € ܬ 

1 NTE 1 

TMA ` ܐ 0 ̣̣\\ € ¢ 1 1[ }ܐ ܬ † € MMOTAINE ETOTHT ATMAS 

1 NNIATE € ] Ιπλ ܬ 

NH’ TCNTE MMGPO ετφὰ λα ETMHG NCODIA 

ΝΙΗ 1 ETM 

  |( MMEINE ETAT NTE TNMOAICܐܐ  |(€ πθηυλὰܬܐ >

TIKAAM 

  ]|]( meal 1 MMHE NIܬ

ETPATT ETNPIWOT NAWTXATE ETGPAIT’ MTAAO 

Ιριωοῦ NTE ] | πτὰι! 

9WY MNTKPICIC ππρεφρνδῦε: xaspe πθηυλὰ M 

Ipegl ] ܬܠ 

πνοῦς Ntpabave etorase 

MNOoTc Ni 1 

EIC WHN NIM φιποοῦεξ ܬ ` [7 0[(|7 € NKAICAM EC NQPH 

WHN NIM Ql 1 εἰς NQPH 

pe NowpT avnwpw morcare abara δὲ ayWwwT N 

pe [ We ABAA. . ] 

AI NWCNAQ ETAI NoyTGwhe NGANC WwWT QWwK 

1 NNGwGeE ܐ . ] 

NNAPpe .\ ܐ )1 ¢ ܐ[ ܬ 0, NNNNABe 

IMppe MN 1 € {1 1 



T. Kell. Copt. 4 

8:18 ΠΔΗΡ THPY τροσὰΐνε Tccaspa pecpes ἄποοσε 

TURE 

K ΠΔΗΡ THPY Tp. ] Ι ܐ 0 0 ¥` 

TIRE 

8:19 δι SN QOTPEWPEW NQIMEET MMIAM QAPR δε 
K aS Th «| QGIIMEOTE . . IR. ] 

8:20 Δοοσεῖνε NAI τπρὼ ETAKME ETMHG ἤφισε MA 

K 1 NAJ THpw eta . ] Ι M& 

8:21 PNPBarra QIWIWNE ATMNTBOONE NTE TKAKRIA 

K PNPBAA GON ἃ . | 

8:22 KANABE )ܬ 0 ܬ NNETCATNE AMEKMTCTHPION’ NE 

K TIRANABE ABAA NN MUICTHPION NE 

8:23 TAHCATNE GWAM Apay ΝΑΠΕΤΦΗΠ MNMETAA 

K TANc . ] Ι NNMETQZHM MME . ] 

8:24 CE QITNTCODIA ETOTAKE ETE MN MAANH NQHTC 

K 1 ETOTASR ETE MN 1] 

8:25 NTE TERKAHCIA € 1 0 ?` ܬ 0 € MAMAPAKAHTOC ANTWT 

K TERIRAHCIA ETOTABE Nl 1 MNTwWT: 

8:26 MXPHMA ETMHG NPewe NTE WANA ETOF Neav ‡ 

K nx ] ] Npewe NTE NMNNa ] 

8:27 MMAY NEN NQMAT NKCAPY ἀρὰν THPNE NRA@ 

K ] NEN NQ9MAT NKC[ ] ܐܐܪ 

8:28 KM Q@NOOPEWE MNOT.......... | 

K KM 102 9 Now pew le 1 € . Wape 

8:29 NEGTA FAE AN ETNIABIWOKME ܐ( . . ] 1 11111 

K ܐ € ¶] JAWKME NNOT . [ 

102 For NK2ZAKAMN in both versions, see also PsBk 2. 41,20 
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8:30 MEAD ܐ € ܐ NNFWT MIMANTXAION MAMET [MANAG 

K 

8:31 NNOTTE NCOP [NTK MRAN]ABE ܬ 0 ܬ < τηρᾷ MTA 

K 

8:32 WEdATW MMWNQ ̀  1111 |( € ¢ 0 € ` THC NTE NAMIAICE 

K 

8:33 MEAT MMERGHMA MERMANGMECT ETT ..[......- 

R 1 _ ± ON | 

9:1 τσ ¥: £] AN MMAPIA € ¢ ܬ 2 } OTAS WANMEKNAE 

 € ¥ ܐ ܬ ܬܠ̈ܬ

K ole ]ܬ ܐ Je 

Although the upper part of T. Kell. Copt. 4 side b is poorly preserved, the traces that 

remain are enough to demonstrate that it did include the doxology. However, if one 

assumes consistent line lengths (thus side a) it would indicate some variation in the text. 

The textual variants tend towards the primacy of T. Kell. Copt. 4: 

ὁ the Med. Madi text includes the interjection € } (‘lo!’) at the beginning of the 

verse WHN NIM (8:14 = 13), providing more force to the psalm; although not 

much weight can be placed on this. 

perhaps similarly, but of more significance, the nominal form MRANABEܘ  

aBaa (23) has been given more dynamism as a verb in the Med. Madi text: 

‘forgive .. (8:22)’. However, the syntax for the Kellis version is problematic, 

since the latter part of the sentence would require a prior verb. 

¢ the Kellis eTOW AL (26) will be primary to ETOT ܬ 0 (8:24), presumably a 

corruption from 8:25. Note the “wholesome wisdom (TCOPIA ETOTARA)’ at 

080 < 1915 

 ܀ the reading of NNG ὧδε (16) equates to Allberry’s suggested ܐ < ܐ > 0 `” 6 0@) €

.)8:16( 

103 See Wurst 1995: 170 1 
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° the Kellis AMHE (8) corresponds to MMEINE ETAI (8:10), providing the 

reading: ‘true sign’. 

Psalm 109 (Giversen 154: (x+) 14 - 30/T. Kell. Copt. 4 041 - 65): 

154:(x+)14 [po] 

[109] 

Incipit [NW]Hpe NTpelte ] 

15415 NWHpPe NTpe..c€ eT.. .104 | 

K 

The children of the living (?) race [ ... 

15405 ς΄ 03 eleventh Ne (00.06 ܗ dul 

K ܬ[ € 3 

] to the world [ ... 

154:16 | 1 (vac) 

K 

154:17. it ΡΠ 53 [ 

K ܬܠ[ € @( . . . . ] 1 . HOT ܠ € NN 

154:18 WD σαν 0 ( (ὃ [ 

K INTN QN MEX... ] 

sco || tin Inv! ( 

154:19 . ἃ NQHAONATE M....... [ 

K JHMA NQHAONAT ]NWOXH NETNAl 

] the lusts of [ ... ] the souls that will [ ... 

154:20 . ] . . . 1 NEF WAYTTACE MANNOTTE 

K NEI THIPOT FACE MMNOTTE ] 

] all these shall suffer the loss of God [ ... 

104 Perhaps: NIJHPE NTPEITE ETANQ 
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154: p.[... INT ATQTAH QN MNTQZAABEVO | 

K 1 . € OAH NQaavheigo 

] deceitful matter [ ... 

154:22 .[....] πω NQHT δ . ] . INC 9! plarw 

K ] € MHQ NNWW NQHT ] pl. omw 

] they are full of heartbreak [ ... ] in empty 

154:23 [ (vac) 
K EYWORUIT: 

cares. 

154:24 ] . . . 1. TWOXH Epwatace | 

K 1 EWAFACE MIMRO[CMOC TMNTPIMM 

... 7 soul, if thou shall lose the world [ ... ] the richness 

154:25 [... JMapeEN COTATHE AMKOCIMIOC T . | 

K 0 AO AMAPEN ¢ 0 ` ܬ] 1 @€ ATMKOCMOIC THPY 

of my name [surpasses the] entire [world]. 

154:36 9 [ss 4s) [` . «(06006 80 τ 

K 1 . TECOTWN MINUTE 1. TY 

... 7 of the world [ ... [ know the [ ... 

15427 [...]. δ᾽ ETPAGNTY MBERE εἰ 

K TENAWNG Wal Ι.ς ܬܘ MANWT NTOTY ] 

 )ܪ [|

154:28 ] . . . [¢ THPY CJ NCW OT... | 

K TIHPY CJ NCW ATP. XT ΙΕ. TE’ AY 

] entire [ ... ] is sated of drink; they have [ ... | he has 

154:29 [.. FINE MMMOT WANTEY! 

K ai trie JEYNAQME NIT Ke) 

tasted death until being saved [ ... 

105 The meaning of this and the previous line, and their concordance with the Medinet Madi version, is 

unclear. In the Kellis text one reads the verb ‘live (WNQ_)’; and in the supposed parallel is ΄... find it 

(GNTY)Y. 
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154:30 ܙ So) τ AIT Beet 1 [ 

K MMHNE Now... [ Ιὰρε OTHG NCwT a 

daily [ ... ] follow after them to [ ... 

154:31? 

K | 01 ips 

Format: From the facsimile it is possible that plate 154 continued with further lines (thus 

154,31?). However, given that each page rarely contains more than about 33 lines, and 

allowing for the possibility that lines may also have been lost at the top, these can not 

have been many. 

The top of plate 155 is poorly preserved. In mid page the doxology of a psalm is clear, 

which must be 110, for it is followed by a psalm number that Giversen notes (correctly) 

as 111, i.e. psa In this case, if the plate sequence is true, psalm 110 must have been 

very short, and 109 to have finished close to where the text breaks off on plate 154 and 

T. Kell. Copt. 4. This seems unlikely. 

In general psalm 109 is not well preserved in either the Medinet Madi or Kellis versions. 

Whilst enough remains to demonstrate the parallel, the exact concordance of most of the 

lines can only be deduced with reservations. 

Nevertheless, similar points about the text and dialect are as apparent here as for psalm 

222. Perhaps of most interest are the readings of ETAH NQAABEIQO (51) and 

TYTAH QN <TOOMNTZAABEQO (154,21). This unusual term 9&AKEVO occurs 

in PsBk 2. 73,16 109,25. Allberry suggests the translation ‘deceiver (?)’; and see Crum 

668a who quotes the form MNT2A&AKHEYO, which is in fact from PsBk 7 plate 314,21. 

The texts here can be translated ‘deceitful matter’ and ‘matter in <its> deceitfulness’. 
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T. Kell. Copt. 5 

Inv # A/5/107 

EAO #1868 

Site: House 3, room 9, level 3 

Description: small fragment of wooden board. Inscribed one side only; with faded 

traces of underlying script both sides, erased. 20 x 77mm. Text only at edge (25mm) 

with 50mm margin. Indicates a literary text with standardised lines. 

Dialect: probably L. 

Content: possibly from a Manichaean psalm. 

Text: 

x+1 μον Ὁ] 

2 JETQIZN MTHpY 

3 10,011]? € 

4 JETGPdTT 

x+1 eel 

2 ] that is over the all 

7 ] things 

4 ] that is victorious 



7. Kell. Copt. 6 

T. Kell. Copt. 6 

Inv ἢ A/S5/195 

EAO # 1875 

Site: House 3, Room 8, level 4 

Description: part inscribed wooden board 234 x 27 - 33mm, vertical break. Poor 

preservation. Order of sides unknown. Side a: remains of coating visible, with some 

text adhering. Perhaps 50 lines; but only occasional letters visible after line 20, and just 

traces after 38. Side b: worse preservation, with most traces in the lowest part. Text 

sequence is téte-béche. K writ large (line b-6); which could indicate an ending or title, or 

(best) the beginning of a strophe. 

Dialect: L. 

Content: side a parallels Medinet Madi psalm 261; it is not known if the doxology is 

present. 

Text!%; 

al trace? 

2 ]..TARW ABZMAT. 

3 ].... FCWTM CE 

4 ITMoT .107 FNANOT AE 

5 1 . . €TATCATYY ἃ 

6 1 . WOM QN TAMNTWH 

7 [pe 1 QF WMATT Ἀπνοῦτε 

8 Ι ANAK OF . € . ACNH[. | 

9 1 . } . ¶ . MMHE NES. 

10 1 . 7 . CEWINE N 

11 1 ME . KROCMOC T . 

12 1 . . . py YAACTE 

13 1 . . ἃ πλλὰ . ܐ 

14 IM. ܬ . € . λὰ φ.. 

106 Column widths can be calculated from the Medinet Madi parallel to average about 30 letters per line. 

107 There appears to be the trace of a letter here, but it is difficult to imagine what it could be. Perhaps 

it is a strophe marker. 
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15 16998 πὰ ¢ 0 7 

16 [77:30 - ae ye RAM 

17 16 11]: a8 ^ 11 € 1 0 7 

18 199 N TE. RAH 

19 PNGp et τ΄ 

20 1 AINIO]T AE ܬܬ 

21 Ι. MIT traces 

22 111 traces 

23 JHM . traces 

24 ] τορος ἃ ἃ ἃ -. 

25 1 τε. 

26 ] ETA 

31 1 ετοῦ 

32 ] WAAE 

33 Ι.. NTACTOAH 

36 : ITE ܬ ® 0,0( 

37 τὰ 

38 Ιετὰ 

09 Ι.. . ETARAIN 

8 πες ! : 1} . 

7 1 . J QM WAICE ܬ . 

6 1 νας ἰθδμς ἃ ΝΕ 

5 ] 

4 ] 

3 ] 

2 ] 

-1 ] 

If side a is placed in parallel with Allberry’s text of Psalm 261 (PsBk 2. 75,10 - 76,25): 

75:11 CwTe] AMAT MXPC MMAKAPIO’N 11 |7 ¢ ]¶ ¢ @( 1 € NAT 

 ܥ

108 Perhaps the start of ἃ strophe. 
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 xavle € ܘ >̀ ܬ €

TNANWNE AQPHT δύλπησε ATARW AABN MKAQ ANI 

]..TARW )ܬ ܠ 1 . . ] 

CWMA’ CWW NAI TCAAMITZ FCWTME CETWOME 

. IVESARTCWTM. CE τὶ 

MMAT AVPHT WANIATMOT 

ITMOT . 

TNANOT AE ABAA MMACWMA ABNMKALQ EITATCAT 

TNANOTZE € ] ].. €TATCAT 

99 abar NQHTY ANETWOON QNTAMNTWHPE WHA 

94 al 1 . WOM QN TAMNTWHIpPE 

AITAI CAW AMAQE QBNNMATT MINNOTTE 

1 QF WMATT MIMNOUTE 

MIMIWpPTE AATE PIME NHS ANAK οὔτε NACNHT 

οὔτε 

[ 1 ANAK OF . € . ܬ © ܐ ܐ .[ 

NETAT 110 ὑλυλὰ ˆ ܐ ܬܿܐ ܬ 1 € MMHE NIABAA 0,11112ܠ ¥ € € 

 [ . . ¶ . MMHE NEIܐ . 1

CIEMETE NTAWSTXH CEWINE NCWC 

1 . . . ¥ . CEWINE NI 

  0 ¢ TJMNTPMAMAO MANܪ ¢  € NTAWTXH NE 11140ܐ[ ܬ̄ܬ ܬ [

1 We . KocMOC ¥ .] 

TJANATH 11010 @ THPY MACTE (1 ¥ \ ]ܐ 1 ܐ 0 ` †1 εἴρεῦ 

1 + 088 YMACTE ( 
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E]JTWOOM ΟΝ πυλὰ NNAAA BE 

| + A 5 (6 6 

Jee). Le. IYaTN . ܬ ον ܬ QNITICAPZ ANMOT 

ETPWXD 

102 roe 5: 0 00 | 

  ]( AMIEIYRO MMAT NCWY AYTCHܐܵܙܬ ¢ ® 1 ܐ . 1 . . . [ . 1 .

ΕΣ πὰοῶρ ] 1 

ΔΙ §&0 7 7 + RAM . ] 

ATCNOTWN MMATT NAMETOTABE NIPEYW AWE 

1×.117 ace MIETOT[ 

NOUTE ETWOONM YNTERKIAIHICIA] MMA ETANMRAC 

eee eee N τε. RAHI 

ZO NOPHS Νφητᾷ MANWHN MMCATNE 

17090 | ' (` 

AMIQGINHA AMMOTܬ ]0 ܬ 0, 2171 ) ܬ 0 €?  νοῦ διεܬ |  

ETMHG 

1 ΔΊΙΝΙοΙσ ZE ?ܬ 0 ܬ ] 

ἈΠΆΔΗΗ ὙΠΟ eo τ ΝΣ 



T. Kell. Copt. 6 

(ORM SEA 00 09757 TOMS EK. HC Ἄπνοστε E[...... 

K 

 ....].. θύω NEAXAE TE TEKRKAHCIA ANAN NENܐ 76:6

K 

76:7 TAM NOTTAQ MAM QWWY πε TcObsa NCW(ITH A 

K 

76:8 TINOTTE NE N9AMETE 

K 

76:9 TTZWKRME NTMNTATMOTD ATAWKME NQHITY QI 

K 

76:10 TNNGIA NMMETOTABE CETWOME MMAT ALMMA 

K ETOU 

76:11 NWEAECET MMAICE CFNABWK AQPHS € (7 6 ]ܬ € 
K πὰ Δ € 9 

 ܐ ¥ ¢ ¥ 9 ܐ 76:12
K NTACTOAH 

76:13 TMOPDH ETQAD ρφὰτε QHTC EN FOTAMWTIKH € 

76:14 TMHQ MMAANH’ TETE NIATNOOTE PYATE QHTC N 

76:15 peEYWAWE NOTTE ATQZWM AQPHI AZwWC 

K ITE ATQW 

  ¥ atcobsa NTAY AN METATFRAAM Aܬ ¶ 1 ¢ 0¢ ܬ ¥ 116 76:16

K Ι- τὰ JETS 

109 Cf. T. Kell. Copt. 2,40: TM& NWAAET 
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76:17 QpHS ABZwWs ˆ̇ NeTAYBapmeET ὰπετοσδθε N 

  ¶ AN METNACART AQPHS WaANnsbwcTHpܬ ¥ 76:18

76:20 τοῦ NN... SE OF MNTWET ABAA QNOTMNT.... 

76:21 . EFYNABWK AQPHT ATDPSCIC NTMNTWET 

76:22, 6 WL: LA ae, ܬ ܐ † ܐ 6 |( 0 MMMKAC † 1 0( 00, ̀  MAAK PHO 

76:23 HOES Spas FCANCH MAMOTH [ὦ] MAMETOTABE δε 

76:24 M&A ܐ[ ܬ € AQPHI ܬ (¥ ANAK TWHXH MAPIA Θεονὰ 

76:25 NIWAT MANZMNOTUTE 

Format: 

It is of some interest to note that the introductory strophe of the psalm has not been read 

on the Kellis board. Whether there is a trace of text at line 1 is debateable; but even if so 

it would still be difficult to fit the entire start of the psalm into the available space. Since it 

seems unlikely that the scribe would have begun a new piece at the very base of a board, 

it may be that the first strophe was abbreviated in some way; or else that the board has 

been cut to size for re-use after this text was written, as is the case with T. Kell. Copt. 2 

folio 4. 
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Comment: 

It has been demonstrated that the parallel texts are extremely close in this instance. Aside 

from minor details of orthography there are only three slight textual variants: 

(line 7) 9,1 for 9N (a common prepositional change) 

(line 12) YMACTE (the Medinet Madi text has assimilated the 3rd. person 

singular 4 into the preceding word THPY or the Kellis text has duplicated it) 

(line 33) TACTOAH (the Medinet Madi text has dropped the possessive, or 

vice-versa) 

Whilst none of these variants are of much importance in themselves, they are of some 

significance when discussing the priority or otherwise of the Kellis psalm texts. Of 

course, it is arguable whether a possessive is dropped or added; and in each instance the 

change could work either way. However, it is worth noting (and this does suggest the 
priority of the Kellis text) that 9s has much less frequent usage than 9, N 
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T. Kell. Copt. 7 

Inv # A/6/14 

EAO # 2345 

Site: House 4, room 1B, level 2. Found 10.1.93. 

Description: Part wooden board, uneven break at top and vertical break at side, 

rounded at edges. 205 x 60 x 5 mm. Coated, then inscribed in black ink. Traces of 

underlying script. Two holes for binding at lower lh (side a). Present text written after 

holes drilled, for the text indents towards the base to avoid them. A stroke divides al5- 

16. 

Margins: a 10-15mm (lh), 20mm (base); Ὁ 10mm (rh), 82mm (base i.e. text only covers 

upper 123mm). 

Content: Manichaean psalm/s with strophes indented, plus devotional postscript. The 

psalm on a probably continues on b to its conclusion. 

Dialect: L. 

Text: 

a(x+)1 1 ` 

2 [AIpeTY (¥ . | 

3 ETE Npegpa . [110 KO] 

4 CMOC AYPCTAAS ] 

5 NZJ NWAYWY AMMKAQ | 

6 avy FfMETE NAI NAMO MI 

7 Νφητοῦ᾽ ἁσρπδοσοὰ Nall! 

8 MMAY ἈΝΤΙ AROCMOC «112 | 

9 ΟΝ TETGINES ATCWPME . ] 

10 AMAZTE NTETEMIOTMIA ] 

11 AN Ἀψσχὰασε, arwh NI 

12 ME ANITEXNH // 

110 Perhaps PEYP AIC ‘guard’. 

111 Perhaps Adam, e.g. Keph. 144,17- 18 

112 Possibly end of strophe indicated by // 



b(x+)31 

32 

33 

34 

40 

7: @//. Οορί. 7 
51 

CAACA NQHT agqnuwg.. ] 

NNWAMoPopoc’ agt nel 

CWTM NNCTOIXEIWN / / 

TG&AM Ἄπνοστε ET. . QI 

MITROCMOC 9M NOTWWE ] 

  | ¡7 0 ¢ ETOTNAMTAN MIMATܐܪܬ 1)

TCOCDIA MNIWT € ¥ 2 ܐ [ 

Ντε πούδινιίε.. IT! Beary . ] 

NNapxon ] . . 11114 Ἀπετι 

NgIce ΝΝΟΤΟΙΧΈΙΩΝ ] 

NTHpey πετοῦπω!]δι 

TINOUN 9Ν' OTQICE | 

προ NTGGINES ἃ 115] 

9M TIPWME € 7 2& £] 

βωλφ, AQOTN OTe ] 

WANTEYGAI MMI 

CEAI NIOP MMA [ 

NNODAINE // 

] ` ] 

Ις νΝοε τοτι 

  )1( † ETNACHܐܪ 111

lo’ NETOTRWT MALAY] 

1 SQOUON NAS NIMCTOD’ NI 

1 OFNAG NQOOT NTE MpElwWe] 

IKAY NNEYvac . Epe 

MITIEAT’ NvacC€ 

JE WAANH vacVe 

MMAINIXasoc’ τ... .117 Te Tel 

113 For € & FW as feminine see Allberry's note at PsBk 2. 56,21 

  usܨ 114

115 The sense is unclear. The scribe appears to have finished the word but I (IG) can think of no 

satisfactory meaning. Perhaps for some reason he does leave an unusually large space here, note (see 

photograph) KOC MOC in line 17 and 2H [RK in line 26; there are various possibilities for a 

verb beginning 11W[ 

116 The & seems to stand alone and does not suggest ABAA 16. ‘coming forth' (rather than 'advent'); 

but again the scribe’s lay-out (spacing) is curious. 

117 Yt would seem too large a space for 9, € 
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41 Ι. TKAHPONOMIA TE TEI 

42 1 ἀφτοθθὰσ ܬܵܐ νὰ. halls 

43 1 vac οὔξὰσ Ἄπιωτ 

44 Je 11 ¶ ]ܐܢܬ |7110 € 11 € ¥ \ ܐ € ° 

45 ¥ ]][1¢ 0 ̀  € MXpICTOC’ MN NEY 

46 ] MN OFAN NIM EYNAQTE 

<er>pagy // 
  4 10 4ܬ [ : 47

vac 

48 ΙΗ TIPH MN MOQ 1 0 |7 ̀ 0 0 

  ] ]( @ 79ܐ ܬ[  ̀ € NNCATA]ܬܬ 49

 / /  1 \ 0 ` 120ܬ ܐ̄ ܐܬ $, )¥ )† ܬ  σε]ܬ 50

a(x+)1 

2 

3 

4 wo]rid he has plundered [ 

5 namely the despoilers (72) of the earth [ 

6 They agreed, namely the creatures of [ 

7 in them; they formed [Adam (7) 

8 him against the world [ 

9 In their advent they erred [ 

10 mastered their lust [ 

11 from the souls; they changed the [ 

12 ... to these arts. // [? 

13 consolation (of heart), he attained [ 

14 the porters. He gave the / thy [ 

15 hear the elements. // 

16 The power of the God who ... [ 

17 of the world in the wish [ 

18 the time when they will rest [themselves 

19 The wisdom of the perfect Father [ 

20 of the ligh[t] the twin [ 

21 of the rulers [...] the one that [ 

22 The suffering of the elements [ 

118 Perhaps AAD A 

119 See PsBk 2. 93,26 
120 See PsBk 2. 86,21(TXWP& NNIATMODT) 



T. Kell. Copt. 7 

23 the totality; the one that they ... [ 

24 the abyss in suffering [ 

25 of the door of his advent to [ 

26 In the Perfe[ct] Man [ 

27 strike in against [ 

28 until he receives this [ 

29 they ferry him [ 

30 of the lights. // 

b(x+)31 

32 ] and they help [ 

33 ] the building that will [ 

34 ]; the one that they build [ 

35 ] in, namely these hated ones; [ 

36 ] A great day of joly] 

37 1] 

38 of] glory; and they 

39 ] for ever. 

40 MaJnichaios; the ... is this 

41 ]; the inheritance is this 

42 ] he taught (?) them from alpha 

43 [to omega )?(121[ Glory to the Father 

44 ] his fruit, the one that is true; 

45 Je]sus the Christ; and his 

46 ] and every one who believes in him. // 

47 [It is finJished. 

(vac) 

48 ] the sun and the moon, the towers! 22 

49 ] ... of the busy champions 

50 ] ... to the land of these immortals. // 

Format: 

The identification of the text as a Manichaean psalm/s is certain due to such factors as: the 

distinctive strophe indicators (indentation and // at each ending); the characteristic 

doxology (43 - 46 and see e.g. PsBk 1. 272,29? and 307,26? for similar); and the 

121 Perhaps a reference to Mani’s Living Gospel. Cf. Homs. 94,18f 

122 Tn general the sun and moon are ‘ships’ in Coptic Manichaean tradition, whereas in Turkish and 

Chinese texts they are indeed named ‘palace’. Cf. Sundermann 1992: 87 
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technical terminology (not least the naming of Manichaios himself). The positioning of 

the holes drilled for binding suggest that a continues over to b as a single text. 

Nevertheless, the original dimensions are uncertain and other solutions are possible. 

Note that the board is re-used. 

As regards the original dimensions it is possible to suggest various reconstructions to 

carry from one line to the next, but it is difficult to find a consistent enough formula that 

bears any conviction of certainty. 

As with other Kellis examples (e.g. P. Kell. Copt. 2) this psalm appears not to include 

the 'second' doxology that is so characteristic of the Medinet Madi codex!23, e.g. 

"Victory to the soul of the blessed Maria’; although this also can not be entirely certain. 

An unusual feature is the addition of an extra strophe in praise of the sun and moon after 

the conclusion of the psalm. 

Comment: 

The discovery of this text in House 4 (A/6) was an important development in that it 

strongly suggests that Manichaeism was widespread in Kellis during the fourth century 

c.e., for this site is at a considerable distance from the earlier excavations at A/1-5 (from 

whence all the other Manichaean texts so far identified originate). 

123 On the question of the Medinet Madi doxologies see recent studies by Coyle 1991: 51 - 53; Richter 

1994: 16 - 17; Smagina 1994 (with a persuasive argument that dismisses ‘Maria’ as a textual corruption); 

and Wurst 1995: 55 - 61. The evidence of the Kellis psalms is summarised in Gardner 1995. 

Unfortunately, my own study was already in press when Smagina’s and Wurst’s appeared; and equally 

these authors did not have the benefit of a full survey of the Kellis psalms. The subject still needs to be 

revisited. In brief: the Kellis evidence from T.C. 7 and P.C. 2 shows on three occasions no trace of the 

‘second’ doxology to Maria et al. If such were really to go back to a Syriac (or perhaps better ‘Aramaic’) 

original, it can only be so in a strictly limited number of instances. Only at T.C. 4 is there any 

suggestion of this ‘second’ doxology; but here the text is very poorly preserved. At P.C. 1 (text A) there 

is no doxology whatsever. I was earlier inclined to regard this case as some kind of aberration; but it is 

perhaps better to take it at face value, clear proof that in this instance the entire Medinet Madi strophe is 

secondary. See also the comments by Wurst 1995: 58. In general, the Kellis material shows how the 

uniformity of the Medinet Madi Psalm-Book is an artificial construction imposed on originally disparate 

groups of texts. 



Ρ. Κείϊ. ®44: [¦ 

P. Kell. Copt. 1 

Inv # P 82A + P 64B +P77B 

Site: House 3, room 6, levels 3 and 4, SE cnr and E wall 

Description: Single codex leaf in two hands (texts A and B). 112 x 110mm. 

Reconstructed from three fragments; the papyrus has been differently preserved, so that 

the upper and lower halves have distinct appearances. Also five further fragments are 

glassed here (see infra). 

Margins!4: 11 - 10 - 10 - 10 (side a); 12 - 15 - 12 - 12 (side b). 

Dialect: L; but note the usage of conjugation base 9a&- for perfect; and epe €/ ape 

in lines 6-7. 

Content: Manichaean psalms. 

Text A (side a): end of a psalm with eschatological content, rejoicing in the victory of the 

soul (note feminine subject). Parallel to the latter part of Medinet Madi psalm 246 = 

Allberry 55: 3-13, but lacking any doxology. Allberry’s text and reconstructions can be 

in part corrected. 

Text B (side b): start of a psalm with characteristic account of the sacrifice of the First 

Man and his five sons. At present unidentified, though with many terms common to the 

Medinet Madi texts. First line is the refrain. Strophes are marked by designs. 

Purpose: Liturgical or writing practice. 

Authorship: Unknown. 

Text A: 

(>): 

al TNAYEI AQPHES Qa NEEL WANTAWK 

2 AMANOT WWE MMAEIWT Map 

3 NpWME πε MAECIWT NENTAYAZWR 

4 NJETWN AGAA // EFC MREKES 

124 Tf not otherwise indicated the dimensions of margins are given in the order: upper, lh, rh, lower. 
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5 QaEIeRTAY EIC TCETE NNAAIMWN 

6 QAEI(WIWME MMAC EPE τοφδιρὰ 

7 ΚωΤΙΕ] ECTHC Ape NOTAEIN CWTY M 

8 [TWN // THWTIXH YF EJETE ܬ 1] 

9 Ce NTEEIWPY NTEMOPDPH EFC TMIET] 

 [ \ € / NEEJIATE CEMOTITEܐ € 0 11 @( 9, APAC̣ܬ 10

 [ «01 // TETAAO ANABHT!25 AIMܘ 11

12 οὔδειν )ܐ 1 € ¥ ܐ € ܐܪܬ ܬ NIE] 

13 avy NTEWE WA TEMNTPpO NTE 

14 pewe MN NAJWON THPOT 

15 x VAYBWR x 

Design 

al I will bear up under these things until I fulfill 

2 the will of my father. The First 

3 Man is my father, the one who perfected 

Ξ his struggle. Behold, the darkness, 

5 I have humbled it! Behold, the fire of the demons, 

6 I have [ex]tinguished it! The sphere 

7 turns quickly, while the lights purify 

8 [the life. So]ul, raise your eyes to the heights 

Ὁ and you see your form. Behold, the (mother 7), 

10 you have (?) reached her. Behold, your fathers, they call 

11 upon you. You go aboard ܚ ships of 

12 light, and you receive your glorious crown, 

13 and you go to your kingdom of 

14 joy and all the aeons. 

15 It is finished. 

Medinet Madi / Allberry / Kellis: 

55:3 ANG! AQPHT QANET WANTAWK NOTWOWIE MAMAIOT 

K TNAYED SQPHES Qa NEE WANTALWK MNOTWWE .^\ ܐ ܐ \ € ܐ )1( 1 

55:4 MWlApMm NpWME πε 11 ܬ ¥ @) † 11 € 1 ܬ ܐ ܬ  ] ¢ NYOTWWE 

K nwyapm NpwaAe πε MAEIWT NENTAYAWK MYETWN 

125 Probably correct to € 2 ]ܐ ?` 

126 Read ‘your’. 



Κείϊ. (ορί. [¦ܗ  

55:5 aBlaa 

RK ABAA // 

55:6 €JC] MKEKE arebsay ere TCETE NNQAAMIE alow 

K EIC TRERES QAETEbTAY EIC TCETE NNAAIMON Qacrlolw 

55:7 ME] MMAC EPE τοϑδιρὰ KWTE ECIHC Epe [ΠΡΗ ar 

K ME MMAC EPE τοϑδιρὰ KWTI[E] ECTHC APE NOTAEIN 

55:8 MIACIWTY πων 

K CWTY MINWNY // 

55:9 TWoXIH SieTe anasce NTEIWpg’ NTeappe [.... 

RK TWRIXH YI EFETE ANAICE NTEECIWP? NTEMOPCDH € ܐ € 

Giversen facs. ed. NTEMOPH [H 

55:10 . . . [ . APEMWY ἀρὰς EIC NEIATE CEMOTTE [Apo 

RK TMIET] QAMWY ἀρὰς € ܐ \ € / ܐ ¢ € ܐ ܬ † € CEMOTITE] OT BHH // 

55:11 {νοῦ TIEAO ANEAHT MMOTAINGE NTEAI .) ܐ € [ 4?( ܬ ̣\\ 

K TETAAQ ANAABHT MIMJOTAEIN NTEAI MMEKRAAM 

55:12 NEAT NTEWE NE ATEMNTPpO NTEPEWE MINNAI 

K N(ElAv NTEWE WA TEMNTPpo NTE pewe MN Nas 

55:13 WN TIHpoe 

K WN τηροῦ 

K x VAYBOWR x 

55:14 OTEAIT MNOTTAIO MMNAAIC MMANIXAION [MNNEY 

55:15 CWTM € 1 0 ` ܬ 6 € MANTWOXH NTMAKAPIA MIMAPTA 

Text 1 

(2); 
b16 EAD NIM NEK MN 11 € ܐ 4 € < ܐ <®( ¥ καὶ 

  € NENܬ  |711 npwme!27 € 1ܬ ܝ\\ | ¢ € 11[ ܬ {£ 1 17

127 See PsBk 2. 36,21 Keph. 40,13 
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18 TAYE SBAA QBN TMETD MMWKNG 9νΝ 128) π 

19 CAANE NNAIWN THpow!29 NTE ποῦ 

20 AEINE QAYTEEY ANITN AMKAQ N 

21 MKERES WANTYMIIO , ] . . . ]ܐ[ . . ] . THI 

22 pow NTE πλλοῦ × πεζοῦ N 

23 WHPE ETCMAMAT 0̣ ܬ {7 MIMIAT 

  NAJON NTMINITATM(OT] 3! πὰܬ ¢ 24

25 Hp MN 11]132[1 10? [MIN πο ` ] ܬ € 11 € 

26 MN MMae 657133 Ὁ Iefe Tle 134 et 

27 ΠΙ . /€1[1133]]\\ܬ[ € ̀  WANTYNWPK MMMOT 

28 ABAA ον πεφλὰ × 

116 Every honour to you and your father! 

17 The first-born, the great First Man, the one who 

18 came out from the Mother of Life by the 

19 counsel of all the aeons of the 

20 light. He gave himself (was sent) down to the earth of 

7 darkness so that he might [ ... ] 

22 all the ] ... [ of death. His five 

23 blessed sons, he gave them, 

24 on behalf of the aeons of immortality. The aer 

25 and the wind and the light 

26 and the water [ ... 

27 ... [ so that he might root out death 

28 from his / its place. 

128 4CQ9N+ 

129 See PsBk 2. 22,31 - 23,1 
130 Perhaps MOT p ‘bind’. 

131 See PsBk 2. 23,1 

132 The papyrus appears already to have been worn here and the scribe has left a space. 

133 The meaning is unclear. One expects the fifth light element: ‘and the fire(MN ¥ € € ¥ € (': or 

perhaps this is the verb (?). 

134 Perhaps 'fire' is here, but very uncertain. 

135 Added by a second hand. 



P. Kell. Copt. 1 

Format: 

This leaf evidently belonged to a codex for it contains the end of one psalm and the 

beginning of the next. The context of various psalms, and the variety of often 

unpractised hands, is similar to P. Kell. Copt. 2. The find site is also the same. 

However, the horizontal dimensions of the papyrus are different (although the vertical 

correspond well), and this makes it difficult to argue that all the pieces belonged to a 

single codex. 

Nevertheless, the coarse production of the texts suggests a very local production. Also 

the construction of the codex / codices is problematic. I (IG) am inclined to the 

hypothesis that in some way these pieces (P. Kell. Copt. 1 and 2 and perhaps also 3) 

belong together and are the remains of what might best be termed a 'scrap-book' of 

Manichaean psalms. I suggest that it is the product of local catechumens, probably family 

members living in House 3, who undertook to copy out psalms as part of their spiritual 

praxis!6. Such are the evident errors that it can hardly be regarded as a professional 

production; and it is also doubtful whether it was actually used for liturgy. 

Comment: 

The Kellis - Medinet Madi parallel with its variants strongly suggests that the Kellis 

version represents an earlier stage in the textual history. This is despite a number of 

apparent errors in P. Kell. Copt. 1 which are attributable to the very local and non- 

professional production. At line 5 the Kellis text preserves the better reading of 

AdIMOWN, for the Y&AME of Medinet Madi is presumably corrupt as it makes no real 

sense (despite Allberry's reference to 212,19 which is in fact rather different). Similarly 

the 3rd person sing. at line 3, with the First Man as subject, is preferable with a number 

of parallels!3’. 

The total absence of any doxology in text A is a surprise. This might be regarded as an 

aberration, since the other examples from Kellis shows that the psalm tradition there did 

include the first and major doxology, though perhaps not the 'second' praising Maria and 

other figures!38. However, it is perhaps better to take this as clear evidence that in this 

particular case the entire Medinet Madi doxology is secondary. 

136 This view may be supported by one of the personal letters in Coptic (P 84) where Makarios instructs 

his son Matthaios to diligently practise his psalms. 

137 Bg. PsBk 7. 7 

138 See the comments supra (T.C. 7). 
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Further fragments: 

Also glassed here are 5 further fragments listed as texts C-E: 2 ex P 50 (rm. 6 level 1), 1 

ex P 92.15 (rm. 18 level 2), 1 ex P 92.16 (rm. 1a level 1), 1 ex P 37 (rm. 6 level 1). C+ 

D may have the same hand on one side )^( as P. Kell. Copt. 1 text B, and may thus 

derive from another page of the same codex. However, the papyrus colour is again very 

different, and their relationship is unclear. E is evidently unrelated, but probably also a 

literary text from a codex, and published here for the sake of completeness. 

Text C: 2 connected frgs. with similarities to A/B. Perhaps top corner of page. 

Margin (4) 17 mm lh. 

(>): 
1 15}: 2: 

2 Ice δ QN 

3 Ι. NTERW . 

4 JIAAE MTL 

(4); 
5 (1 € 1 

6 Νὰ ¥ ] 

7 MEG ..7T.[ 

8 M&A . AOTA . | 

9 QHTY // Mwpel 

  . . . Ip . EMATIܬܬ[ 10

Plus a small third scrap, very similar to C; but unplaced. 

Text D: 1 frg. from mid page. (‘) has similarities to C, but (>) with ruled lines seems 

different. 

(>): 
1 1 MINOT 

2 1/ TIpen ] 

3 11] 9] 

4 IAM . ] 

139 Perhaps one should read AJQME here; but the term has not been recorded in the Psalm-Book, the 

most likely context for this fragment. 
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(0 
5 11734 

6 |, (09:51 

 [ ]ܐ̇ € € ܐ 7

8 Ι. ποῦδι 

9 Ι. HOoTl 

10 ἢ 

Text E: Different hands each side to A - D. 1 frg. Lower corner. 

(>): 
1 TY 

2 Gal 

3 
 ]ܨ 3

4 JAYTE 

5 ]WN 

6 JAEIN 

7 1  /⁄ 
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P. Kell. Copt. 2 

Inv # P 82Bi (ex P 34 + 38 + 40 + 93B) and P 82Bii (ex P 82B + 85D/F) 

Site: House 3, room 7, level 2; room 7a, level 2; room 8, level 1 (= Bi); and room 6, 

level 4 SE cnr (= Bii). 

Description: P 82Bii: The principal piece is the substantial remains of a bifolium from a 

papyrus codex (ex P 82), written in three hands (A, B, C). Two minor fragments have 

been added (ex P 85). With the vertical fibres behind (i.e. true verso) one reads: the end 

of text A (Ih ^(, the start of text B (Ih >), the latter part or all of text C1 to the end (rh > 

continuing to Δ). An unknown number of lost leaves would have separated B from C in 

the codex. 

Lh page: 112 x 68mm (broken vertically with an extensive portion lost). Papyrus coated, 

traces of underlying text apparent. Text A is very faded. Text B is clear, and written in a 

careful if unexceptional hand. 

Rh page: 114 x 120mm (mostly complete, though fragmentary). C is a cursive and very 

careless hand, unusual for a literary text. 

P 82Bi: Also belonging to the codex are 9 fragments that are reconstructed (see 

photograph) to evidence a further page written by scribe C. This page contains the latter 

part or all of text C2 to the end (> continuing to 3), and then traces of 4 lines from the 

beginning of text C3 (4). Whether this page preceded C1 in the codex (in which case C3 

could be the start of C1) or followed is unknown. However, without clear evidence here 

it is placed after, and C3 treated as a separate text. 

Dimensions of the reconstructed page: 109mm vertical without lower margin, compare a 

total of 114mm for the bifolium (thus it is presumed that traces of all lines are evident). 

Margins: > lh 7mm, upper 7mm; Δ upper 12mm. 

Dialect: L; but note the usage of conjugation bases for perfect, circumstantial and 

second present: 9&- Epe and Ape 

Content: The remains of a codex of Manichaean psalms. Strong stylistic and 

terminological similarities to the Medinet Madi Psalm-Book throughout. Text Cl is 

parallel to PsBk 1. pl. 277-278. 



 ܗ ܠ(/! ® 2

Purpose: Liturgical or writing practice as part of spiritual praxis. 

Authorship: Unknown. 

Frame: P 82Bii 

Text A: 

(a) 
1 © 0 © 3 6 * πε [ 

OM far ας i (5 5 PT Ecol 

  NNERMAQPlEܗܘܗ: ܘ 3

0 "755 ` 9:9 ταῦ cl WEE SN Tee ake 

5 € Esa στ τ ΒΞ )@6 | 

τ 9 5 ( > ἜΜΕΝ! 

ΓΕ Sire γερο fare Ε ܐ )( ¥ . ] 

meen of the ecu ܪ“ cic Np [ 

9 HbA Oster (751 she πες. ww . ] 

10 Bppe ]ܐ . NTE πνοῦτε ] 

11 Op 17 0 0 7 οὐθερις [ 

 _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Nh ܙܚܥ

13 Νούὔδειν Oe. reat 0 [ 

14 OLN be τοῦ τὴ ATU ` 11000 | 

15 0:08 {1 7 

| |))60890 (} ..... 013 ¢¶ ¢ @( ¥ ]1 

17 miei © t: aden: σι κνν [ 

18 fol νι δι of ihe 200 ܓ( [ 

 19 ± %1 002 ܐ

20 [Ε 

Text Β 

(>) 
2140 | IANMBATC € ` ¢ ܐ ¢ NIM ܠ € VN 

22 [ QAYITNNAD WAPAN MMEQGWHPE: 

23 [ JCANTNE NNZICE 1 ]ܐ ]7 0 ` ˆ CWTME 

24 [ τπιτωῦφ᾽ MMAK MA ΝΕ Ν 4 ΠΠ|Π: ΟΝ οὐ 

25 [ JEE MN KPd&Y NQHTY NEMIOTAMIA 

26 [ IWT ABAA MMAT: BE NTAK ME 

140 RG. Jenkins: traces of Greek (?) in a small hand (probably from the underlying text), perhaps wé: ... 

141 See Crum 216b 
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Text Cl 
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IJ’ AN NTAANTKOVI tpeappe ce ܐ 

JZ ܐܐ ܠ ܬ ¢: NNA&dATC πὰπεδσ QAN 

NITAY NMETNAWWHE NEN }ܐ 0 0 ܐ © 0 € ° 

QIATNAQTE APAT THPOT MATCTHPION Ν 

| oN. Clee σ᾿ ΤῊΝ ¬ 1 3 

Ιζύλοσ τε OFBHK QN TAANATRH ATP 

AITOTOT NNAAIZET NipegguTh (1 

THIPOT QATRKIM TAWTXH YN OTNAG N 

IAQETE ATOTOT ATGIA ἤνδδιδεσ: 

  JE QAOܐ ܬ ¢ ܬ ܐ[ 0, 0 ` ܐܬ 111 1 € € `? € 1

Ι96 ANOTOGE NHAKMET ` 0 ?" € 42: 

IM QN NETKATARATCMOC NTE MMOT’ 

] the lord of all nature; that in 

] he sent to us his son 

] above all the heights. Hear 

] we implore thee: Give him to us! Ina 

] there is no guile in him; the lusts 

] them. For thou art 

] since my youth. I am confident then 

] my lord. Our lord, the glorious one, we 

] he who will become a helper to us 

] I have believed them all, the mysteries of 

] 

] I call unto thee in my need; do not 

] to the hands of my enemies, these murderers 

] all of them, they shook my soul in great 

] fall into their hands, the hand of my enemies 

] the thoughts which are within me. Then they 

] the poison stinging scorpions 

] with their floods of death 

This psalm is parallel to PsBk 1. 277,1 - 278,(x+)5. Unfortunately this belongs to that 

part of the facsimile edition where the codex leaves have not been ordered!43, nor have 

the psalm numbers been established. The number of this psalm is not known. 

142 See Crum 196a 

143 Giversen 1988: XIII 



 ܗ 64 ® 2

A study of the facsimile shows traces of the characteristic doxology at the end of pl. 276: 
ἜΧΗ ¥ ane axel 1 ܬ\ ]ܬ ܐܪ[ ܬ ]|7 [ ܬ M[APFa (‘the soul of ... the blessed 

Maria’). If in fact 277 follows 276 (which is by no means certain), then the Medinet 

Madi parallel to text C1 must begin at the first line (now lost) of pl. 277. It continues to 
line (x+)5 on pl. 278 where the beginning of a new psalm is visible!44, 

It might be supposed that the first line of the Kellis text is the incipit. However, this is 

not necessarily so, since the previous page of the Kellis codex is lost. It would also seem 

(as far as it is readable!) to be an uncharacteristic and awkward opening to a psalm. 

Nevertheless, traces of thirty lines are evident on pl. 277, and with a general calculation 

for an original page of about 32 lines there would seem to be little room for text prior to 

the extant opening for text C1; if the psalm must start on pl. 277. 

I (IG) am therefore inclined to suggest that 277 does not follow 276, and thus that the 

beginning of the psalm in both versions must be sought elsewhere. As regards the Kellis 

version the start could be the text edited below as C3, presuming then that the 

reconstructed page P 82Bi immediately precedes C1 on P 82Bii. This is possible, but it 

seems better not to suppose this without supporting evidence. Such evidence would be 

the start of Cl or C3 at the very end of a Medinet Madi page. One possibility is pl. 270 
where WE ATTN can be read at the penultimate line (see P.C. 2,40). However, there 

appears to be too much space (at minimum 4 lines) to where is read NEYTKOUS MN 

NE®NAG considering that this corresponds to only 2 lines in the Kellis text. 

For the moment it seems that these questions must remain unresolved, at least until there 

is a critical edition of the PsBk J. 

(>) 
39 MTAKO ETPRPA . NET [ 

40 QAEIWE ATUTN Apay QacswWwine ..... Sa 1 

41 TMAPOTMATIEMTE [93007 9 1 . . . [NED] 

42 βοΟΥΕΙ MN NETNAG θδλε πε QN ]ܐ 145 , ] . . . [ . τῷ... 

43 CAD €¥†9$,] πᾶδειε // PATCWK MMAEI N . ACE Qayp 

44 AIpeT δι MAWWC QAEIWWNE NTQE NNIMAQ . 

45 AI QApPWOT NNIEIPEEION // QATRWTE ἄρδει TH 

144 Giversen’s suggestion that a psalm begins in mid 277 is shown to be incorrect. 

145 Or τ 
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46 pov acNgHToT Nas TorNeGe!* gavguwpT!4’ agoon ἃ 

47 pacer NTQE NNIOTWNW NpeyTwpn // 00 7” |7:¢ 

48 ON TEYNCETE QAYABECTKLOT> OFTETOTD MMAEI ATMOTE BAT 

49 NAGINGE Mal...) N.HE . QaTYITY NTOTOT // 

50 Ne. ] 600 1 € ` @ @( ܘ ` $, ACNQHTOT NAI τοῦ 

51 φηῦε ετῦε NEINE ANE .. 47 πεντφλλδροῦ QN 

52 TEYMPIPE //] QAEIMAQE NZHTOY THPOT .. (1 

53 ἐκε . ] . 15. AN TETNOTNE φδεισωδε Ἀπεειῦ 

 //  0 ` MWHN ETCAWE MN MEYOT TADܬ\ ܐܐ ܪ 54

55 Oy . . . QACEI NHI ܬܬ ΟΝ TepeerT!*® gacww 

5 Me QPHI NEHT QacpmMalgipe [ANAWIGS // 

57 NMACITE] THPOT QR....... [.]1QsTN nwnoxgy!? 

(7 
58 ἜΣ 1:3] νος 1..N [QAYIFTOT QAYNT 

59 8:00 0.09 7990 νΘΑδ eTI®e MMHNE 130 MIT 

60 [CTIA ρος |] 9 9 1 . . . τηροῦ gacswune 

61 [ Poon Rade: π||πτ|Γὸ MITET TA RO 

2 [...]l€Q..INOITE N.. Eswpg NTA MOpdH AT 

63 .[.. IN€ . ΤΦΙΚΩΝ TEES ETIWIOON QN ΠΔΗΡ 

64 ] . . . . 1 . . . DWHPE AMATMpPW(MIE MENTACOOWWYT 

65 [Alpay BIN NWAPM AIN]AK SN πὰπυδρπ 

66 [N]JPWME TENTAYTON _ __ _ _ 

2 QEIC ܐܒܝ 00:0 ANAK QS. 1512 τ Ὁ ] 

68 ABAA Nf. = . 1Δδλδε.. . |. δΙιρὰσ πετετ 

69 PMR is ܣ ± τ Ons 79979 1 07 

70 EAT [ ANNIZATIC] MMANIXASOIC] MAN [NY] 

 71 CWT [ETOTIAKE MAN ܐ ¶ ܐܪ [ܬ ]© ܐܐ ܐܪ 0 ?

22 MENO[C] VAYBWK 

Design 

146 See Keph. 210,17.27 212,5 221,8 and Kasser 2528 ‘querelle (?)’. 

147 See Keph. 244,9 and Kasser 704b 'saiser, arréter (?)’. 

148 For TAPEITE 

149 Read W(M)INOT YE 

150 For MET NE 

151 There does not appear to be space for (QA)ET 



P. Kell. Copt. 2 

Medinet Madi / Kellis parallel: 

In the tentative parallel text established below, it is assumed for the sake of example that 

there is only one line missing at the top of pl. 277, and that text (1 does include the 

beginning of the psalm. The calculated parallel text indicates strongly that text Cl 

finishes two lines earlier than the Medinet Madi version. Presumably it lacks a final 

(‘second’) doxology praising Mary and others. 

2.77: | 

RK πτὰ )ܿܐ 0 ETpRPA . 132 NET | 

The destruction, as they [ ... ] for them [... ] 

3:02:2 | eee | 

K QAEIWE ܬܠ 11 1 1] ἀρὰσ QacsWwine 

I went down to them; I bec[ame ... 

277.3 | ae yeps.. 

5 [6 ] ` ` |. -λδροῦ ἀπεῦτε // 

] bind them to their time (?)!93 

277:4 1! 1410 0 MN NE® ..... 

K 0 ܬ ρύπτο. ܗܟ 1 . . . [NETIKOVES MN NETNAG 9 ܬ € 

They have [ ... ] their small and their great. I 

277: 1 1 . we Wear α 5 11216 

K Wwe 9NM.[...].72...C&T ETYI MAasese // 

came to be in the [ ... ] sheep (?) that are in the desert. 

  MAWwWcܐ[ ܠ{  ITܐ 20010

K QATCWK MMAEIN. ܬ . . VAYPAIPEeT NAI Nawwe 

They drew me [ ... ] he made [ ... 1155 me, namely my shepherd. 

152 Perhaps pRpay ‘as they lie in wait for them’. 

153 This is not very satisfactory, nor does it accord with the Medinet Madi traces; perhaps the text should 

be emended. 

154 Sense unclear, unless one were to derive it from p2awp E (!) ‘be strong’. 
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27:7, |] 1 . . . . NIOHPION 

K QACIWWME NTQE NNIMAQ . ἃ! QApwWos NNIOIPEEION // 

I became like these [ ... ] beneath these beasts. 

2:00 1 1 . ¥ AOTMWT ἃ 

K QATKWTE ἄρδει THPOT +QACNQHTOT NAJ 1 0 ` 1] € ®) ¢ 93 

They have all surrounded me!56 [ ... | They ran to 

277:9 [par 1 . . . pegTwpn 

K QATZWPT AQOTN Apacs NTQE NNIOTWNW NpEeyTwpn // 

me. They seized upon me, like these ravenous wolves!97, 

27710 ] VIHTOT NAZI TOONEGE AT 

K ASCNQYHTOST NAI TOTNEGE VAT 

... [ it being in them, namely their anger. They have 

27711 11609 wpe πρεφοὰ.. 9 

κ|59 

ἡ ἧς 

277: 1 | JAECTOT .. ETOT MMAI 

K COTPAXY YN TETCETE QATAECTKLOT> OFTETOT MMAEI 

They burn in their fire!60. They exalted themselves over me 

M713 | Ι. NET Ὁ. NT Ot 9:6170 _ 

K ATMOTE BATNAGINE ]ܐ ܬ [ . . . 1 )£ . ܐ € . VATYITY 

Νπτοτοῦ // 

thinking that they would find [ ... [ They took it from them. 

155 Corrupt text. The Kellis scribe has transposed the text from two line below = Med. Madi 277,10 

156 See PsBk 2. 54,13 

157 See PsBk 2. 93, 6; and Mt. 7:15 
158 Perhaps from € WAIT ‘to break’, see the nominal form at PsBk 2. 96,20 

159 This strophe appears to have been missed by the Kellis scribe, apart from the transposed clause 

above. 

160 See PsBk 2. 54,18 
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277:14 OMEN, As Οὐ 9... ὦ Lf » 75:50 ἢ 1)» 

tS «| 

RK 110 < 7.56 1 € ¥ € @( 0 ¥ 0; ACNQHTOT Nar ¥ 0 ` $ ]ܐ € 
eThE 

᾿ς ] as they gather; it being in them, namely their grief, because of 

  . . . . 1 . 0 MeTAaAymapory ¢,€ Teqappeܐ[ 1 5 | $ 34

Β MEINE ἀπε... ܬ NENTAYMAPOT QN TEYMPIpE 1 

the likeness of ... He is the one who bound them with his chain 

` 16 ]3:150[ σε Leh AIM ae <! ]..K.. τοῦ MN TETNOT 

K QAEIMAQE NQHTOT THPpos ..NTKE.[. 15.161 MN Ternor 

I journeyed in them all [ ... ] and their root. 

` 10 (NEWAN EWAN ܇ 65 MMMOT ܐܐ . . . ETCAWE ܬ . ] 

K NE QAEIGWAE Ἀπεειὼὸ πλοῦ MWHN ETCAWE MN 

I have cut!©2 the sting of death!®3: the bitter tree!®4 and 

9: 18...1[86 

K MEYOTTAQ // 

its fruit. 

27 10. Laat. «x |, ].€.... 403 9N τὰρειτε acW.... ΦΡΗΙ 

RK ey .. .155 gacer NHI ܬ 0 ܬ ΟΝ TEPEEIT Qacwuwne ΦΡΗΙ 

... it came to me from my kin, it came to be 

27:20) 1 3.262 ].. πᾶφρε ANAWGA 

K NQHT QACPMaAlQiIpe [ANAWIGA // 

within me, it healed my wounds. 

161 The sense is unclear to me despite the evident parallel. Note also the t at the start of line 41 

162 See PsBk 7. 132,22? 227,30? PsBk 2. 79,28 162,31 - 163,1 // 178,7- 8 

1631 Cor. 15:55 

164 See PSBK 2, 9 
165 It is tempting to read Θ᾽ & AH but the traces are not convincing; and hyle is most definitely not of 

the same race as the soul, nor indeed the cure of pain but rather the cause. 
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23040: ! 1. -3 vy ἀσοωοσῦσφ, OTHE NMWMNOTYE € . 

K NMACITE] THPOT QR..... ] . 1 Q@ITN NWNOTYL.... 

Προ ܓ 

All the (hatreds?), they have gathered against (?) the good news [... 

27 7:22 ] __ ___ 1 . . . &AYFTOOT AYNT AQPHI MAN N.[..]... 

π΄". 1%. .  Ι[φ πτο τ᾿ 0:41701 0: ..... a... 2 __/__ 

] he helped me, he brought me up with ] ... ] 

20023 1 IMEFNE ܐ 1 ¢ 1 ܬ ` |1 0 ¢ AYABATAE Yapa...... 

K €7¥10 € MMHNE MAMICTIATpPOC .[...... 1 . . . ¥] ܣ 

because of the mark of the cross. They have supported them all. 

 ܨ ܓ ܝ )5:71 ܝ ` 10 : | : : . 310110116[ 277:24

K PAE WHEIU4IT)......- Tl COMM... MIET TARO // 

I became [ ... ] their healing! 67 

27725 |. ..1.9N πενοῦο NTEFWP9 NTEMI...)].. ΠΣ 1 

K [...]€ 9 .. [NOIZE N.. EFWPE NTAMOPDH MM... INE 

168 

[ ... 7 in thy mind and perceive my / thy! form of [ ... ], 

277:26 ] . . . . 1 . . . ¥ €(¥ ETWOONM YN ΠΔΗρ 

K TZIKRWN TEES ETIWIOON QN MAHp // 

the image, this one who exists in the atmosphere. 

277:27 ] . . . . 1 . . WHPE MMpPWME ETATWWYT . . ܬ ¶ AN 

K [....].. MWHpe MMpHOIMJE NENTACTOWWYT [Alpay AIN 

[2:0 ] the son of Man. They have committed fault against him since 

166 The Kellis version would seem here to have contained rather more text than can be accounted for in 

the Med. Madi parallel. 

167 For TAGO Orread T&AKO ‘destruction’. Note also the strange & in the following line: 

TAMOPCDH 

168 Tt is difficult to read 0 ? ̀  AINE here. 

169 There seems to be some corruption in the text. Presumably one should read: ‘Ascend (?) in thy mind 

and thou (soul) perceive thy ...’ 
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  (¥ . . WapM MICE... 1... TONܬܐܬܐ. ܬܐ . 1 . . . . [ 277:28
K NWApM AINIAK SN πὰπδρπ (N]pwae NENTAYTWN 

the beginning. I also am of the First Man!79, the one who endured!7! 

277:29 [ ] XT 

RK 19 Ὁ} 

87000 7085 5 007 . ADR. 1 . ] . 1 Θτᾶφουρλε..... νοῦ 

] who has led astray [ ... 

K QEIC MAUIMWT ANAK QA. BAWK[....... 1 ἀθδὰ ܠ( . ] . . 

Behold my father, I have (?) perfected ] ... ] 

ES ee ee a χὰ... ΡΟ pes NT call Plies cla Hel PRR e αὶ 

Christ |e 

K PRISASER 9 AIPAT METET 0 wd se ( ܪ τος. 

enemies ] ... 

3087 {| i) traces! | 

K 7 10090 0 050 50 ± 

ἡ |. (<> ee [ܣܣ: 7 }|| --.  

K €d® [ANNIBAIIC] MAANIXAIOIC] AN INGICWTH 
[ετοσ]ὰ ὃ € 

Glory to our master the living Mani; and his holy elect 

7007 ἈΠ ΑΙ 96 een Se ee [ 

K MN NYK[AIOH KOT MENO[C 1 QAYAWK 

and his catechumens. It is finished. 

170 Medinet Madi reads ‘first born’, which seems prior. This is probably a simple lapse by the Kellis 

scribe, occasioned by the line above. 

171 TWN 9ὰ 

172 No real parallel between the Kellis and Medinet Madi texts is apparent from here on, although with 

the fragmentary state of the text little can be presumed. It does appear certain that the ‘second’ doxology 

praising Maria and other martyrs (?) is not present in the Kellis version, noting that the Med. Madi psalm 

continues to 278,5; unless the two versions are not a true parallel, but rather a ‘doublet’ of psalms. Such 

an instance is found in PsBk 2; see the comparison in Wurst 1995: 48 - 49 
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278:4 [eae IU... OUR!) 

Frame: P 82Bi 

Text C2 

(>) 
73 (VIA TPEMECRAC wile eee 5 eee IG {101 2 a 

74 Pd PWHPPE |... ee ewOReT a. πὶ 1. EVD) αν Ὁ 

75 MIINOU TEs"... (0 9:5 ` ae eee ΙΓ. (Cs ANTI). en 

76 BA CEA ΜΝ το τ Ὁ πο I 

77 NMILGT  ρΠρΕουέΨΠοιΨἘΠσρΠΕΠσΠ ܨ | 08 007 | 945 

78 CIUNATA τ 7  ܔܢܐ(ܤ_ or ae cee ]. GF ATG. | 2 : ± ( 

79 (i CONN eT.af lk EEA ae ΙΕ... QA... 1... | ΕΝ 

80 3 9 _ ` ne ee es Fo ] . Ἄφοστ ΠῚ 

81 1. 1, 636(38(0. 7.998 Bs! 14 ]: ΜΆΘΗ 111 + _ `(݇ܤ_ 

  . . . 1ܬ @¶09® ܬ[ , 10(0 6:5 1 0000 50 : IKAGQ 0]ܝܝ 8

83 Pees IC INGORE 978: 8 (7 Lalo 36 ΓΕ ΤΕΣ 

 [ ....] sh ee ene aldara NpeecTeܨ 87 84

85 [9 INCEICU eae ܐ 1 . dU... STNAW FpiTpl 

86 eee ee lish teal πιὸ = pI ΠΙΠΗΡΕΙ __ ( 

87 [ewe D623 ee Ds IP Oe OR ἴθ ἢ ὦ ἢ __ _( 

88 [27.16 9 ἢὋ| NBA AO) IR RP... 3 Aer 

89 [ Soe 95 Pit. (3 00555 0 2} 4 ἘΣ 

  0: 1 ` | PPE Rites Derr 9 JIMA Nܡ

91 [ ον [ 1 3 ΝΩ͂Ν ὩῊΣ Ι. ARH 

92 angie [τε [RS 3 52536 ̀  ]OU 2 | (1 

(^) 
93 [ ΙΕ TL eee. ν 1::: 0010: [0 2 6 9:0 _, 

94 ±! _ vets] SNC A og τς 1.1.1]... MkKloleaoc F 

95 [wet ed ETE τί δον be Οὐ > ὑπο ν. Joey + *conele edits o¢0 COs, an ATS 

96 [ (6026 0 0 ee ܬ 9 ܬܬ ]ܬ . [ . . ]ܐ[ € † € 

97 [36 110: 7 ± 1 7 me eo ae Ι.0.[. JENOC NEN 

98 0:11 1 5 Les os, ΣΝ: es tants Ln 00:0) 

99 |, Ἀν ܐܗ ܝ ܝ 6 ΠῚ ] 02 ܡ( 1 

100 1 1) hele es! 1 1 60430 ܝ 1 

101 [ 16: . ® 1 ci ea Rae 1. 11110: spl να ] 
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103 

104 

γε. ING# ET Noli. cela ere es [ee ae eed ] 

[..]. JWT πΝδίδης MMAPAlKAHTOC] MIMNXC 1 
105 [πΝ|ὰ NTE TAHE MN NYC(WTN) € † 0 ` ܬ 6 € [THPOT] 

106 [..] MN }ܐ ¶ ܐܪܬ © ܐ 4 0 ` \ € Ν [00] ANMNAQITE end] 

[ 107 IdesignZZ QYAYIAIWOR ] 

Text C3 

ἸῸΝ. (6 - ἡ CT ANS 9:7 45 IN 7 1 
109 ΠΕ ΕἸ. 11100(] . . .1. ܬ ΠῚ... .. 1 

  ] . 1 1. . 1611 97 0 9 Lae ν. 1&ܬ@) )24 ܇ $ ± _ 10

111 1 MUL ` 61001 |  } : 10 ̀ “ἍΜ... τὺ 

Comment: 

Text A: There is little coherent sense to be read from this badly damaged text. The 

context suggests that it is a psalm, and the indented ΠῚ Gpo at line 16 could well 

indicate the start of the familiar doxology, e.g. 'Victory to you Manichaios (PsBk 1. 

241,26). Of course this form is odd (maybe a causative form for MG@po as per 

T&Apo), if indeed the T should be read at all; but perhaps see Keph. 80,24. Further in 

16 can be read YCwWT[ This could well be reconstructed to a common phrase in the 

doxologies: MN NEYCWTM € 1 0 ` ܬ 0 € τηροῦ (‘and all his holy elect'). Of 

course the supposition that this is the doxology receives further support from the fact that 

overleaf is in a different hand, and thus presumably a new text (i.e. B). 

In line 20 there appears to be two solitary letters (J € ( placed mid line. Their significance 

is unclear, but seem most likely to be a number (15). 

Text B: Here is almost certainly the start of a Manichaean psalm. It begins with a 

communal entreaty to God who has sent his son!73, The tone becomes more personal, 

an assertion of faith, and a prayer of supplication in the face of death and its horrors. 

Much of the terminology can be paralleled in the Psalm-Book, especially the psalms to 

Jesus!74,. For instance: 

173 Praise for the one who is sent (T Ν᾿ Νὰ δ᾽) is common in the opening strophes of a number of these 

psalms to Jesus; e.g. PsBk 1. 265,29? 273,27? 

174 PsBk 2. 49,1 - 97,13 

9 
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I have forsaken the world and its error, [ have IL[oved my sa]viour, prayed, fasted, given alms [... since] my 

youth (2AN NTAMNT KOT ); because of the hour of need (A N&TKH). [Come] no[w my] lord 

Jesus, and help me (πὰ δ ¥ € JHC NKPBOHOEES ἀρὰ ¥ (75. 

The references to death and its creatures also recall the Hymn-Cycles in Parthian. For 

instance: 

Rich friend of the beings of Light! In mercy 

grant me [strength and] succour me with every gift! 

Array [my soul], O Lord! respond to me! 

[Succour me] in the midst of the foe! 

Make pass from me all the ravages 

of their deceitful body, that tortures me with pain. 

You are the friend, praised and beneficent! 

Free me from ... 

My soul weeps within, 

and cries out [at each] distress and stab. 

And the hour of life and this carrion-form 

is ended for me, with (its) turbulent days. 

It was tossed and troubled as a sea with waves. 

Pain was heaped on pain, whereby they ravage my soul! 76, 

(21) ‘The lord of all nature (πῖλος MebACIC NIM)’ seems an unusual epithet for 

God, presuming a Manichaean context. The doctrine of the ‘Iwo Principles’ is the 

absolute touchstone of Mani’s teachings; and φύσις is often the term used: 

When the Holy Spirit came he revealed to us the way of truth; and taught us that there are two natures 

(Cbacic CNTE), that of light and that of darkness, [they being separa]te from one another since the 

beginning!77, 

175 PsBk 2. 57,23-26, transl. adapted; and see 1,5-9 etc. 

176 From Angad Roshnan ed. M. Boyce, as quoted in Asmussen 1975: 88 

177 PsBk 2. 9,9-11, transl. adapted; and see 26,29 



P. Kell. Copt. 2 

However, the language of devotion is often far less dualistic than the strict doctrine!78. 
The Medinet Madi texts do use the epithet: ‘The lord of everything )11 ܠ ܬ ܐ € 

MITT ]ܐ ¡(7 ¢} 177('; and in the PsBk 7. there occurs the phrase: ‘Glory to you, the father of 

many natures (σοι ETNAWWC!89) '.܂ ܂ 

(22) i.e. Jesus as the ‘son of God’. In the Medinet Madi texts he (also his doublet the 

First Man) is ‘first-born’ and ‘only-begotten’, ‘sent (Τ Νὰ ` (` to the world!8!, 

(28) M&A/MNAATC πὰπεὰ δ᾽ Common titles for both Jesus and Mani in the Medinet 

Madi texts. 

Text C1: Although this psalm is not well preserved, in either the Kellis or Medinet Madi 

versions, the general similarity in terminology and phrasing to published pieces is again 

striking. In particular (and throughout P.C. 1 - 3) there are again many parallels with the 

psalms to Jesus; such that one must reckon with a common author, or at least a common 

school of translation into Coptic, for many of these pieces!82. 

Text C2: Unidentified Manichaean psalm with characteristic doxology and ending (104 

- 107): 

‘[Glory to our] father, our master the paraclete, [Mani the living, 

the spirit] of truth; and [all] his holy [elect 

...] and his catechumens of the faith. 

It is finished. 

Text C3: Start of an unidentified Manichaean psalm (108): 

‘Behold! We [praise?] the living [ ...’ 

178 See also Koenen 1990 

179 Bg. Keph. 40,10 156,6. Admittedly, this has a somewhat different ring, especially when translated 

as the gnostic ‘the All’. 

180psBk 1. 317, last line. 

181 See Gardner 1991: 78 

182 This is not to negate e.g. Wurst (1995: 51 and passim) who has argued strongly for the disparate 

origins of the Manichaean psalms, and for an extended redaction process leading to the Medinet Madi 

codex. The finds at Ismant el-Kharab undoubtedly support this position. Contrast Villey 1994 

15 
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P. Kell. Copt. 3 

Inv # P 92.17a 

Site: House 3, room 11, level 2 

Description: Single double sided fragment from the centre of a codex leaf; 29 x 50mm. 

Some similarity to the hand of P. Kell. Copt. 1 text A. 

Dialect: Probably L. 

Content: Manichaean devotional text, probably a psalm with strophe break indicated at 

line a3. 

Text: 

Side a (2): 

1 ETWOOIN QM ΠΔΗΡ . ] 

2 Ι. CWMA 11€10(7¥ ] 

3 12: << MMWppl 

4 INABABE € ¥ 7 ܐܳܢ τὰ [583 

5 mer τὰρ πε... OFA 

Side Ὁ (>): 

6 1 NEW ANTHPY ] 

  QN MOTAEIINܬ 6 ܬ 1 7

8 1 MMEEAT QAEIOTAING 

9 1 eTHE MEINE ETRHT!94 ] 

10 ¥10( 00, ̀ MMO TAWTXIH 

11 ΕΠ] ΟΕ ΠΥ [ 

81 ] in the atmosphere [ 

2 ] body, the Father [ 

3 ] Do not ... [ 

4 ] my enemies who surround (7) [ 

5 ] for this is ... [ 

183 Perhaps causative of KW TE, see Crum 4070 and PsBk 2. 58,14 

  T + attested at Keph. 152,27; alternatively KHt from KWܐܢ ܐ 184



P. Kell. Copt. 3 

b6 ] them entirely [ 

7 ] from the light [ 

8 ] of thy glory, I have revealed (7?) [ 

9 ] because the likeness that is built (?) [ 

10 ] entreat thee, my soul [ 

11 ] is exalted ... ] 

Comment: 

(al) perhaps the Judge (κριτής) who is in the atmosphere!85, 

185 Eg. PsBk 2. 21,2 22,12 
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P. Kell. Copt. 4 

Inv # P 820 + P 82A/B 

Site: House 3, room 6, level 4 SE cnr 

Description: Single codex leaf from 5 fragments. Mostly complete, but very faded. 

153 x 125mm. Wide margins (> 14 - 12 - 25 - 36 with the text perhaps less than 90mm 

across) and regularly written. Side a (>): 17 lines? Side b (4): 19 lines? 

Dialect: Unknown. 

Content: Unknown. It is almost certainly a literary text (according to page format and 

production), and presumably religious. There is a possible page number at the top rh (2). 

It is from the same find context as P. Kell. Copt. 1 and 2, which suggests that the content 

may also be Manichaean. 

The format does not suggest that the page contains psalms, for there are no apparent 

indication of strophes. Line al1 seems to be a new start, i.e. it is possible to suppose a 

chapter number and perhaps also (very uncertain) a title in the mid page: ὙΠ eTle 

This did suggest to me (IG) something like the Kephalaia, and one could reconstruct 

(extremely speculative) from the traces that follow in 31211 a typical beginning along the 

lines of: 

‘Chapter 65. Concerning the Sun(3E € ¥ @ € MPH). 

The master is sitting (EPE MAAEIC YMECT) in the congregation of the 

disciples one time. He looked up to the heights ...' 

Anyway, the best chance of ever identifying this text seems to be these lines, the start of 

which are here reproduced in case a parallel might be found. About 40 letters may be 

calculated per line. Otherwise only occasional letters, hardly words, can be read with any 

confidence. They are not recorded; but if the facilities for infrared photography or 

computer enhancement are ever available it might be worthwhile to return to the original. 

812 ` ` $ CAO Ne < 7 

13 τς §1123166 ܠ 5 

14 προ € 31110 .... 3 ETOD] 

15 30 $ 3 5 ` 
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P. Kell. Copt. 5 

Inv # P 27B 

Site: House 3, room 6, level 2 

Description: 7 fragments or scraps from a codex, possibly from a single leaf. 2 joined 

fragments are from the upper part of a page (54 x 52mm, upper margin 28mm); another 

2, also joined, from the lower part (48 x 55mm); and 3 ‘strips’ that probably belong with 

the lower fragments. 

Dialect: Consistent with L. 

Content: Probably religious or astrological. 

Purpose: Unknown. 

Authorship: Unknown. 

Text: 

(2) . 
1 1 ETYPAW AQPHI ܬ )ܓ | 

̀ ܘ € 1 2  MRO ὐλὰσ' € . ] 

3 Ιφὰτε ext \W186/corce.. ] 

1 ] they are heavy upon him ] 

2 ] they afflict them [ 

3 ] moment, giving ...187 00 

Format: Double sided text. Possible traces of a title (?) on upper (>) side. Probably 

written in two columns. Some letters appear interlinear, perhaps traces of an underlying 

text; but they are on occasion very clear. 

Comment: Very little remains of this codex leaf, and only the first three lines )^( have 

been reproduced in the hope that identification may be possible. Nevertheless, there is 

186 Significance of the superlinear letter is not clear. 

187 Meaning unclear; perhaps = COW COZ, 1.6. an ‘instant’ or ‘second’ as opposed to 9A TE fora 

longer period such as an hour. 
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interest in the very stylised hand and appearance. The codex seems to have been a much 

finer production than the other pieces from Kellis. Also, if found in another context it 

might well be dated considerably later (by palaeography). However, whilst it is possible 

that the piece may have blown into the site and be unrelated to the rest of the archive, the 

dialect in so far as it can be determined associates the text with the other material. 
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P. Kell. Copt. 6 

Inv # P 75A + P 85A/D 

Site: House 3, room 6, level 4 S side and SE cnr 

Description: Single papyrus leaf from a codex in one principal piece, with two edging 

fragments added; virtually complete, and with reasonable preservation though some 

fading. 

Dialect: 1. 

P. Kell. Copt. 6 is the only Coptic literary text viewed from House 3 that falls outside the 

broad band of L dialects; (although in terms of the spectrum of Coptic it is still a ‘close 

relative’ to sub-Akhmimic). This may suggest that the codex was imported in to the 

community. Particularly obvious features (which are not A2/ L) are the use of the letter 
9, and of MN for the negative imperative (rather than AITp/). These are generally taken 

to be ‘classic’ characteristics of Akhmimic (A). Other A forms include: Mse€ (truth); 

MMO (therein); 20 (say). However, such may ‘overlap’ into L: "ΔΓΕ is also found in 

some L5 manuscripts; 208 is shared with L6. Numerous forms are, of course, 

normative for both A and L: θὰ ἃ (out); NAYpeE (good); CAT NE (know); etc. 

However, the text is not Achmimic. In particular, unlike A, it does not utilise the letter 9, 

for words such as: W apm (first); WHA (small); €] 00110 (if). This usage corresponds 

to an earlier difference in Egyptian between 111 and h2. Similarly, the text avoids (sic) 

‘stronger’ A forms: MOTTE /NOUTE, not MOTONTE /NOONTE; and TWHE not 

TOwGE. These features mean that the text exhibits a form of the supposed intermediate 

dialect originally termed by P. Kahle ‘Achmimic with Subachmimic influence’; but now 

better designated: 1188. Very little is extant in this dialect, for the New Testament 

previously only Galatians 5:11-6:1!89; and thus the new Kellis text will be of particular 

interest for specialists. 

Content: Romans 2:6-29. The text is normative. 

188 See Funk 1987 R. Kasser often refers to this group as ‘protolycopolitain’. 

189 p. Mich. inv. 3535a (Browne 1979: 19 - 24). 
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Text!90; 

< 

1 IMINATWHE MMOTIE] MOTE KATA ]111¢ 496 ησ € 
2 7NETWOONM MEN ܐ < 1 [ܬ] 1 O[TITQMONH MPwW 

3 ETNANOTY ETWINE NC[A] MEAT MN WTAEIO 

4 MN TMANTATTER(O] NOTWNG NWA ANIVE 

5 gNEEJ AE ܬܬ QN OF FTWN ETO’ NATCWOTM 

6 [NICO TAIE ETPNIGE AE AMAI NGANC’ OTOPTH 

7 Ι2 ܐܐ OFGWNT ]ܘ 0 ` © ܐ 1 ¢ MN OTGwor!3 ἃ ΔΗ 

8 WoXH NIM Npwme ETpgwh anneeas m!%4 

 ᾽ NWAPN MN MOTATFANIN τ0πεὰ δܝܠܬ € ܐ `19©  [ 9

10 Ae MN MTAEIO MAN TPHNH NOTAN NIM ETP 

1 gwh ܬ ܐ̇ £ ܬ © 0 ܐ 195 πιούδιδει ܬ ܐ{ 195 ܐܐ{ ܬ |711 MAN ποῦ 

12 ΔΙΔΜΙΝ AN ΔΙ 90 TAP QATM NNOTTE 

13 WNETATPNAKE TAP AABN NOMOC ATNATE 

14 Ko!97 aN AAN NOMOC’ NETATPNads gels gM 

15 πνολος ¢ € ܐ( ܬ † $ ¢¥1199 apay QITM 111} 0 + 0 € 

16 BNETCWTA [T]Ap EN ATINOMOIC NIE νι δι 41 ¥ 0 06 ܳܐ ܐ ἃ 

17 OPM πνοῦτε᾽ ἀλλὰ NETPE AMMNOM[OC] NE 

18 TNATMAEIO 144QOTAN TAP NQESINOC ETIE 

19 MNTET NOMOC ` § ` ¢ ¢} CEEIPE NINATUNO 

20 MOC’ NEF EMNTOT NOMO[C] €€ ܐ 0 ]011 NET N 

21 NOMOC οὐδεετοῦ 20 1 ܟ ¢ ` † ¢ ¢ 201 MAIAK Agios 

  0 £ EYCHE QM 11]€19 ΦΗΤ [Epe] TETܐ 0 ܬ 1 22

23 CUONEJAHCIC ΡΆΝτρε NMAIE]T NITMIHTE 

190 My (IG) particular thanks both to W.-P. Funk and to R.G. Jenkins for many valuable suggestions. 

191 Ink trace before N, but no space for € ¥ - 

192 Ink trace visible before MN , and interlinear. 

193 AW Ζ 9 (Η) 

194 Π uncertain; it appears to be preceded by a horizontal pen stroke, but not Τ ἃ for T &- 

πιοῦ ܝܠܬ € ܐ (H) 

193 TETNANOTY (H) 

196 MMFOT AAS NWOpH )11( 

1979€ EBOA (H) 

198 Read AE for ἃ ὅ ὦ (H) 

199 ΜΡΙ ΝΕ (H) 

200 MAT AAT (H) 

201 NAF EX TOTO (H) 
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NNETIMIQAKRMERK MN NOVEPHT 202 € ] ̀  PRIA TH 

Toplelr H Exovewbor «aM oore [elTie] π 
NOUTE NAPKPUING NANE © £] 1 NY pwme 

[RAITA MAMET ATITIEAION QITN JAC ΠΙΧΊΕ 17[61} 80 

[TE] NTARAO χε ETMOTTE APaK BE πιοῦ ܝܠ { €ܐ 

[δι Ἴ]ω ΚΆΤΑ Ν MMAK OM πνολος κιαοῦ 

[065] 

ς 206 

MMAR QM TINOTTE 1gKCATNE MNOT WW ε 207 

KPAOGIMAZE NNETPNaype Ex €¢¢00 MMAK 

ABHAA QM [MINOMOC 19EKNAQTE ἀρὰ κ' BE KE 

NAAEIMAEIT NNBAACOTE’ NOVAECINE N 

NET2M MRER([E2]] ogNpegtchor ܐܬ © £] ¥ (£ 

σὰφ NNWHPE WHM ETNTEK MAO AT 

gph MIMCATNE’ MAN TAIE’ QM MNOMOC: 

aneTtchov Ge NKeove’ ethe ܘ ̀  KtcChOT NEIRI 

EN METTEWESXEIW BE MNAIOVE’ ܐܬܠ ܐ 0 ̀ € ° 

22 11€ 1 20 ` MMAC BE MNPNAEIK REF NNAEIR’ 

NETOWTE NNEJAWAON KWWA HNI[PIMHTE 

BEKRWOTWOT MMAR QM MNOMOC QM MNTPER 

pnrapawa MMNOMOC μι ως MMNOTTE: 

2MIpEN TAP Ἄπνοστε CEAEQTA Apay QN NE 

ONOIC] ETIBEITHNE KATA GE ETCHG ̀  25.6 ποῦ 

«θε 20> ] ̂ ) €[( 1210 PNaype EKWANpP2!! πνούλος eww 

πίε AE] NTK OTNMAPABATHC MANOMOC ἃ MERI 

2029} Οὔ ΟΠ (H) 

203 + ΟΝ € ` 0 ` WIM )11( 

  / (ἢ)ܐ 204

205 Added (H) 

206 Apparently page number 200; although a more moderate T could possibly be read. 

207 XTW KCOOTN MMEYOU WW (H) 

208 Corr. from ¥ 

209 4 ME+ 

210 ποῦδδε Tap (ἢ) 

  |]( € (H)ܐܬ̣ ܢ € 211
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48 οὔτε] wwne ATMNTATCHHE?2!?> ܕ € @@ 0@( 11 € [GE] 

 49 € | [( ܬ ]ܐ[ TANTATCHBE apeg ܬ, 2131 ܝܠ ܐ ܐܬܬ | 4 )

50 M& ]\ 11 ܐ 0 ܪ 0 ¢ οὔ ¥: 1214 € € ܐ[ ܬ Ἐπ ¥ € ἈΝΤ 

51 aTichlhbe en me ἁσεοῦθε 27}')»νιτε TMNTAT 

52 chhe )ܬ 0 ܬ 213 an Tc2!Sbecic’ € ܬ € € ܐ MNOMIOC] 

53 ΚΡΙΝΙΕΙ AMAR MAGAA QITM NCQES MN π 

54 οὔδε 217 mMinapawbaTHe MMNOMOC ΠΙΟ ? ܝܠ [ ܬ [ 

55 EF TAP EN] ETOTANG ahaa ME πιούδδ ]€11[ 

56 οὔτε MINCIOBE EN ETOTANG ܬ 6 ܬ QIN] TClApgsl 

57 πε ποῦθε: _WAAAA NOVAS ;ܘ ܙ 218 me Mio] 

58 Aael arw mchbe πε ποῦθε mPuT ] 

Superlineal signs only as visible. 

Comment: This leaf from a codex that presumably contained the complete text of Paul’s 

epistle to the Romans, and in all likelihood also other parts of the Pauline corpus and 

perhaps of the New Testament generally, was found in House 3; and at an excavation 

level that places it in the midst of distinctively Manichaean material. Of course, it can not 

be definitively asserted that this codex (and note also P. Kell. Copt. 9) was in fact used 

by the Manichaean community, for there may have been other occupiers (although by 

archaeological definition the site does not evidence separate levels of occupation); or there 

may be some other reason for its presence there. Nevertheless, it can be shown that there 

is nothing intrinsically surprising about the discovery of the Pauline corpus in a 

Manichaean context; and nor should we necessarily expect any such piece to evidence 

special doctrinal or textual features. 

At least until the nineteenth century most knowledge of Manichaeism in the west was 

drawn from church polemic against it as a Christian ‘heresy’. Preeminent among the 

sources were the writings of Augustine and his circle; and in these the debate about Paul 

was a major focus. In the disputation between Augustine and the Manichaean elder 

Fortunatus, held in public in 392 c.e., Fortunatus defends his position with quotations 

212 MMNTATCOBE (ἢ) 

213 Added (H) 
214 ere (H) 

215 MAN TETMNTATCORE TE EHOA (H) 

216 7¥ / (H) It is conceivable to suggest the influence of Manichaean dualism in the reading: ‘its nature’. 

217 €TO (H) 

218 Eg HM (ἢ) 
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from Philippians, Ephesians, Romans, and I Corinthians. At the end of the first day of 
disputation a side comment records how the audience clamoured, because they saw that 
Fortunatus was not willing to accept all that was written in the codex of the apostle?19, 

This attitude towards the Pauline epistles, in Roman North Africa at least, receives 
clarification from the excerpts written by the prominent Manichaean teacher Faustus, as 

quoted and controverted by Augustine. Faustus states that he intends to refute the 

objections, presumably by catholic Christians, to the prior work of Adimantus (11: 

Mani’s leading disciple Adda who was charged with the mission to the west) who had 

exposed the errors of Judaism and semi-Christianity22°. Faustus displays knowledge of 
both Testaments; and ranges widely across the Pauline corpus, including a quotation from 

Romans 2:14-15?2!. He refers to Paul on the incarnation, from Romans 1:3; and argues 

that either this is an earlier view of the apostle’s that he subsequently rejected, see I 

Corinthians 13:11 and II Corinthians 5:16-17; or else that the text is corrupt222, 

From other sections of Faustus’ writing it is clear that he believes the second reason to be 

the true one, and only utilises the first argument to reinforce his case. One of his major 

points is that catholics feel free to accept or reject various parts of the Old Testament, but 

then insist on the entirety of the New. Yet, neither Jesus nor his apostles wrote that 

Testament; the authors of which were unknown men who gave the names of the apostles 

to their books. Faustus claims to set aside the interpolations, and only to use what is pure 

and helpful for his salvation??3. Here it is not certain whether he intends the point about 

authorship to apply to the whole New Testament; or probably just to the Gospels. 

However, he does appear to feel free to use the argument about interpolation whenever it 

suits him?4. It is the Paraclete (speaking through Mani) who has taught what to accept 

of the New Testament, and what to reject?25. 

In sum, Pauline literature was an important resource for these Manichaeans; but they had 

developed lines of exegesis that clearly diverged from catholic Christianity226, The 

219 Augustine, c. Fort. 19 

220 Augustine, c. Faust. 1.2 

221 Thid. XIX.2 

222 Tbid. 1 

223 Thid. XXXII.1-2 

224 Thid. XXXIL.4 

225 Tbid. XXXII.6 

226 patristic literature has only been touched upon briefly. As regards North Africa, see also the dense 

compilation of Pauline references in the Latin Manichaean text fragment from Tebessa (Alfaric 1920). 
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question arises as to whether this kind of position was uniform in all Manichaean circles, 

or a particular feature of the North African situation. It has long been pointed out that the 

critical approach to the biblical text apparent in Faustus, and in his predecessor 

Adimantus?2’, holds a close resemblance to that of Marcion. Indeed, Lieu suggests that 

Adimantus (Adda) may have been a Marcionite prior to joining the new religion?28. 

Certainly, the utilisation of Marcionite thought and polemical techniques is likely to have 

been a feature of Manichaeism, as it came into increased conflict with catholic Christianity 

during its drive westwards. 

The nineteenth century brought real developments in the critical study of Manichaeism; 

and the start of the publication of new oriental sources, including important Syriac and 

Arabic texts. At the beginning of the twentieth century, the great imperial expeditions 

brought back to Europe much new and different Manichaean material from Central Asia. 

The study of the history of the religion, no longer a ‘heresy’, was transformed. Iranian 

elements, and perhaps from further east, came into prominence. For a while the Christian 

context seemed less important. However, careful scholarship showed that the pendulum 

had swung too far; and that the figure of Jesus, and other Christian features, remained 

vital for an understanding of Manichaeism in all areas of its distribution???. 

With regard to the apostle Paul, in the predominantly Buddhist environments of eastern 

Manichaeism, it is not surprising that his influence is far less overt than in the west. 

Nevertheless, both he and Marcion are referred to by name in Central Asian texts, and 

traces of Pauline theology can be discerned239, In fact subsequent discoveries have 

proved that the influence of both Paul and Marcion must be traced back to the very earliest 

days of Manichaeism, to the experience of Mani himself. 

In 1929 the most extensive cache of Manichaean writings yet discovered came to light 

with the Medinet Madi codices. These included canonical texts of Mani, together with 

others from the first generations; and (as this present volume shows) are closely linked in 

both provenance and content to the new texts from Kellis. The Kephalaia, in particular, 

provides the most substantial presentation of Manichaean teaching yet available to modern 

scholarship. Although it is a non-canonical work, its redaction is to be dated to the first 

227 See also Augustine, c. Adim. 

228 Lieu 1985: 64 - 65; and see Merkelbach 1984 and 1985, Tardieu 1987 

229 Ἐς g. Burkitt 1925; Waldschmidt - Lentz 1926 

230 See Puech 1979 (the article was originally written in 1958 and needs updating). Marcion is referred 

to in the text M 28 I 
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generation of the community2!; and it provides an intricate and authentic account of the 

details of Mani’s system. 

A study of the Kephalaia confirms that while Mani was concerned to stress the 

universality of his revelation, and thus integrated the Buddha and Zarathushtra into the 

chain of authentic apostles; nevertheless, his teaching is firmly grounded in (broadly 

speaking) the Judaeo-Christian and gnostic thought worlds. In the first chapter232 Mani 
compares the advent and subsequent ascent of each apostle (the farmer), together with his 

church (the fruit), to the months of seed-time and harvest: 

There is not any time [the tree] is bare of fruit! Rather, instead, those about to ripen as they pick them 

shall propagate other ones there. ... They shall pick from it those that mature and ripen. [The] farmer 

does [not] rest at any time from the labour and the pain. At what hour [may he] cease? When he can 

finish harvesting the corn in Parmuthi! ... them in the winter, the fruits of the summer shall ... grow [up 

and] be picked in the month of Paophi. 

The apostles are like this [also]. Now, when the apostle will be raised up to the heights, he and his 

church, and they depart from the world; at that instant another apostle shall be sent to it, to another 

ch[urch] ... 

Then follows the listing of the apostles: Sethel, Enosh, Enoch, Sem, Buddha, Aurentes, 

Zarathushtra, and Jesus. Only Jesus receives any detailed account: his docetic body (here 

Philippians 2:7 has been deeply embedded in a tradition that must be traced directly back 

through Marcion); crucifixion; resurrection; and ascension. Jesus has commissioned the 

final church before Mani, and Paul is crucial to the (limited) authenticity of the Christians: 

After Paul the apostle little by little, day [after] day, all mankind began to stumble. They left 

[righteousness] behind them; and the path which is narrow and sticky. They preferred ... go on the road 

which is broad. 

At this same time also, in the last church, a righteous man of truth appeared, belonging to the kingdom. 

He reinforced ... they cared for the church of our master according to [their capacity, but] they too were 

231 W.-P. Funk, who is editing the latter part of the Berlin codex of the Kephalaia, has recently found 

what appears to be the concluding remarks and colophon to the whole work. This seems to indicate that 

the work has a single author and was not an anonymous collection, although it undoubtedly does use 

material from a variety of sources. Funk 1994 (and also Tardieu 1987) speculate that this person may 

have been Adda. 

232 Quotations abbreviated from Keph 11,26 - 14,6 tr. Gardner. 
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raised up to the land [of light]. After those ones again, little by little, the church perished. The world 

remained behind without church. Like a tree will be plucked, and the fruits on it taken away. And it 

remains behind without fruit. 

[When] the church of the saviour was raised to the heights, my apostolate began ... From that time on 

was sent the Paraclete, the Spirit of truth; the one who has come to you in this last generation. 

Here Paul’s role in the preservation of the authentic tradition is formalised, together with 

another (or possibly two others) whose identity has been the subject of much speculation. 

Certainly Pauline theology is mediated into Manichaeism, at least in good part, via 

Marcionism. The influence of Marcionite exegesis is apparent, in the Kephalaia as 

elsewhere, by the use of characteristic proof texts which can be traced back to Marcion 

himself, and his Antitheses. Thus the parable of the two trees (Luke 6:43-44) underpins 

dualistic teachings. Unfortunately, the problem which used to bedevil any true 

understanding of Manichaeism, the virtual lack of primary sources, still pertains for 

Marcionism. In consequence, it is difficult in the extreme to be certain how original is the 

peculiar exegesis of Pauline thought in Manichaean circles. 

The Kephalaia provides good evidence for the extent to which originally Pauline 

conceptions have been integrated into the heart of Mani’s vision of the universe and 

human salvation. For example, from chapter 38233: 

Once again, at one of the times, a disciple questioned the [apostle], saying to him: You have told us that 

the Light Mind is this one who shall come and assume the saints. [You said] it to us like this: He too is 

one among the gods ... many gods are with him. You have also told us: When he enters within [the body 

of] the flesh and binds the old [man] with his five counsels, he [sets] his five counsels upon him in the 

five limbs [of his] body. 

In his answer Mani draws a highly interesting psychological portrait of the conflict 

between sin and the incarnate divine intellect. The fundamentally Pauline terminology of 

the old and new man is here thoroughly integrated in Mani’s own understanding of the 

salvific process, complete with the characteristic pentads: 

This is how (the Light Mind) shall release the members of the soul, and make them free from the five 

members of sin. Conversely, these five members of sin, which were loose; he shall bind them. He shall 

set right the members of the soul; form and purify them, and construct a new man of them, a child of 

righteousness. [And] when [he] fashions and constructs and purifies the new man; then he shall bring 

233 Ἰρ14. 89,21-29 96,22 - 97,7 See also Sundermann 1992: 13 - 15 +. 
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forth five great living members out from the five great members. And he places them in the members of 

the new man. He shall place his mind, which is love, in the mind of the new man. Also, the thought, 

which is faith, he shall place [in] the thought [of the] new [man]; whom he shall purify. His insight, 

which [is perfection, he shall place] in the insight of the new man. His counsel, which [is] patience, he 

shall place in his counsel. Also, wisdom, which is his consideration, in the consideration of the new 

man. He shall make the image of the word pure from the word of sin; and he adds to it his word, so that 

his ... becomes nourisher and strengthener ... 

Here it can be seen how terms developed by Paul are abstracted from their original frame, 

and provided with a whole new context. This will then have a revolutionary effect when 

read back in to the original text. Of course, this whole process is well known in religious 

traditions; and some would argue is integral to any action of reading a text. Nevertheless, 

Mani’s system provides some excellent illustrations of this, especially in view of the 

literal and static weight that is placed upon statements in his world of revealed doctrine. 

A further example is Mani’s teaching about the Perfect Man, a figure long recognised to 

be derived from Ephesians 4:12-13. In Manichaeism the Perfect Man is a divine 

personification of the Pillar of Glory, the pathway of ascent from earth for liberated 

souls. Here the rejoicing souls are washed clean23+: 

the baptism 

of the Gods thou shalt receive in the [Perfect] Man. [The] 

luminaries will make thee perfect, and take thee to thy [king]dom. 

In fact, the Perfect Man is the re-unification and restoration of the body of the First Man, 

the first begotten son of the Father who descended to do battle with the enemy. He was 

defeated and dismembered, to lie scattered and mingled throughout the material cosmos 

awaiting redemption. Thus indeed, (Paul might recognise!), the Perfect Man is the body 

of Christ in whom the believer is perfected and born again2>: 

Jesus is the Perfect Man in the Pillar: Jesus is the 

resurrection of them that have died in the church. 

While the integration of originally Pauline terminology in Mani’s system could be the 

product of a long exegetical history, the decipherment of a miniature devotional 

biography of Mani, first announced by A. Henrichs and L. Koenen in 1970, has 

234 PsBk 2. 22,13-15 (adapted). In Persian texts he becomes the God Srosh. 

235 Ibid. 59,17-18 
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provided radical new evidence for the influence of Paul in the self-understanding of this 

later apostle. The redactor of On the Genesis of his Body (= CMC) utilises quotations 

from Mani’s own writings, earlier apocalypses, and witnesses from the Manichaean 

community; to provide a coherent, if somewhat artificial and hagiographical, account of 

the apostle’s divine call and work. 

On the basis of the various evidence now available it becomes apparent that Paul was the 

precedent by which Mani could understand his own role and activity. Although not an 

historical witness to Jesus, the son of God, like Paul Mani was especially called to be an 

apostle of Jesus Christ through the will of God the Father23°, Although brought up 

within the confines of Jewish legalism, the closed community of his youth; now he has 

an evangelical commission, that by his journeys, preaching and epistles, he will plant the 

church throughout the world237. 

In the CMC238 Baraies quotes Galatians 1:1, 11-12, and II Corinthians 12:1-5; amidst 

other evidence for the rapture and divine revelation of teachers and apostles prior to Mani. 

Importantly, the text seems to be taken direct from the Greek New Testament, not from 

the Syriac source that must lie behind the work as a whole. Nor does the text betray 

Marcionite influence, even though theologically this may be traced in the work?3?. This 

confirms that the Manichaeans appear to have been content to utilise ‘standard’ versions 

of the biblical text; whilst, without doubt, their own traditions would continue to have 

governed their exegesis. 

In sum, the discovery of this version of Romans 2:6-29, amongst Manichaean texts from 

Ismant el-Kharab, should occasion no surprise. Of course, it is tempting to presume the 

preservation of this passage, with its classic indictment of Judaism, to be of particular 

significance. Certainly, it is not difficult to see how it could be read from a Manichaean 

perspective, especially if reinforced with Marcionite themes. However, it is probable that 

the preservation of these verses, in all likelihood from an entire codex containing Romans 

and other biblical texts, is a product of chance rather than design. 

236 CMC 66:4-7, quotation from Mani’s Gospel. Mani’s use of the Pauline epistolary formulae is 

evident elsewhere, e. g. Augustine, c. epist. Fund. 6 

237 CMC passim; and see Lieu 1985: 40,62 

238 CMC 60-62 

239 See Betz 1986: 226 
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P. Kell. Copt. 7 

Site: House 3, room 6, level 2 

Description: 12 fragments from a rolled papyrus text (width 45mm), 8 of which join. 

Written only (2) side. Lh margin (with numbers): 4 mm. Some ink traces on ¥. 

Dialect: Consistent with L. Conjugation base 9 a- (Perfect affirmative). 

Content: Sayings (?). The Coptic text relates to the series of letters given in the margin. 

Purpose: Divination (7) 

Authorship: Traditional (?) 

Text and Translation: 

X+1 a 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 M 

7 

8 

9 

1 

11 

12 Ν 

13 

14 

15 3 

EW ST - δ ` ܣ 

pow € .40 cG@pegT way 

for WagpHIN... 

Ι. TE TRE QWK 
traces 

1. . ® 5 Nett 

GWWT ABAA QHTOT 

ETHE οὔφησ OTN OF 

&ATO TAP NCAN wWape 

NIKROUI φησ Tpa.. 

NAG ܐܬ € € wwne: 

OUN OT ܝܬ € EYCGPE 

φοτο.. . € . Ne ἊΝ 

RINADTNOC 0 0 1 € ACE’ 

W MWMO YAKBWK 

240 Apparently not & , perhaps 9¶ 

L (30) 

M (40) 

N (50) 

X (60) 

[Ξ] 

all of them (72) resting. He shall 

give them up to [... 

... [ your own way 

... | the ones from which I 

watch out 

for a profit. For there are 

many times when 

these small profits shall cause (7) 

great loss to come about. 

There is a ship at rest 

[ ... [ for you there is neither (7) 

danger nor loss. 

O, the stranger. You went. 

09.1 
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16 QAXRRES ERCICTACEIS N You have come, being 

factious(?)24! 

17 [...]QHT ANET )ܬܬ [ ... ] to look out. 

18 \\ 11 ]( 0( € Tl Do not sink ] ... ] 

19 Ew tT NTOTR . ] I being able to aid you [ ... ] 

 ]... [  NOvwge € 1] O(70) The fisher. Youܘ 20

21 NOU SE MII cast [the net (?)] 

to the sea [ ... ] 22 ܬ © ܬ \ ܬ € € ܬ 

Plus 2 joined fragments from 5 lines: 

23 ] trace 

24 ] 09 ® WHN [ @ ]'e tree 

25 JIN MTU [ ... ] since this 

vac 

26 JOE ETOIZN N [ ... ] which is over [ 

27 JETTKRAAM NE [... ] which crowns you 

Also 1 scrap with 11 (?) belongs to upper part; and 1 unplaced vertical scrap with letters from 6 lines. 

Format: 

The format of a thin papyrus roll suggests some kind of charm. A feature is the sequence 

of Greek letters along the 111 margin. These can scarcely be numerals such as for the 

payment of the scribe, especially as they do not seem to correspond to the frequency of 

lines or any other observable feature of the text. Instead, they seem to relate to the series 

of ‘occurrences’ (such as a ship at bay) in the Coptic, and would appear on occasion to 

stand for the Greek equivalents: 

v(atis) BdEI ship 

&(évos) W MO stranger 

  © $` WIE fisherܘ

The significance of this is unclear, if indeed it is more than coincidental. The whole piece 

could be taken as a Coptic translation of a Greek acrostic text; such as are found in the 

241 Tf this reading is correct then ER)CJCTACEJ would appear to be a Greek word used as a verb 

without p and seeming to mean something like ‘to be factious’. Is it possibly a form of σύστασις 

conspiracy ultimately deriving from συνίστημι or a form of συστασιάζω" (Clackson) 

Alternatively, it may be better to read an extremely malformed 11 (perhaps the scribe altered his pen 

stroke midway) and thus: ΚΟ! JIACEI N (You have come, being satisfied. My physician (?) ...) 
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Manichaean Psalm-Book 242, However, in contrast to those examples, in this Kellis text 

there seems to be no continuous effort to mimic the Greek; the initial letters merely being 

recorded?43, And then again there is the problem of why o for ‘fisher’, if the base text is 

Greek? This is a strange way to proceed; and I wonder if instead this is some kind of 

mnemonic device or game rather than a translation. 

Content: 

This seems to be oracular and to provide a divination to the various occurrences. ‘There 

is a ship ...’: (consequence) *... neither profit nor loss’. 

242 PsBk 1. pl.150 - 152, 258; and see Wurst 1995: 70 

243 Contrast the rather forced renderings, e.g. SWAION NIM MN ܐ ¢]? (PsBk 7. 0 ` 

93 
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P. Kell. Copt. 8 

Inv # A/2/88 

Site: House 2, room 5, level 3 

Description: Single papyrus leaf from a codex. Complete, but poorly preserved and 

with the appearance of ‘lace’. 122 x 114 mm; text 70-75mm across. The textual 

construction (such as the wide margins and regular style) indicates literary content; 

although the hand is rather ordinary. Margins: > 13, 17, 25, 24; ^ 13, 26, 17, 25. 

Dialect: L. The strong vocalisation of € to &, always a feature of these dialects, is here 

found in an acute form (as indeed elsewhere at Kellis?44): ܬ 0 ܬ τ (EHAT); ATHE 

(ETRE). The relative future would appear to be € 1 ΝΕ - (line 12). 

Content: Probably Manichaean2‘9. 

Purpose: Discourse. Mani (?) explains why certain matters in the cosmos are or are not 

equal and balanced against each other, such as day and night. This repetitive style, and 

concern for the right ordering of the universe, is reminiscent of certain Kephalaia 

passages246, 

Authorship: Unknown. The revelatory style (especially lines 11-13 and 19-20) 

suggest that it could be by Mani, either canonical or sub-canonical. 

Text: 

ΟῚ papxecear NH[..] Mm... MAMabaT NTWRE47 

2 HOa ...NTp...[..1. Naw MelTo Ngate 

5:2 , 39 wire bye) δας, . 0 14:56 £ 7060060 δὺ 

4 Δ AWAN.€....ME..5/0T... 

244 Note especially the as yet unpublished personal letter P 93.44 passim, and line v3: ἃ ¥ 0 ܬ 

(ε τ ε) 

245 This would be the first certain proof of Manichaeism in House 2, although the texts from the 

associated structure A/3 (and other points such as the evidently close relations with House 3 that are 

apparent in the papyri) make this likely. 

246 Eg. kephalaion 47 

247 Tn particular the 0 is uncertain. 

248 Cf Crum 310a and addenda, Westendorf 1977: 171, Vycichl 1984: 180, PsBk 2. 8,19 and note. 
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 ܬܫܟ :25:10 01060 110 ¢ $¢» ©

οὔδλθοῦ ΔΑΝ... ] . 1 . . ܬ 7 ¶ |] ¥ 90 ¥ 

  (1 σι οιܠ 10

Us 113050099911(,(99590( £ 9 1 6068 65600.0:66:6 

πεῖν Εἰς δι ΒΕ. [πὸ ey δα WWHE NMMET . 

ONG 0 NWA. foe 8 15 (0 CS, OHTA Ts oN ܟܚ 

PEL SNR OO let aes So] Cat Ml AO TA 

01071 116, 11 ΕἾ. 9 ip Ἐπ|ητο!ν.,. NIA JET NE 

CATMEY MAP .[. 1 . |] . 1 Spay EF MH ΤΙ ANETAIETH 

atTheA0 NN... fe 1. € Ἀπ ι..].. MEOTE ܬܐܐ ܐ ܬܬ 

NE ATARWH.. TL... . LETAOTWHW AN 

NOVSAPHE ] . 1 . . . ] . 1 . (¥ . . WHY EN WOH 

NE ! € ܐܢ€11;0:2050܀܀ 13 |@ ܿ δὶ τὸ :(]009603.[ τυ νὰ 9 

ACO δι 97070 dat eile ens 1 Q Ebley SPE 

τοῦ OTHE NOTAPHT ] . . . . ITAT MNOHMA 

Ἀποεδε [δὲ WHY .[....)] NOTAPHT AAAS 

<) 06 ` Sle 3 G2 os 1 MN © 0 ` ¥ † € 

ΠΥ ΔΝ Seles do. [...]. OTEWW 

ἜΤΟΣ ΠΑΡ (9 5 0 1 CEE 

HEN Breese ΤΠ ails Aa at Poet ects }...H gwe3 

DUE eA PC (01000: 7 73 ¥ baud feo 

QING πε COS. Kadue- Gunton 9 lus olvie ” οὐ, ATA... 

At OPE ρὲ ΤΟΥ WH | . | . Ie δε ἀρετοῦ 

oy 3 NOTAPHT..... 15370 seteara: MMAK 

NN... ¥ ܬ >( ܐ OTHE NOTAPHT EF MH 

TJ AMES MMETE δὲ WAl..]. ,ܬܐ ¢ [A]JpETOT OF 

Be NOTAPHT MEQOOT ETIQIAN NICE 

ETMNCANTHE TOTWH IM NWIXY 

ETMMCANNITNZ4 ܠ . . EL. J]... 3 © © 255 

249 The start of the line is slightly indented. 

250 For ETRE 

251 Typical style used for Mani’s speech in the Kephalaia, passim. 

252 Perhaps read WEYOOT (‘The day ...’) 

253 Perhaps read 1 10 WH φῶς (‘The night too ...’) 

254 Typical Manichaean phraseology, see Keph. 28,17 38,31-2 84,2-3 156,19 172,29 (274,8) 

255 This suggests that side 4 must follow > 
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(>) / begin [...] of the month of Tobe (?) / [...] the one made of moments (7) / [...] blossoms; they are / 

[- ...[ which are fitting [...] they / are added to [...] they bear them [... / ...] they are added to the day 

(?); and they [...] / measure [32 / ...[ becomes with them 10 15: / ...[ the mystery / is this [...] whoever 

will / hear it [...] him, except the ones that are great; / because [...] think | 15 ...[ which are equal with 

/ one another [...] not equal. / 

Happen you know [... (4) ...] ! set against one another. [...] the understanding 20 of the saying, that equal 

[...] one another; but / because [...] and the first ! of my [... 0 B25 | / in what is smaller seal: 

moon (7?) [... / ...[ while the night [...] are set / against one another [...] you / [...] which are equal against 

one another; except 30 only this [...] are set against / one another: the day that is over the heights / 

above; the night in the depths / below [...] say / 

Format: 

The format of the text is rather hypothetical. With imagination (!) it can be suggested that 

at line 17 Mani says something like: ‘Happen you know the interpretation of these two 

natures’. Line 18 would then begin with ‘the day’, and at the end of 24 can be found the 

corresponding ‘the night also’. This would make the text kephalaic in structure and style. 

Comment: 

There is little coherent narrative to be read from this piece, its principal value being as 

probable evidence for Manichaeism in House 2. That is: the distinction of the two natures 

as ‘day and night’ is the most fundamental feature of Manichaean dualism2>°; as well as 

certain characteristic elements in the style and terminology as remarked upon in the notes. 

The Kephalaia does contain at chapter 159297 ἃ kephalaion entitled: ‘[What] the height of 

the day is, [and what] the depth of the night’. In the framing sequence the questioner 

comments that Mani has taught him about ‘the height of the day (AICTE .\ 10, 0 0 ` € (' 

and also about ‘the depth of the night (INO®TN (¥ 1 0 7? ]]] ܐ (` but that he does not 

understand what they are. Mani (here the epithet is ‘the light-person (pM 

NO®A&INE)’) replies that he is the one to explain these two sayings (CEE). The day 

is in two parts (the outer aeons of light and this zone); while the ‘height of the day’ 

appears to be the ships (?) of light that travel in the midst of the zone, these all people can 

see and should understand. The night (i.e. the dark principle) is then similarly explained 

as a typical reverse image. 

236 E.g. Keph. 27,24 

257 At present unpublished. W.-P. Funk has kindly provided me (IG) with a laser copy of photographs 

for the relevant section (pp. 397 - 398), together with a copy of H.-J. Polotsky’s original transcription. 
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There is not yet any critical edition of kephalaion 159, parts of which are difficult to read 
on the photocopies at my disposal. P. Kell. Copt. 8 is very poorly preserved. Thus, at 
the present time, it would be unwarranted to reach any firm conclusion about the 
relationship (if any) between the two texts. However, it is my provisional opinion that 
they are not the same; but they do share certain terminology and this strengthens the 
hypothesis that P. Kell. Copt. 8 is Manichaean, and quite possibly by Mani himself. 
Indeed, kephalaion 159 itself alludes to other discussions about this theme: and kephalaic 
material developed in part as commentary to scripture. 

This point is strengthened with reference to an eastern Manichaean text?58 which may 
help to explain the diverse references to a month, to (night and day?) being or not being 
equal, and the unexpected term gow pewpew (‘blossoms’): ‘Und im Monat Aan hat 

der Tag elf Stunden und die Nacht dreizehn. Und dann ist auch die Gesamtwelt 

»sonnenlicht« und »sonnenoffeng ... (later in the year during Adur) so 080 der Tag 12 

Stunden und die Nacht 12 Stunden hat und (also) beide zusammen ganz gleich sind ...’ 

The text continues, with various calculations, to discuss the cycle of growth and decay 

over the four seasons. 

This Iranian text may belong to the Sdbuhragan and in itself is unlikely to be a direct 

parallel to the Kellis piece. Nevertheless, Mani did return to the same themes in different 

contexts; and it seems reasonable to at least suggest that P. Kell. Copt. 8 is a remnant of 

some discourse of his about such a topic. 

258 From MM 1: 16 - 17 [188 - 189] (= Klimkeit 1993: 230 - 231). I am most grateful to W. 

Sundermann for pointing me in this direction. 

072 
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P. Kell. Copt. 9 

Inv # P 85Fi (ex P85D/E/F + P93B) 

Site: House 3, room 6, level 4 SE cnr 

Description: Central strip of a single papyrus codex leaf reconstructed from 7 

fragments. 241mm vertical; margins 18mm (top), 55mm (base). Main text on (“) only: 

27 lines; with 3 lines (unread) scrambled below. 2 unplaced fragments may belong?°?. 

Dialect: L, but with distinct features: the & vocalisation of the conjugation base (even 

ἀρὰ line 9); and irregular (ἃ line 19?) use of the prepositional € - EPA= 

Content: Hebrews 12:4-13269. Variant text (?) 

259 The similarities in the hand and papyrus texture caused me (IG) to place these fragments here (see 

photograph), but their positioning is problematic. One has a trace of script on the > side, which would 

seem to exclude it; although of course it could be a remnant from another associated page. Also, where 

Εὖ ἃ Ἃ can clearly be read would strongly suggest placing this piece at the end of line 19. However, the 

traces from the lines above and below appear not to be consistent with the normative text. Someone may 

be able to suggest a satisfactory solution. 

260 Sahidic (Horner): 4 MAATETNMWE TAP EMMA MIMECNOY 

ETETNATWNIZE OTHE MNOBE’ 5 ATW ATETNPNWHY MMCONC πὰ! 

ETWABE NAMHTN φῶς WHPe’ δὲ MAWHPE’ MMNPPKOT! NQHT 

ETECHW . (1 2 0 € ܐ ¢ ° OFAE ANPCWWM ETAMIO MMOR EGOA 

gITOOTY: © πετερε MAOEIC TAP ME MMOY WAYMAIAETE MMO 

WAYMACTITOT δὲ NWHPE NIM ETYNAWOMOT € |(7 0 ¶ ° 7 

φύπούλεινε ETECHW EPE πνοῦτε EJPE NHTN QWC '9}ηρε΄ NIM 

Tap NWHpPe πετελερε MEYEesWT Masaceve MaMoy 8 εὔδε 

TETNWAAT δὲ NTECHW NTA OTON NIM METEXE EPOC’ €(€ 

NTETN φεννοῦδ᾽ NTETN QENWHPE AN 2 EWAE NETNTAN 

AMAT NNEIOTE NTENCAPS Npeygtchw EeNWINe QHTOY NQoTO 

GE AN THNAQTMOTACCE Ἄπειωτ NNEMNA NTNWONQ’ 10 Nar MEN 

TAP Mpoc QENKOITI] NQOOT NETM[AIAETE] MMON KATA 

MIETEIQNAT’ MAS AE NITOIY EXTNOYPE E[pON] ETPENAI EBOA QM 

neyorom 11 chw Ae NIM Mpoc TETNOT MEN EWAE NOTPAWE 

ἃν TE’ ἀλλὰ OFATNMH AMNNCwe δὲ Wact (¥ 0 ? ܐܢܬ |( 11 0 ¢ 

NEIPHNIKON (1 ܠ ܐ ܐܢܬ 0 ¢ ` ܐ[ ܐ{ : ܐ )1 ¢ ܐ 1 ܬ ` ' ` ^ ܐ ܬ ¡ € MMOOT € 90 

gitootc: 12 eThe MAI MATAQO EPATOT NNGIA ετῦηλ EHOA MN 
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Text: 

Gy etl ove? 51): ᾿νε πε δι ἈΠΕ ONS ἀδέτ ΠΝ τον νοϑυγχιεῖ. « ] 
2 [δ οἰ: ο ΤῈ ܫܘܗ |) 96 )9503:59034779( 30907 £ 0:3 1 
3 fy oct ܗܘܗ prwoly AMcamch meer cit .].[........ 
4 pine genor lanirsst WHPJE AC NMAWHPE [MINPP(KOTT _ . | 
5 Pe AdSIJEIC OFAE MNPWWCM ܬ ` ܠܐܐ ]10 . . | 
  1[(ܐ) ܬ[ `  8 τ ..9-- EBAlA QITOOTY: METAPE MAAEIC 0ܨ 6
7 [MMAY ]] 711 € ܝܠ[ ܬ {€ ` € MMAY WAYPMACTITTOT ] . | 
8 lies. of bendhatss TAP NIM ETYNAWAMOT eplaly i... [ 
9 batts 8-334: 1 . Tchw apa πνοῦστε †]€1[080( [..... 1 
10 0200 fas ny WIHpPe NIM Tap NeP@wHpe ] . lel... 2... ] 
11 (ds που ΟἿ «cals PIJEAETE MMAY EWIAE......... ] 
12 ἰδ λνμπιοραχ tele [iO ܐ ܕ 1111: Fe Me6263 aber vex Aca κι ] 
13 ἰὰς ᾿Ξ δὴ 696 NOD Bee) 7 09 56 3:07 9 νέον. 1 
  1ܣ ܇¦ܸ 1503 9015 [ 16 14

 [  1 1 bata tectܢ
16 0079 > 0 ( 7 . [11:10 71:11:11 δ ΟΣ 1 

17 0000 05 |) 10:9 (0550 NBO Ui lie-es 9 7 9 1 

18 bras a : 79 MMAIN KATA 10900 7 ܣܩ 1 

19 ποὺ νοι συ 10:11)0.906 §| _ __ ___ ae 1 

20 li Wider To's hit εἰ ὦ επί δὲ ¥): fort ] 
 [ : 7 18506 YODA DLS se ieee ¥ ces eeeܙ 99 21

22 led νον κι ree Ι NOWKApMo(c] N.p .263] . . 1 1 . 1 

23 lef Es 5 5 1 ܬ\]ܐ[ܬ ¥ € MMAT EBAIA..... 1 

 [ ........ [ TIAQO ἀρετοῦ NI. 19255ܕ 24

  BIH AE DOA 0:3679 9 _ ` 1ܝ 25

26 1:3 1 ee ee IS COU TWN |: 3: oi apse ± ] 

27 [Pras Heads capi «: Je NN€ πετζῳ . p .267| 

  9, ¥ 0 0 ?' € ETCOTTWNܐ € ,$  ¥ ETKH 13. NTETNTAMIEܐ ܬ ¥)

NNETNOVEPHTE’ BEKAC NNE METAOTVQE MWWC’ ἀλλὰ €¶€?2 

261 Possibly TE Ow BE for (ἀντ)αγωνίζεσθαι [5 there then a second attempt (repeated as )? 

After this could be restored: ἡ O[ WHE MNABE ATW / ATETNPNWdlY 

262 Perhaps these two letters are meant to be erased. 

263 Perhaps this should simply be read PEMAIT EXE for PMETEXE 

264 One might read NTW TWN _ but the traces are not convincing. 

265 Perhaps read NJ PH[NJKON] 

266 It is difficult to read [NIG [I 

267 It seems impossible to read 2OWQE oreven RWPAQ 
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Format: The surviving text is essentially of the central column from a papyrus leaf, 

which has broken vertically along the folds. It can be calculated (e.g. see the 

reconstruction of lines 6-7) that the three parts each averaged approx. 11 Coptic letters: Ih 

(lost); centre (surviving); rh (part found at P 93B). Thus it should in theory be possible 

to reconstruct the page with some certainty, allowing for dialectical forms and so on, if 

the text were normative. 

However, it is evident that there are significant variants in the Kellis version. In a 

number of instances the lacuna from one line to the next has no reasonable 

correspondence to what might be expected?68, as between lines 24 - 25 where the Sahidic 

reads NNGJ2Z ETAHA EGOA Some variation is due to dialect and orthography; some 

to minor differences in the text2©9, especially in the use of particles. However, the Kellis 

version would seem to go beyond such. This is apparent also in some of the preserved 

passages, such as lines 2 and 9. 

Another question relates to the general context of the piece. Only one side of the papyrus 

is inscribed, so that it is difficult to think of it as a normal codex leaf. Perhaps it is an 

extract copied for some reason; or else it could be a discarded leaf or an exercise. The 

content of the text is in itself a kind of education! In any case, it appears to conclude at 

verse 13. 

Comment: The identification of this piece was rather a surprise. Its archaeological 

setting places it firmly in the midst of the Manichaean material; but Hebrews is in general 

one of the New Testament books less likely to be used by such a community. The extract 

in itself is of obvious utility; but questions remain about the status of the text and its 

purpose?/°. 

268 A simple calculation of presumed lacuna / normative text produces (line by line): 23 / 7; 13 / 13; 20 

713; 13/12; 11/4; 11/11; 10/7; 14/10; 18/11; 17/15; 20/ 19; 25 / 21; 26/21, 21 / 22; 227 

21: 20 1 15; 18° 15: 22 ἡ 16: 207 237237 27; 0100 (6737 1350 09 64609 

269 Note also in the Kellis version OW WWE in line 6, for ME / METE 

270 The identification of this piece was made shortly before finalising this volume. P.C. 7 - 9 are late 

additions to the work, which I (IG) thought worthwhile to include here for a wider scholarly discussion 

despite some obvious questions remaining. 



SECTION B: SYRIAC TEXTS 

(Majella Franzmann and Iain Gardner) 

INTRODUCTION 

Description: 

The finds of Manichaean texts in Syriac from Kellis are both remarkable and (in good 

part) unique. They help to solve a number of questions for scholarship; not least the 

question of the script of Mani (see infra), and as to whether the Medinet Madi codices 

were direct translations from the Syriac or through the medium of Greek. 

This second problem may be said to be wrongly framed. In that it is difficult to imagine a 

translator in this context as being fluent in Syriac and Coptic, but not knowing Greek at 

all; then Greek (and noting the loan words in both languages27!) must to some extent 

have been a medium through which transmission could be made. Nevertheless, what 

these bilingual glossaries?’ (written first in Syriac and then Coptic) show is a concern 

for the Syriac origins of the texts; i.e. the community at Kellis did not refer back to any 

Greek ‘originals’ for their psalms, rather they knew that the basis was Syriac. 

Thus, the glossaries edited here are understood to be evidence for the translation of 

Manichaean scriptures directly into Coptic; ‘direct’ in the sense of all at one time, whether 

or not Greek could be an oral median point for this translation. It can not be supposed 

that these glossaries record the actual moment of translation. The finding of such an 

‘autographed’ text at Ismant el-Kharab is inherently unlikely in the extreme, not to 

mention the arguments for initial translation some decades earlier. 

Therefore, these finds must evidence the already mentioned concern for the Syriac origins 

of textual material used by the community in praxis; and that the community was not so 

long established that it had lost the proper usage of Syriac. As regards this, the finding 

of Syriac on the address of a Greek personal letter2”3 shows that it was a living language 

for at least some people connected to the Kellis church. 

271 See the instructive example of the Manichaean technical term βῆμα which is found even in the 

Parthian texts, e.g. Sundermann 1990: 136 

272 Bilingual word-lists were also part of the Central Asian tradition of the Manichaeans, e.g. see 

Sundermann - Zieme 1981 

273 P. Kell. Gr. 67 in Worp 1995: 178 - 179 
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We argue that the two glossaries edited here are best understood as exercises in 

translation, for whatever reason, undertaken within the actual community. In T. Kell. 

Syr. / Copt. 1 the poorer of the Coptic writers has distinct difficulties; this would suggest 

some kind of learning practice. In contrast, the terminology of T. Kell. Syr. / Copt. 2 is 

highly technical, showing a much advanced state of knowledge and concern for correct 

detail. 

In general, these finds again make apparent the importance of textuality for the 

Manichaeans; and at the same time their evident willingness to employ the vernacular in 

the missionary endeavour. These features can be traced back to the genius of Mani 

himself. 

The Manichaean Syriac of the Kellis material: 

The finds at Ismant el-Kharab are the largest so far made of Manichaean material written 

in Syriac. The very limited fragments known of previously are discussed in Burkitt?”4 

and Lieu275; although neither mentions the Syriac on the so-called seal of Mani, which 

must be counted also as an important witness?’6. 

There have been a number of studies of the actual Manichaean script, for it is individual in 

style. In his report on the character of the Manichaean script in the Fihrist an-Nadim 

states that it was a totally new composition, and that it was created for the purpose of 

secrecy2/7. He describes the script as a composition from Persian and Syriac, with more 

numerous letters than the Arabic alphabet2’8. However, the individual letters reproduced 

in Fliigel's commentary are hardly recognisable as those found from Kellis (or as 

illustrated in photographic plates of Middle Persian manuscripts). 

Of the modern studies, Lidzbarski names the script as Aramaic, but distinguishes it from 

the Syriac Estrangelo?7?. On the other hand, Widengren sums up as follows: "The script 

274 Burkitt 1925: 111 - 119 

275 Lieu 1994: 62 - 4 

276 There is a good photo reproduction in Decret 1974: 70; cf. also Klimkeit 1982: pl. XXXII. Both 

authors translate as: ‘Mani, the Apostle of Jesus Christ’. The text reads as follows: ܐܢܚܢܢܠܫ ܙܢܡ 

1 Kuen Sars 

277 Fliigel 1862: 166, 168 

278 Tbid. 167. See also Lidzbarski 1927 

279 Lidzbarski 1916: 1216 (and see 1221), "Die aramdische Schrift Mesopotamiens, die wir besonders aus 

Edessa und dessen Nachbarschaft kennen, ist neben dem siidlichen Zweige des Alphabetes durch 
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invented and employed by Mani ... consisted of a type of lettering approximate in line to 
that cultivated at Edessa ... But it drew still nearer to the older form of Mandaean linea 
His language can be called eastern Aramaic, a branch identical with or at least almost 
indistinguishable from Edessene Syriac". Of the tiny remains of Syriac, already found 
then in Egypt, Widengren says that the script and matter are: “indubitably Manichaean and 
some minor departures from established Edessene Syriac do not affect the issue. Our 
knowledge of early Edessene is imperfect and it is permissible to adhere to the view that 
the speech encountered in these fragments is practically identical with the classical Syriac 

of Edessa?8”. Also, Klimkeit comments on the lettering of the Mani seal that it was ‘a 
sort of Estrangelo script?8!’. In fact, the Manichaean script was an adopted Aramaic that 

was used for their works in Iranian and other central Asian languages, as well as the 

Syriac of the ur-community282, 

In his study of the first Syriac fragments, Burkitt commented that Margoliouth 

misapprehended the Manichaean alphabet, but he neglected to say anything about the 

script or to explain why Margoliouth made such errors.283 Lieu mentions Margoliouth 

without explanation of the errors; but he does give some examples of the script, most of 
which are similar to what is found at Kellis (only the om is distinctively different)284. 

Also, Henning includes a ‘Transliterationsschema’ at the conclusion of the third volume 

on the Middle Iranian manuscripts from Chinese Turkestan285. Again, most of these 
letters are very close in form, with only minimal differences for ܦ and 4 a ~ \ 4 2 

and 9 On the Mani seal: the x \ ܡ 5 ܝ and ܩ are muchas from Kellis. 

Despite the fact that there are a variety of hands to be identified in T. Kell. Syr. / Copt. 1 

and 2, P. Kell. Syr. / Gr. 1, and P. Kell. Syr. 1, there is enough similarity in the 

formation of the letters to give the following table: 

Jahrhunderte ihren eigenen Weg gegangen, und sie hat zum Teil altere Formen bewahrt. Die 

manichaische Schrift ist von ihr zu trennen." 

280 Widengren 1965: 74-5 In this volume we (MF / IG) have generally used the term Syriac, but on its 

appropriateness vis-a-vis Aramaic see also the comments e.g. by Wurst 1995: 351. + n.4 

281 Klimkeit 1982: 50 

282 Eg. Lieu 1985: 64 

283 Burkitt, op. cit., 115 

284 Lieu 1994: 64 

285 MM 2: 66 
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Cones ܡܫܡܬ 

yah ܘܗܐ 

oh κα cures ink 

vie ete ent ܣܐܐ Dida) 

 ܫ ܟܡ

ἜΝ S= sae) 

 ܝܢ ܡܗܐ

30 ον τι 

ταν — 
sphets th et ܫ ὦ 

_ 20 
 ܫܬ

Of the various pieces, P. Kell. Syr. / Gr. 1 has the most well-formed script and is closest 

to that artistic style one sees in the photographic plates in Klimkeit's volume. In contrast 

to the other hands, this script is consistent both in the small detail of the formation of 

letters and in the size of the letters. There is more similarity in style between the other 

hands on T. Kell. Syr. / Copt. 1 and 2. Of these, those on “1᾽ are much less impressive; 

but this could be due in part to the difficulty of writing with the grain of the wood rather 

than against, as is the case with the second board. 
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T. Kell. Syr. / Copt. 1 

Inv # A/5/239 

EAO # 2117 

Site: House 3, room 2, level 3 

Description: 56 - 62 x 87 x 1 - 3.5mm. Lower part of a wooden board. Margins 

(Syriac text): side a, 9mm rh and 11mm lower; side b, 9mm rh and 5mm lower. 

Dialect: (Coptic) L. 

Content: Syriac - Coptic glossary of terms and phrases from liturgical (?) texts. Side a: 

two columns of Syriac written first, the Coptic added in parallel. Side b: one column of 

the same; but the glosses are less complete, and the Coptic is a different and coarser hand, 

as also is the Syriac. Perhaps side b was added after, to utilise available writing space; but 

this can only be hypothetical. There is no continuity in content apparent from a to b. 

The texts from which the glosses were made are presumed to have been Manichaean. 

This can not be demonstrated from the content in itself; but the terminology is consistent. 

Purpose: Probably an exercise. 

Authorship: Unknown. 

Text: 

Side a, rh column 

  (1 0 Quadܬ 1

2 ATCAQCTIN ܢܦܪܣܐ 

 3 ܬ ܐ 7 1 ܬ ܬ ΝΕ ܢܝܠܛܬܐܘ
 4 NTOMOC ܐܩ ܦܘܓ 6

SNM WN E287 CIMAKa5  

 6 EOvVEN ܐܢܘܓ

 7 ܬ ܐ[ € ܬ 8989 ܢܩܠܣ

286 The Greek loan word is τύπος 

287 Both the Syriac and Coptic can be active or passive. ) 

288 This is an unusual usage (with UW € in the Coptic, without recorded parallels in Medinet Madi texts. 
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8 ANWOW € 9 ̣   Oudܬ 

  9ܐܩܡܘܠ 9

10 ANRWTE aw 

11 tTpoxoc2 ANA 

12 MN NETCAPM ܐܕܒܐ 

 > € ܬ ܐ |)7 ܐܐ ܬܬ ܐ[ 13

lh column 

14 traces 

15 ANCHWlO]]TY AQOTN [...19.[...1292 

16 ANT ἅδον ` 

17 NMERAICE ܢܡܘܪܒ 

18 Q9N TWERCMAME ܟܗܟܪܒܒ 

19 9M HERCATE ܟܪܦܘܫܒ 

20 ANOTPAT 23 ܗ 

21 aNp zwpe 03306 

22 ANWWAG © 

23 ANRA YTHN ܢܠܟܬܬܐܘ 

24 AN ܝܠ (1) [¿0 ܢܢܢܫܡܗܬܐܘ 

25 95 πεκοΐνοῦςε ܨ 

26 ANAI ܬ [ 7 ܢܡܣܒܬܐܘ( 

27 ANPEWE waa 

28 ANP Ware > 

289 The ܗ is very damaged, and the ending is also very unclear. 

290 Writ as Greek. 

291 The word is very badly written in the Syriac. The verb occurs in its passive form in line 3 above. 

292 There is space for another short word, perhaps three letters, before the ܒ The second word is 

probably ܢܫܢܟ The very bottom of the letters are showing, but only the ܒ is unmistakeable. 

293 Perhaps ANO TPC ¥ 9 It would be tempting to read Οὔ ACTN (‘widened’), which provides a 

more convincing translation of the Syriac, except that the JP can not be read as an & 

294 The third letter is difficult to read. If it is a then the right hand side of the letter has been badly 

smudged almost to resemble a round dot, or ܝ Compare also T. S/C. 2,109 

295 The word might also be read as a ܙ 5 On (‘we were glad’). 

296 Perhaps for 2W K<M> (‘wash’). 

297 or NY Q 

298 This word is very difficult to decipher, with (at least) two possibilities. There appears to be a letter 

between ® and τί Either this second letter is a mistake and has been crossed through, leaving the reading 



20 

30 

31 

32 

side Ὁ 

33 
34 
35 

36 

37a 

37b 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 

77 

46 

47 

NEKNAQTE 

R&ARIA 

TERPEITE 

TATANH 

KAT C301 

TEXNH 

NECMEPETE 

ebcw 

NEYGKAPMOC 

NATWAN 

W J 
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mmai ܬܗܘ gk 15 

AAD 7299 

 ܢܒܝ

 ܟܗ ܘܡܝ ܗܘ

traces?0? 
 ܐܗܫܝܒ

aܟܬܒ  

 ܐܒܘܢܢ

 ܐܗܬܘܢܡܘ 2

 ܐܬܟܬܠܘ

cs 8 39 

 ܘܗܕ ܝܒܝܒ ܝܢܝ. ܠ

sada 

 mca ܗܒ

9310 

 ܐܫܘܒܠ

 )ܙ ܗ ܘ 0

Asa ܗܡ 5 

at ܢܝܨܦܗ ܙ > (‘we have been delivered’, ‘we escaped’) or perhaps ܢܢܢ ܨܦ ܬܗܐ (‘we were glad’), as in T. 

S/C. 2.133 and perhaps in line 22 above; or the second letter is s and the reading is meant to be ܣܬܝܐ 

(‘there is’) with perhaps rGs ܘܗ (‘a passover’ ). 

299 Tt might also be possible to read ܢܪܒܠܗ τί (‘we were strengthened’). 

300 There may be two words, the first of which is short (three letters?) perhaps ending in τά 

301 See Crum 127b. The Coptic translation seems to have have come through the Greek τέχνη 

302 Also in Theodor bar Koni, Scholia 317.19,2 67 ܗ ܘܢܡ ܘܙܒ ‘by his art’. 

303 The second letter is difficult to read because of smudging. There also appears to be an JX written 

before the 0 but it is very faint and not shaped exactly as the other examples of this letter. It seems more 

as if the scribe began to write the initial 0 and then realised it was too high (perhaps because of the ܟ 111 

the previous word), and began again slightly lower. 

304 The Coptic seems to be a mistranslation: for ‘his fruits’ the Syriac would have to have read 

pmarickg 

305 One expects ܠܝܒܬܬܡ 
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Translation2: 

Side a, rh column 

2 we were swallowed308 we were swallowed 

3 we were led astray and we were led astray 

4 archetypes archetype/s 

5 we have turned and we have turned 

6 colour colour 

7 we have gone to heaven / up we have gone up 

8 we have sighed and our sighing 

9 depth/s 

10 we were surrounded we were surrounded 

11 wheel wheel 

12 with they who are lost being lost 

13 we have erred we have erred 

Ih column 

14 (traces) 

19 we have gathered together 

16 we have put on us we have put on 

7 your heights30 in your heights 

18 in your blessing in your blessing 

19 in your beauty in your beauty 

20 we have been refreshed we were relieved?!9 

21 we were strengthened we were strengthened 

22 we have cut / pierced we were victorious?!! 

259 we have trusted and we have trusted 

24 we have completed and we have been anointed 

25 by your perfume by your perfume 

26 we have received ...3!2? and we have refreshed 

we were destroyed307 

306 Translation from the Syriac in bold. 

we were destroyed 

ourselves 

307 The Coptic can be either active or passive. 

308 Lit. ‘they have swallowed us’. 

309 Lit. ‘height’ (both Coptic and Syriac). 

310 May also mean ‘we were enlarged’. 

311 Or ‘we excelled’. 

312 Sense unclear. 



2: 

28 

29 

30 

31 

30 

5166 Ὁ 

33 

34 

35 

36 

378 

370 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 

47 

we have rejoiced 

we have made a festival 

your faith 

evil 

your kindred 

love 

cunning 

cunning / craft 

her loved ones 

the garment 

his fruits 

the unceasing ones 

measure 
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and we have rejoiced 

we escaped 

in the stretch of his heights 

we were perfected 

we have established 

and your faith 

(traces3!3) 

evil 

your kindred 

love 

craft 

and the worthy one/s (fem.) 

and which (is) constraining 

her loved ones>!4 

and it returned?!> 

by him and it forced3!° 

and moved?!7 him 

garment 

and they missed?!° him 

he 1183 79 

being measured 

Format: Most of the pairs (or lines in the text) appear to be discrete; apart from lines 24 - 

25 (‘anointed ! by your perfume’), and perhaps 28 - 29 and 41 - 43, which may be taken 

as continuous. 

A reasonable hypothesis is that the terms and phrases on side a (lines 1-32) were taken 

from an actual religious text; probably Manichaean in origin, and of liturgical and 

313 There may be two words, the first of which is short (three letters?) perhaps ending in τί 

314 Reading ܠ as the sign of the direct object; it could also be translated as ‘to’. 

315 Also ‘flowed back’, ‘converted’, ‘repented’. 

316 Also ‘pressed’. 

317 Also ‘lifted’, ‘extolled’, ‘adorned’. 

318 Tn the sense of ‘failed to hit’. 

319 Also ‘perfected’, ‘finished’. 
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communal usage. There appear to be the start of a series of strophes (or responses by the 

congregation) in the Ist person plural. These begin with confessions of sin and loss 

before moving on to spiritual triumph with rejoicing and perfection32°. Much of the 

terminology is repeatedly found in the Psalm-Book. The writers also seem to have 

recorded words of especial significance: in particular Greek loan words that have a virtual 

technical status in Manichaeism (lines 4 and 11); and also the unusual term € 0 ` € N22! 

(line 6). 

The content of the presumed text utilised by Coptic scribe b (lines 33-47) for his only 

partially successful attempts at translation is very unclear. The most that can be said is 

that such terminology is commonly found in the Medinet Madi codices. 

Comment: There are a number of problems and points of interest as regards the Syriac 

and Coptic pairs. From the layout it would appear certain that the Syriac was written 

first. The Coptic is then added as a clear attempt to translate the given term or phrase. 

Sometimes this is rather loosely done, as in line 17 which fails to record the preposition. 

However, in general the pairing is clear enough. 

Nevertheless, there are occasions where the pairing is problematic, and these are of most 

interest. At line 22 the discrepancy could be explained if it were presumed that the Coptic 

and Syriac record different though related parts of the background text. In this instance 

the original might read something like: ‘we pierced (something), we were victorious’. 

There is some evidence for such a process in T. Kell. Syr. / Copt. 2 (see infra). This 

would then indicate that the Coptic scribe had access not just to the written Syriac on the 

board, but also to the original text in written or more probably oral form. 

This raises the question as to whether the Syriac is mediated through Greek. An 

important point can be found at line 37. Here the Syriac for ‘craft (as in art and work)’ is 

glossed by the Coptic for ‘cunning’ or ‘guile’; to which has then been added the Greek 

word that means both. The same duality of meaning as here is also found in modern 

English. The example would seem to suggest that the Greek word was an oral median 

point; and that explains what must be regarded as a mistake by the Coptic scribe, which 

has then been corrected. 

320 Alternatively, the more pessimistic tone of the rh column, as compared with the lh, may suggest two 

separate texts. 

321 Not recorded from the edited Medinet Madi texts. 
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This should not be taken as an argument for any written Greek translation between the 

Syriac and Coptic; rather it is better understood that spoken Greek (perhaps only words 

as loaned) was part of the conversation that lies behind what is recorded on the board. 

The general thesis that the Coptic scribe was attempting, not always successfully, to 

directly translate the written Syriac is supported by line 45. The nonsensical pairing 

found here seems best understood as a simple misreading of the Syriac by a not very 

competent translator. Indeed Coptic scribe b appears to have failed entirely to translate 

half his lines, as well as making mistakes. It is for such reasons that the board can best 

be understood as an exercise. 

111 
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T. Kell. Syr. / Copt. 2 

Inv ¥ 6 

EAO # 2001 

Site: House 3, room 6, level 3 

Description: 5 frgs. and 1 ‘splinter’ from the upper part of a wooden board. 

Maximums: 213 x 92mm. Margins: side a, 12mm upper and 47mm lh; side Ὁ, 11mm 

upper and 4mm mid. 

Dialect: (Coptic) L. 

Content: Syriac - Coptic glossary of terms and phrases from cosmological and 

eschatological text/s. Side a: one column of Syriac written first, then the Coptic added in 

parallel. Side b: two columns of the same; with the Coptic sometimes abbreviated and 

‘fitted’ in and around or above the Syriac. Order of the sides is unknown, though the lh 

column of side b can be presumed to follow the rh. 

The text/s from which the glosses were made were certainly Manichaean; on the basis of 

the specialised terminology and details of doctrine, as well as the general context. 

Purpose: Probably an exercise. 

Authorship: Unknown. 

Text: 

side a 

 1 ܠܠܡܘ ... ]322

2 ερε COTMNTEYITE OTANQ?3] 

3 ABAA EPE COTA 
4 MMAQAITIE OT AAE 1 

5 ETATNED apay . | 
6 ETATP Baa apay | 
7 ETATEMKAQ NQHT . | 

322 There are faint traces of another word before \Xsaa but the letters are indistinguishable. 

323 See line 12 
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TETATP οκσλλὰ NOHT= | 
AN COTMNTECA 
WAQPHS ܬ € 0 ` 3 0 <` 1 1] ]¥€ 
«ἜΡΟΝ αἱ : 

ερε COFAOTTWIC 0 ` ܬ [9[7, ܬ 6 ܬ ἃ 
 ܢܝܪܣܠܟ[

 ܢܘܗܕܠܼܘܡ ܐܘܗ ܢܝܗܝ

ΟΝ MWKEMNTEYGTE ἤφοιοῦ 
 |  ¥ MMOT? NNIONGܠ ¥)
ΤΟΤΕ ΔΝ COVMNTH ETE 

AMAZE ܬ 0] 

(vac) NYEF AQpPlHI 

sus ἴον αι [324 a 
WA COT AOTTWMHN ] 

 ̇ ܢܝܪܣܢܠܘ ܐܝܢܡܗ “9325

 ܒ ̇ ܢܝܪܣܠܘ |

 ܐܒܪ ܐ̈ܕܝܗܢܕ ܐܦܠ 6

QN TOTWH δὲ ETEPEW| 

  ` ABdAA’ EPE COT 097ܐܐ[
WAYMWE NAI 11 € ¢} 1] d] 
QOON WA πνὰσ ܐܬ 

 ΟΝ Move ett ܐܡ[... ]ܐܠ .]
 MN 1 ܐܪ € 0 ` € € ¥ ܐܠܒܩܡܘ[ .]ܐܕܖܝܢ ܐܒ 7

 EXTWANEINE GE AQOTN ܗ ܠܠܡ %2 ܕܟ[

 ܢܦܐ ܐܠܠܒ 9

EYGAATI ]ܘ 579  NTE NOTCATNE ποὺ ΟΝ 

WAOTCOTWN ` ܇ ܣܬ ܬ 
δ <` MME wie seal 
ETWACOTWN ] roo κὰν τι ܕܟ | 

324 Perhaps: Ku ܪܝܒ ܢܝܪܣܠܘ : 79 ܘܝܠ (‘on the twenty-... day of the month’). 

325 Perhaps: ܡ ܘܝܠ (‘on the twenty-eighth day’). 

326 See also Kamas ܦܠܐ Ephrem, Hypatius 26.29-30,41 178.47-48 

 327 Perhaps ܒ ܗܢ

328 The line of Syriac runs into the Coptic and it is difficult to make out the ending of the second word. 

It may be ܐܠܠܡ (‘bringing in’) or perhaps ܢܘܗܠܠܡ or ܢܝܗܟܠܠܡ (‘their bringing in’). 

329 Probably: yam Nu (‘their knowledge’ ). 

330 Probably: ܢܢܠ ܪܢ (‘knowing’). 
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WaApe MOT ACH[ACMOIC 
WACEI OS. | ae eon 

Wapor NI . . . . 1 
 ܐܬܒܗܘܡ ܝܗ ܐ݇[ . . . . <]ܝܪܡ ܟܢܪܝ[

 ]  0 ΕΕܐܫ[ . ܿ . . ]ܒ ܢܟ  τܐܝܡ

TOTE ὰσπωπ᾿. 

MED METAYN ¥] . . 

NCEES AQOTN’ (]€[]€ 

 [ wreܝ[ ...]ܐܫܪܦ .[ HLܐܦܠܐ

ΤΟΤΕ {Δ |33]|606 Mel... . 16 

πωρξΖι .1 ΔΟΔΙᾺ] NI 

WATMAGE MIT. | 

wWwagt Nol 
 ܬ 1 ® ¶ € 7[ 

[. ]& ` ( 

side b, rh column 

52 

30 

34 

33 

56 

57 

58 

39 

60 

NCECWP ABAA 
WATEOTEN 
WATGWA QHTOT 

NNO® HAON334 

 £[ ܬ ` ¢ ܐ €
Ncecapoe δῶ, 
NGPROCMI MMAT 

NJ ܬܝܬ $, ¢$ 

WAYTNNATCE AGAA 

331 Perhaps cn hoo (‘their ascent’).ܢ  

7ὸδις...332. CNAs 

[...] Ἀπιφθυλὰτ ETM 

ΝΙΗΪ NAZI nFwoT 11 . . | 
  AAASܪܣܐܘ .|

 ]ܡ 5

332 The line is very difficult to read and this second word is very unsure. 

333 There appears to be a lacuna here with space for three letters. However, it is tempting to wonder 

whether the surface of the board was already abraded in antiquity, and if the scribe wrote around the space. 

Lines 46-47 could then easily be restored to read: ‘then shall the day separate from the night’. The 

spelling of 9.00 δ᾽ € would need to be taken into account at lines 15 and 69 

334 Homs. 41,13-14CENAXGWA NCECWY NNOVHAON (velum) and PsBk 2. 84,30 

127,29 

335 The word is very unclear. Perhaps it is a form of ܪܘܗ (‘to be dazed, confounded’). It might also be 

(‘workers’). There does not seem to be a possibility of an equivalent to the Coptic.ܐܪܘܠܣ  

336 Perhaps: ܢܢ ܙ > (‘them’). 
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61 NETATES arpBhaa GPS ܠ ܠܒ ܐ 
62 WATMHCCE INR 
63 NCEOTWTY ἀῶ, ena HD 
64 NCECKTWTOST ΝΑΙ as os 
65 WATMUNK ܢܘ݂ܽܒܠܰܐ 

 66 ܬ !δὲ ܬ 09,971 ܢܼܘܠܼܘܠܝ

 67338 ood ܐܙܢܢܬܡ ܢܘܗ[

08 Kamau ܗܦܠܐ ܪܒܟܗ a 

69 Mgooy € ¥ € £] ܬ } 0 ` 0( (£. 

70 ΝΗΤΗ͂ ܬ 0 ܬ EWagals 

71 εὖτε NASI πεφδὰϊ gN (107 ܬ 11} ]€ 
ATPOTNOTQME Sa) 971 7972  

 73 ܪ ܐܪܗܢܕ ܢܘܢܗ ܢܘܢ

74 \NTAY ΝΕ. . € Wape. 

75 TPOTAINE ἤφητοῦ 

76 {{λᾳῴῳύόλοῦφ᾽ VN NEY ܐܠܡ ] 

 ] ... Aisaܣܬܝܠܡܬܫܐܘ 70

7 EYWAMOTY AE NGAWK NAlas 

79 NCEAWAQ~ NNI/ αν sa <al 
80 ETAT AWK ܘܼܝܠܡܬܐ τ 

81 NCEWWHE MMOTY ܘܘܗ .[ 

82 METCHTAT pw NET 

83 Kado .. [ 

84 WAYpgynmaT NET 

85 coms ܢܡ - ] 

 86 ܢܘܗܠ 01:59:69, 1

8 TETEWAYGAANC NEY 2ܬ 8[ܬ . . 1 ΝΈΟΙ 
88 ANQC APaT 

89 ABAA NTEMHPE MT ts.a.. [340 

90 mama ]ܐܬ̱ܢܠܡ ܗܬܘܠܒܣ 
91 Ἀπνεῦ ETMMET ܐܬ( . . 1 1 1 [ 

92 TEWAYGWWT NCENET . ܠ . . | 
 93 ܐ(ܧܧܘ»[7|)(?70 , . ܼܘܝܹܠܸܠܬܸܐܘ ܢܡ[

337 Perhaps ܘܛܝܠܦ ܣܬܐ (‘they were allowed to escape’ ). 

338 There is a bracket drawn from lines 67 - 71 

339 Perhaps: 0 ܪܦܬܐ (‘they were saved’). 

340 Perhaps: ܐ̈ܢܘܦܛ (Ἰπυπαάδιοη᾽). 
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  . sd). . τί 1ܐܗܘܠܒ 94

95 ΦΝ οὔσωφνεβ ABAA N.. ἃ. (traces) 

96 WAYTNNATC abaa Nya... NE 

97. πο» 
98 on ܬܘܢܡܝ 342 [en 

 99 TETEWAYOTAPYC ܬ 0 ܬ
 100 ܢܘܗܠ ܐܡܝܪܬܬܐܡ[

 101 ܐܫܒܠܬܡܘ ܐܟܪܟܬܡ[
102. ταὶ ms ܢ 

103 [ . WE adil 

104 1. NCEWWA ἃ . ] 

  € apaw NCE]ܗ 105

106 ~~ Jet 

side Ὁ. [ἢ column 

 ܝ̈ܪܢܦܫ  343 Kow]ܒܡ 107

108 1 MN QONTGE ETNATME: 

 ܢܝܩܝܣ  NCEOTPAT܇ 109

110 (va) WAact MNTAWpe ܐܪܒܠܡ 

111 WACTABPO arn 

112 ].€¢ ATENTE ܐܒܪܘܪܡ 

is ܢܘܗܗܬܼܘܡܕ 

114 1 NCECoYy ܝܗܘܝܬܫܐܘ 

115 (vac) NCERWNC ܘܦܠܝܢܘ 

 ܢܘܗ ܗܝܝܫܡ [® 1110] 116

117 [1 $, 7] OTOTWNG Kuo 

118 |] NCEGUWT ܙܗܘܒܟܣܘ 

 119 ..]« ܐܠ ܐܪܘܫܸܦ 344 ܬܝܒܘ

MME’120 1 . )ܬ 9, 90  

€W NGAT121 [  

341 Apparently a nominal form of CWQ NE (‘to bring near’ causative of WN) although the final € is 

not entirely convincing. 

342 The first part of the word is relatively clear. Where the ch should occur, there seems to be space for 

two letters, but the split in the board makes for some difficulty. 

343 The part of the letter visible after ܒ suggests ܠ ܠܘ ܦ 

344 The word is very difficult to read. There appears to be ἃ smudged letter before the 9 (or perhaps a 

35) Certainly the amount of space left after the ch is unusual if another letter is not to be read. 
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 122 ܐܬܼܘܒܪܕ ܐܕܝܐ ܢܡܕ

 123 AQIPHT ܬ 0 ܬܐ NOHTOT ܘܚܢܠܬܫܐ

 124 ܬ ]9 10 6 ܬ? ܬܬܐ ܐ( ܬܬ ¥ 0:

10 "65 8 ϑτήζο 

126 1 . ATOWpETTE 

 127 ܢܘܗܗܒܪܫ 39 ܟܢܐ

128 11345 RAN ποῦ Mao 

  )8000053 ANܢ `

 130 IMATNOST ܘܝܢ ܝ ܙܬܬܐܘ

 131 MNMOJTQHT OTFWWE ܝܢܘܣ 0347

132 JMMEK AS edi 
133 |] ANPIEWeE ܢܢܢܨܼܦܬܐ 

134 ] TOTE ὥὕδι.... . IW ܬܐ ܢܘܗܠ ܪܡܐ ܟܝܕܝܗ 

135 ΙΝὰ ΖΙ φῦος εἰτριθεσ ܐܒܛ ܐܫܘܒܠ 
136 (vac) NETAYVOWK ANITN ܘܬܝܝܢܕ 

NAQPN 11001 (71 2 £ ܐܟ ` ܬ 0 ܬ ¢  € NUNHCJOC137 |[  
 138 ܢܘܗ ܩܘܒܐܕ 90.19

139 |] NETENAWWC NAZI † . ] . IMNTCAN 
 140 ܐܬܙܐܝܓܣ ܢܘܗܗܘܚܐܕ

141 ITMHCe NOppe3s ܐܬܘܕܖܚ 7499 Khas 

142 JNEMICHMOC MMOTATNE Kama ݀ܙܝܠܝܕܢ 

13 JNEMHPE MIT[OTATNIE Kama ܙܦܘܛ 
144 [ NTETNES AQOITN ܘܠܘܠ 
  € † ΝΕΙΤΗΝΕ Oso > 0ܬ( ¥) ¥ € ¥ ¥) [ 145

146 JMETNETHNE NI... . [ 35) MTAN MAWTHN 

 ]ܢܬܬ < 2 ܘܡܝܣܬܬܐܘ 147

148 (vac) MT[AN . . . . [ \\)( ¥ ]ܐ oda <a 

345 Probably ETW 0 011 

346 Possible to read TIE RMA 

117 

347 There is ἃ τῷ written slightly askew (leaning down towards the right side) above the word between 

and the initial a, its right hand lower edge touching the top of the aܣ  

348 Cf. Keph. 136,16 

349 From the Coptic one would have expected > ܗܕܝܢ ‘new’. Has the Coptic scribe misunderstood the 

two very similar words? 

350 One expects the full form qu ܬܬܐ 

351 Presumably NTETN, though the traces are not convincing. 

352 Presumably aus Choi r<a (‘rest yourselves’). The first word is very smudged in the middle. 
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149 (vac) [ IMETNETHNE ܘܝܝܢܘ ܝܘ 

150 JAvCWWT ML... . IGASW/ ܗܝܢܘܪ ܬܪܠܕܙܐ 

151 ‘wach JAP (vac) ME 

 152 1 MHETNWIT33 ATEL.... IE ܪܟܬܣܐܘ
 133 1 . . ܗ. ܕܠ ܗܬܫܝܒ

154 [1 &MHINE BWIK GE AIQOTN ܘܠܘܠ 

155 NATGWA ܬ ܐ[ ܐ[ € 14 ܐܹܦܛܸܠ ܐܠܕ 

156 ia: ITNTWGE ܢܘܗܒܨܢܕ 

157 | MMOTN ajaia 

158 MAG ܡܣܒ ܕܟܘ 

 ? arpܢ ] »| ܐܨܝܢ 139

 160 ܘܫܒܚܢ̱ܢܬܐܘ

161 Jul. Jaf 

Translation>>°: 

side a 

1 ] and ܐܬ 7 

2 while fourteenth [is visible]; 

3 while ...-th358 [ 

4 the filling up overflows ] 

3 when (?) they looked at it [ 

6 that they loosened3°? [ 

7 that they were afflicted [ 

8 the one that was vexed [ 

9 from sixteenth 

10 up to twenty-ninth [ 

11 ] and twenty 

12 while twenty-ninth [is visible 

[9 ] and twenty 

353 Perhaps this should be emended to W TI (‘shut’)? 

354 Cf. Keph. 111,5-6 

355 Has the Syriac scribe written τί instead of 07 (1.004) - ‘shining’)? 

356 Translation from the Syriac text in bold. 

357 Also ‘it came’. 

358 Probably: ‘fifteenth’. 

359 Or: ‘escaped to it’. 
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14 ] ... it was their bringing forth36° 

15 in the other fourteen days [ 

16 namely the fulness of these lives [ 

17 then from fifteenth ... [ 

18 to travel up 

19 (vac) and it comes up [ 

20 ] and twenty of the month 

21 to twenty-eight [ 

22 ] ... twenty-eight 

23 ] and twenty. Comes?6! 

24 a ship that is shining greatly 

29 And in the night ... ] 

26 come forth, while twenty-...th [ 

77 it shall attain, namely its [...], 

28 in to the great ship 

29 in the one that gives ] 

30 and the other one that receives ] ... other and receiving 

31 indeed as they shall bring in ] when bringing in 

32 ] their knowledge (?), in the revealing of the faces 

33 and their knowledge receives it with an unveiled aspect (‘face’) [ 

34 they shall know | 

35 they shall understand ] ... calling 

36 as they shall know [ ] when they shall know 

the end362 

57 shall their kiss ] 

38 it shall come [...] serenity comes in>6 [ 

39 [5] ] thus the entrance? to 

[ 

40 ] at that time?°> the Lord ... it, a gift 

41 ] ... by means of water [ 

42 then they shall give [...] that thanks, 

43 the one who brought [...] to me, namely the Father, the [ 

360 Also ‘travail’, ‘birth’. 

361 Also ‘arrives’. 

362 Also ‘limit’, ‘extreme’, ‘total’. The line is very smudged and difficult to read. 

363 Also ‘enters’, ‘begins’, ‘returns’. 

364 Also ‘commencement’. 

365 If τῶ precedes να Ἢ 09, then it would read ‘after this’. 
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44 and they come in, and they [ ] it (fem.) advanced 

and ... bound?6 [ 

45 7 at that time separating [...] ship 

46 then shall [...] ] the turn of the day [ 

47 separate [ 

48 they shall travel [ 

49 he shall give ... [ 

 ܨ 50

ol [eal 

side b, rh column 

50 and they were divided ] they were divided 

a3 they shall open they shall open 

54 they roll back raising 

55 the veils ] 

56 they shall construct ] constructing 

57 and they spread them out doubling?>°? [...] 

58 and he adorns them and he adorned them 

59 and he scoops them lifting them up 

60 he shall send them out sending forth 

61 they who came, they were freed ] ... they came in, they 

62 they shall fasten fastening 

63 and they pour out being poured out 

64 and they are made ready, namely and they shall be made 

ready 

65 they shall form they shall form 

66 they shall come in they shall come in 

67 7 their ... appearing to you 

68 ] ... his ship shall increase in light 

69 the day when it shall appear 

70 to you it shall increase, 

71 namely his ship, in light; 

ΠΣ to cause them to be saved 

366 The Syriac could be either 01.00 τί or ܗ ܪ ܩܩ τί (‘they / it (fem.) bound’). The angle of the first part 

of the final letter which is visible suggests a a more than a ch which would make ‘they bound’ more 

likely. 

367 The root also has the meaning ‘to increase’ or ‘to multiply’. 
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74 

75 

76 

77 

78 

79 

80 

81 

82 

83 

84 

85 

86 

87 

88 

89 

90 

91 

90 

93 

94 

95 

96 

Ὁ 

98 

99 

100 

101 

102 

103 

104 

105 
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  121ܝ .

] ... them, which shines in them 

they ... 

shines in them 

it shall fill in its ] it (fem.) shall fill 

] ... which it (fem.) filled and was fully formed 

and while it shall fill and complete the [ships 

and they scoop these ] and they were heavy 

which they completed ] they were completely 

filled 

and they become the fullnesses ] they became 

Yet, what is set in order for them 

] ... being made ready 

he shall give grace to them 

] ... giving 

] ... and manifesting to them 

the one that he shall unveil for them, and he 

reveals it to them 

from the inundation (high-tide?) of the [ ... ] 

] his abundance manifesting his brightness36° 

that time ... [ 

so that they shall look and see ... [ 

and they were cast down [ ] ... and they were 

exalted36 

] ... petition 

in a petition (7?) ... [] 

he shall send it forth and ... [ 

saving 

] his ... , his faith 

the one that he shall set free (7?) 

] being lifted up?7° to them 

] being swathed and clothed 

their ... in her the spirit 

1 1 their ... 

] and they flow (?) [ 

7... to them, and they [ 

368 Also ‘his rising’ (used for the rising of the sun, moon and stars). 

369 Also ‘ascended’, ‘were taken away’. 

370 Also ‘exalted’. 
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side Ὁ, lh column 

107 

108 

109 

110 

111 

110 

1100 

114 

117 

116 

ty 

118 

119 

120 

121 

12. 

129 

124 

125 

126 

127 

128 

129 

130 

of pleasing appearance (pl.) ... [ 

with some sweet vegetables 

and they flourish 

(vac) it shall give strength 

it shall make strong 

|S) increase 

their death 

and they drank it 

(vac) and they pierced (ἢ) 

] their measure 

in an appearance 

and they look (for) 

and the house of?74 the interpreter?/> not ... 

] the genuine treasure (?) 

] of what size 

which from the hands of greatness 

] up from among them 

they were purified from them 

7:8: 

] to their kindred 

so that the sons of their kindred 

... which is] upon their place 

upon their purity?78 

] rested (?) them 

371 ‘They are breathing’, in the sense of ‘they are alive’. 

372 Line 110 has ܪܒܛܓ 04 line 111 has τ The first verb has the sense of physical strength or force, 

breathing>7! 

strengthening 

strengthening? 2 

increasing 

and they drank it 

and they pierced??? 

their measuring 

in appearance 

they awaited it 

[ 

they were sent 

they were purified 

they have decayed?77 

and they refreshed 

themselves37? 

the second is used in the sense of setting something firmly or confirming something. 

373 Also ‘changed’, ‘renewed’. 

 .’ could also be translated as ‘betweenܝܒ 374

373 Also ‘explaining’, ‘discerning’. 

376 Perhaps see Crum 536b, ‘be worn’. 

377 Also ‘pined’, ‘rotted’, ‘melted’. 

378 Also ‘holiness’. 

379 Also ‘they were at rest’. 
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132 

133 

134 

115 

136 

137 

138 

139 

140 

141 

142 

143 

144 

145 

146 

147 

148 

149 

150 

151 

133 

133 

134 

155 

156 

7 4:7 (0 300 © 

their heart desires 

jen. 

we [rejoiced 

then he shall [...] to them 

] will receive useful garment 

(vac) they who went down 

1.9 

and it earnestly desired 

and defiled 

we exulted 

at that time he said to 

them 

good garments 

(they) who went down 

the race/s who are perfect in the presence of their Father380 

the presence of their Father 

they who are many, namely [their] brotherhood38! 

of their great brotherhood?82 

| the new birth 

] the signs of the light 

] the inundations of the light 

] and you come in 

] and you rest yourselves 

] rest yourselves [...] rest you 

and be planted and ... [ 

(vac) rest... you 

(vac) [ ] rest yourselves 

] they stopped [...] 

(vac) |] pe 

] you did not count to [...] 

his evil one/s ... [ 

1 Enter! [Indeed], come in 

without [ever] turning back 

[...] plant 

joyful birth 

signs of light 

voyages of light383 

enter 

and refresh yourselves 

and refresh yourselves 

and be at rest 

his spirit was hemmed 

in384 

and it was shut 

Enter! 

without turning back 

(you) who planted 

380 The Coptic appears to give more than can be read or even inferred from the Syriac. 

381 In the personal letters from Kellis the Coptic term is used of the community, or more probably for 

the elect specifically: e.g. P. 70, margin 1 where Matthaios comments that someone has died ‘without the 

brotherhood gathered around her’; and see also (the unpublished) kephalaion 137 (Keph. 338,19 - 340,19) 

entitled ‘Concerning the five types of brotherhood (TMNTCAN) that are distinguished from each 

other’, where Mani comments: ‘[Five] types occur in this church that I have chosen ... (338,23 - 24 from 

an unpublished typescript kindly provided by W.-P. Funk)’. 

382 ‘Great’ in the sense of ‘many’. 

383 Also ‘courses of light’. For ‘inundations’, as in the Coptic, the Syriac would need to read 59 od, 

384 Also ‘closed in’. 
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157 νοῦ and rejoice greatly! 

158 «πᾶ when it was fragrant, it shone 

159 ... and sprouting them 

160 and they were contained?®5 

LO abd eee 

Format: The Syriac terms and phrases are presumed to have been taken from one or 

more actual written sources. Sometimes continuous text extends over two or more lines, 

see especially lines 69-72 (Coptic) which are indeed bracketed together by the scribe. 

Due to the poor and fragmentary preservation it is not always clear which Syriac and 

Coptic passages belong together. Therefore, the lines assigned to the text attempt to 

represent the layout of the board, and not the pairing of content. It is apparent, for 

instance, that lines 32 and 33 are a pair. 

The material found on this board is in many ways unique, and this together with the state 

of preservation has left a number of problems unsolved, in particular with the Syriac 

text386, The editors are acutely aware that what they offer here can only be provisional. 

Comment: The terms and phrases chosen for glossing are often sufficiently specialised 

or technical for the reader to gain a certain impression of the content of the background 

text, in terms of Manichaean doctrine and genres of literature. Although the order in 

which the two sides should be read is unclear, and also it is unknown whether a single 

text is being followed or whether a series of them387; nevertheless the content of the 

board reveals some distinct themes or sections: 

(1-33) Details of the lunar cycle in terms of Manichaean doctrine: the divine light and life 

purified from the world ascends to ‘fill up’ the lesser ship of the moon (which indeed is 

apparent to all as it waxes); from whence (as it wanes) it is then given to the greater ship 

of the sun, which receives it (see Coptic 28-30)388. This mystery of plenitude38? was 

385 Also ‘imprisoned’. 

386 Please note that M. Franzmann had access only to photographs, and not to the originals. 

387 We incline to suppose a series of short texts (e.g. kephalaia) or extracts. For instance the phrase 

found at (Coptic) lines 54-55 (‘they roll back the veils’) belongs to the final eschatological hope, i.e. the 

revelation of the hidden Father. This would seem almost certainly to belong to the conclusion of a piece. 

388 See MM 1: 15 [187] (= Klimkeit 1993: 230): “Und ... wenn der fiinfzehnte in den Monaten ist, bei 

Vollmond, (dann) nimmt Gott Ohrmizd jenes Licht und jene Zunahme des Mondgottes - (die) in dem 

Gotte, welcher seine (Ohrmizd ’s) Abstammung ist, (besteht) - weg und ordnet sie. Und ab Vollmond, den 

sechzehnten in den Monaten, bis Neumond, den [neun-]undzwanzigsten [in den Monaten] ...”; Epiphanius, 
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crucial to Manichaean faith; and the background text evidenced by this board seems to 

have been concerned with detailing the relevant days of the cycle. Possibly such were 

connected to liturgy3%, 

As well as these numerical details, the glosses also record various other subsets of 

phrases within this section, e.g. see the Coptic of (5-8). The relevance of the content is 

not always apparent; but the linguistic connectors (such as sets of relative clauses) 

provide a clue as to the purpose of the board as an exercise in translation. Note also how 

lines 28 and 29 are paired. 

(34-36) Thus, this linked set of three phrases in the Coptic are perhaps a subsidiary 

discussion to the ‘knowledge’ of line 33. 

(37-51) The content of this increasingly poorly preserved section is difficult to 

determine; but perhaps continues the same eschatological text with details of the 

homeward journey from the heavenly bodies on to the land of light. 

(52-66) Series of 3rd. person plural phrases to do with the construction of the cosmos, 

with a subset in the 3rd. singular (58-60) that in terminology seem to be descriptive of the 

work of the Living Spirit as demiurge. In this section are found a number of specialised 

terms familiar (in Coptic) from cosmological sections of the Kephalaia (such as chs. 43- 

45); in particular 2&AQ= (‘scoop’)?!. 

It seems improbable that this series strictly follows the presumed background text, since 

the phrases appear to be linked by their morphology and content for the purpose of an 

exercise, rather than any linked narrative. Thus the phrase at 54-55 (Coptic) strictly 

belongs to the final moment of revelation after the destruction of the universe; whilst the 

terms that follow seem related to a much earlier stage of creation. 

Pan. V.66,9,8: “... Mani says that the sun and moon are ships. And the smaller ship loads for fifteen 

days, till the full moon ... and on the fifteenth day stows them in the larger ship, the sun (tr. Williams 

1994:230)”; Ephrem, Hypatius 15,27-34: “If, moreover, as they say, ‘the moon receives the light which 

is refined, and during fifteen days draws it up and goes on emptying it out for another fifteen days’ (tr. 

Mitchell 1912 / 21:1,xxxvi)’; ibid. 26,3-6,29-31 178,45ff 

389 MA QAINE line 4 (compare the ‘increment’ in the MM 1 text cited supra); and see e.g. Keph. 

87,29 162,23-24 

390 Cf. Bema psalm 240, especially PsBk 2. 41,25 

391 Line 59, see Keph. 111,31 

129 
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(67-93) The narrative now continues with (or returns to) the theme of the appearance of 

the heavenly ships, which recalls side a in subject matter. 

(94-106) Too fragmentary for comment. 

(107-112) The apparent reference to vegetables in the pair of lines 107-108, (a topic 

important in Manichaean soteriology and praxis but otherwise without evident connection 

to the rest of the board’s content), is followed by four subclauses; presumably as an 

exercise. 

(113-133) A series of phrases with no clear links. 

(134-143) The narrative continues with a quotation (? 134-135), and then various 

descriptors of the community as the perfect race. 

(144-149) The reference to ‘resting’ in the initial clause (144-145 Syriac) is followed by 

a series of parallel renditions of this theme. 

(150-161) Again there are few clear links, although the core text of lines 154-157 

(Syriac) seems liturgical. 

In conclusion it would seem clear that the Syriac scribe had recourse to a written text/s 

that he quotes from, sometimes providing a series of continuous clauses. However, 

these quotations are interspersed with subsets of phrases usually linked in terms of 

morphology or content. Whether these subsets come from the written text, or are in a 

general way invented for the occasion, is uncertain. The reality is probably something of 

a mixture. Manichaean technical terms, often paralleled in the Medinet Madi codices, are 

prominent. 

Thus, the general purpose can be considered to be translation practice or reference, most 

probably as an exercise. It is also notable that the Coptic sometimes provides more text 

than the Syriac, e.g. at line 137. It seems that the Coptic scribe also had access to the 

original; though whether this means that he is indeed the same person as the Syriac 

scribe, or whether the two were sitting together, is impossible to know. 
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P. Kell. Syr. 1 

Inv # P 11 (text i); P 10 (ii); P 92.15a (iii) 

Site: House 3, room ὃ, level 1 (text i); room 13, S wall (ii); room 1, level 1 (iii). 

Description: Glassed together here are three separate small fragments of papyrus 

inscribed in Syriac. All are double-sided and presumably literary in content. In view of 

the find sites it appears unlikely that any of them belong together. 

Text i: 

ἴω): 
 ] ??? and the omenܐܫܢܢܢܘ ...1 1

(>): 

  «(α sour [ ] you (s.f.) and if a daughterܗܪܒ 2

  «.[ | BER Gol Ὁܐܝܡܕܩ 3

4 (traces) 

Text ti: 

C): 
1 τίνα ] spirit 

  ] your (m.s.) ... and you will 7ܐܘܗܗܘ ܟܬ[ 2

3 wal ] which they (are) keeping??° 

 ]  your (m.s.) wordܟ ܬܠܡ 1 5

6 (trace) 

(>): 

7 so peer) ` ἢ 

8 foe 397 f 

392 Also ‘diviner’. 

393 Also ‘ancient’. 

394 The verb could be either masculine or feminine singular but the context seems to require the 

masculine. 

395 Also ‘watch’, ‘guard’. The verb is participial (‘keeping’), so that the tense is unclear. 

396 The word is quite clearly written, but is a form unknown to me (MF). 

397 This word is probably some form or derivative of the verb 73210 and could mean ‘going before’. 
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 |  bodily38ܗܝܢܪܛܓܦ [ 9
10 ] Kuma resembling? | 

 ]  0 11](011401 herܗ, ܠܠ [ 11

12 (traces) 

90 
1 (traces) 

 [  0 | 7 ...402 that at that momentܥ 1:0 2

3 ea 

(>): 
4 (traces) 

 5 ξ᾿ ܢ . ܩ [ [ 403 [

6 (traces) 

Content: Unidentified. 

398 Also ‘carnal’, ‘according to the flesh’. 

399 The τῴ ܟ¡ clear. Otherwise some form of the verb ® ܘܒܕ (‘to die’) might be suggested which would 

also fit with the line above. 

400 The third letter is very smudged and faint. 

401 Also ‘above’, ‘near’, ‘opposite’. 

402 If the first word of the Syriac has no letter preceding the τί one could read ‘or, that at that moment’. 

There may be a slight trace of a dot above the a 

403 The text is difficult to read. Although the Syriac has no space between τί and the (possible) 1 at the 

end of the line, perhaps the letters could be separated to read: ] 1 ܐܝܫ (‘a great honour’). 
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Inv # A/5/26 

Site: House 3, room 7, level 1 

Description: Portions of a single codex leaf, Greek and Syriac written on 

parchment*4. Very poor preservation. The original codex must have been a substantial 

and fine production. 

Content: Religious. It may be speculated (on the basis of the general context and format 

as well as the fine script) that this is the remains of a Manichaean scripture; but this can at 

most be a hypothesis. 

Purpose: Scriptural (?) 

Authorship: Mani (?) 

Text40>; 

side a, column 1: 

2 Nol 

a, column 2: 

 1 amo ...ܗ 405 ܐܢܢܘܪܒܕ

mmf2 ܢܡ ܐܢܣܘܘܢܸܢܕ  
 3 ܆ ܣܣ 0 )ܠ

ἌΞΟΝΙ4  

 3 ܢܘܗܠ ܫ | ܪ | `

 6 fan .ܐܬܫܘܒ409[ . . . . 1

 7 ܝܗ ܐܢܟ . .

404 Greek text by IG and KAW;; Syriac by MF. For another bilingual scrap see Burkitt 1926: 117 

405 The columns are ordered left to right for the sake of convenience. 

406 Perhaps: on ܗ (‘these’). There may be a final point after τῴ 0 ܒ ܕ so that the line would read: “... 

which (are) in the spirit. These stood firm ...’ 

407 Perhaps: ܗ ܗ ܘܒ (‘his greatness’). 

408 Perhaps: τί ܣܗܫܘܒܢܢ (‘enclosure’, ‘prison’, ‘cloister’ ). 
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a, column 3: 

1 ζωὴν [καὶ στ]έψιν. [ 

ἃ, column 4: 

1 1 1 

side Ὁ (superlinear) 17409 

[b, column 1] 

b, column 2: 

1 trace? 

b, column 3: 

 ܐܬ̈ܠ[ . .]ܪ4.ܕܙ 919 ܐܡܟܘ 1

2 no | eee 7 } Aa 

 ܗܒ !! ἢ JAastܢ 3

+ Ἰε μὰ 

5 7: 

Ὁ, column 4 

1 trace 

Translation‘4!3; 

side a, column 1: 

2 1 1 

a, column 2: 

1 which in the spirit ... they stood firm*!4 

409 This appears to be the page number 408. While such certainly appears to be very high, it is not 

impossible compared with other Manichaean codices. 

410 Perhaps: τι 5 ܘܪܠܕ ܙ ܐ (‘were closed in / imprisoned by deceits’). 

411 Perhaps: ܘܠܕܒ (‘they spoke foolishly’). 

412 Ore 

413 Translation from the Syriac text in bold. 

414 Or ‘they rose’, ‘they stood up’ and so on. 



Ρ. .ܐܐ δυυ. 7) Gr 1 

2 1] his mercy*!5 and pity from 

3 | atheir 7 

Cs ] 

5 ] not [ ... ] to them 

6 ] ... he scattered 

7 ] ... they named him 

a, column 3: 

1 life [and] crowning )7( [ 

a, column 4: 

1 eel 

side Ὁ, page number (?) 408 

[b, column 1] 

b, column 2: 

1 

b, column 3: 

1 

nA ܥ ܚ ἢ 

b, column 4 

1 

Format: There may be four columns of text on each side. However, it is not clear what 

is the relationship between the Greek and the Syriac texts, nor whether the columns are 

paired and record a translation from one language to the other. The general format with 

page number and perhaps title does not suggest a glossary. 

trace? 

and how many .... 

po ae Wh te 

in him ... 

1 1] | 

trace 

415 Perhaps we could conjecture a 3 before ܗ 59.. Ἵ so that the line would read: ‘These stood firm in 

his mercy ...’ 

416 Possibly a chapter heading and number. 

131 



SECTION C: GREEK TEXTS 

(Iain Gardner and Klaas Worp) 

P. Kell. Gr. 91417 

Inv # A/3/19 

Site: Structure 3, room 1, level 4 

Description: Complete papyrus bifolium inscribed in Greek, now in three fragments. 

42 x 57mm (each page 28.5mm). Margins: (>) lh, 6,3,2,8; rh, 615.4.5: (4) IRS 6. ΟΣ 

rh, 7,4,4,6mm. 

Content: Manichaean prayer of praise*!8. Complete and self-contained text, i.e. not 

from a quire or codex*!9. 

Purpose: Amulet (?) 

Authorship: Unknown. 

Text 

(>)1 Δοξάζω 

2 σε, TOV TIPU 

3 TOTOKOV 

4 λόγον, TOV 

5 πίατέ)ρα220 τοῦ νο- 

417 Ῥ Kell. Gr. 1 - 90 are published in Worp 1995 

418 Tn private discussion (with KAW) L. Koenen suggested that a metrical pattern might be discerned in 

P. Kell. Gr. 91 (and 92). As we do not feel sufficiently competent in these matters, we leave it to others 

to follow up this idea. See Koenen 1968, especially pp. 32 - 33: “Zur Rhythmisierung’. 

419 Theoretically the bifolium could be supposed to be the outer leaves of a larger work, with an 

unknown amount of text lost between lines 18 and 19. Such a thesis would be supported by what the 

editors have taken to be corrupt text at the start of line 19. However, there is nothing otherwise in the 

format or physical structure of the piece to suggest further leaves; and the text works so well as a self- 

contained amulet (of which there are a number of examples from the Kellis excavations) that it would 

seem better to reject such an hypothesis. Contrast the view of Jenkins 1995 

420 Pap. pa 
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6 εροῦ av(8pu)ou4?1, 

7 τὴν μητέ- 

ὃ (Yee 10 ܣ 

9 fis, τὴν πρῴ 

(4)10 Τὴν ἀποστο- 

11 λήν, τὸ oéy- 

12 γος τῶν φω- 

13 στήρων, τὸ 

14 ἅγιον πνίεῦμ)α 222 

15 ἡμῶν, τὸ 

16 adhas τῆς © 

17 κλησίας, τὸν 

18 κυβερνήτην 23 

(A)19 «τῆς ἀγαθωσύνης 424 

20 καταξίωσον 

21 ἡμᾶς εἶναι τῶί(ν) 25 

 , πιστῶν σουܨ

23 τῶν ἔν σοι δι- 

24 καιουμένωί(ν), 0 

25 τῶν ἔν σοι ἀνα- 

26 καινιζομένωίν), 27 

» τῶν ἔν σοι € 

(>)28 λειουμένων, 

29 TOV ἔν σοι ἀγαλ΄ 

30 hopevor,428 +) 29 

421 Pap. avou 

422 Pap. »ܡܐ 

423 First ἢ corr. from τ 

424 Pap. θωσυνην 

425 Pap. Tw 7 

426 Pap. kaioupevw — 

427 Pap. kaiviCopevw — 

428 The reading is difficult. Our thanks to C.J. Ruijgh (Amsterdam) for this suggestion which we have 

adopted. 

429 Pap. Tw 7 

153 
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1 ἔν σοι ἁγιαζομέ- 

32 νων, τῶν έν 

39 σοι νηφόντων, 

34 τῶν πρὸς σὲ 

35 σπευδόντων: 

36 ῥῦσαι ἡμᾶς ἠ(μήν). 430 

Translation: 

I glorify you: 

the firstborn word; 

the 5 father of the intellectual man; 

the mother of life; 

the first 10 apostleship; 

the splendour of the enlighteners; 

our holy spirit; 

15 the salt of the church; 

the pilot of goodness! 

20 Make us worthy to be of your faithful: 

those who are justified in you; 

25 those who are renewed in you; 

those who are perfected in you; 

those who are rejoicing in you; 

30 those who are sanctified in you; 

those who are sober in you; 

those who 35 hasten to you! 

Deliver us. Amen. 

Format: Whilst the miniature format is somewhat reminiscent of the Mani-Codex, and 

must occasion interest as (arguably) a peculiarly Manichaean feature; nevertheless, this 

format is best understood in the context of the piece’s purpose as an amulet. Similarly 

the following text P. Kell. Gr. 92 (see infra). 

Comment: The text contains a number of terms and epithets familiar from Greek 

Manichaean (or anti-Manichaean) literature, and / or easily translated into parallels in the 

Coptic or other relevant languages. Certainly, some of this terminology is shared broadly 

430 Pap. n- Contrast the reading and comments by Jenkins 1995: 223 
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with Christian devotion and other contemporary movements; and in particular a phrase 

such as ‘the salt of the church’ would not normally lead the reader to Manichaean 

authorship (although there is nothing here to prevent it). Nevertheless, there is enough 

that is distinctive to make the Manichaean derivation at the very least highly probable even 

without recourse to the context at Kellis. 

τὸν πρωτότοκον λόγον 

Firstborn word: 111 the Coptic Manichaean literature ‘firstborn ) ܬ[ ܬ \ | € € (` is an epithet 

for the son of God; i.e. either the First Man (P. Kell. Copt. 1.17 Keph. 40,13) or Jesus 

(e.g. PsBk 2. 91,20). As regards λόγος, the term is variously used (Coptic CE AE see 

perhaps Keph.92,8); particularly in the secondary heresiological material. Nevertheless, 

and not surprisingly given the religion’s origins, Manichaeism does not share in the 

general discourse of logos theology. To this extent, this occurrence here is a reminder of 

how limited are our sources as regards Greek Manichaean literature. Still, the epithet 

must be understood with reference to the son of God*?!, 

τὸν πίατέ)ρα τοῦ νοεροῦ ἀνί(θρώπ)ου 

Father of intellectual man: Fundamental in the Manichaean process of enlightenment is the 

transformation of the ‘old’ into the ‘new man’, which is achieved by means of uprooting 

and replacing the five ‘intellectuals’ of darkness with the corresponding qualities of light 

(Coptic 11 ̀] 0 ?' ]ܐ ܐ 0 € |70 1 (432, This is the divine work of the Light Mind (INOwC 

NO® AINE) who as ‘father of all the apostles (Keph. 35,22)’ is incarnated in the church 

and the awakened individual. This god is the obvious candidate, in terms of Manichaean 

doctrine, for such a phrase as is found here; although Jesus Splendour is also possible in 

that the Nous is his emanation, and thus Jesus too is ‘father of all the apostles (Keph. 

20,4 80,19)’. 

τὴν μητέρα τῆς ζωῆς 

Mother of life: This is the name of one of the best known of all Manichaean divinities; 

indeed she is the first emanated of the gods, and in her archetypal form as the Great Spirit 

(see especially Keph. 71,25) functions even almost as a partner to the Father himself as 

the fount of all life. In the context of Kellis it is difficult to imagine that the scribe of this 

piece would have been unaware of this specific usage. However, within the structure of 

this text the term appears to be used as an epithet, and is paired with the ‘father’ of the 

preceding clause. Still, although it is possible to find feminine epithets for Jesus (and in 

431 See also the Jesus hymn M 842 r7-9: ‘My strong word (sxwnwm [‘](b)z’r) from which I let taste 

eternal life (Sundermann)’. 

432 Bg. Keph. ch.38, also Sundermann 1992 

185 
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Manichaean systematics he is closely paired with the Virgin of Light as nous and sophia), 

this terminology here makes it difficult to take this entire series as designating a single 

figure, most obviously Jesus. 

THY πρώτην ἀποστολήν 

First apostleship: Preeminent in the line of true apostles are Jesus; and the one whom he 

has sent, Mani himself. However, this epithet here is abstract and rather general; and it is 

difficult to identify a specific recipient. 

TO φέγγος TOV φωστήρων 

Splendour of enlighteners: The term ‘splendour (Greek φέγγος Coptic ΠΡΙῈ Syriac 

ziwa)’ has a technical usage in Manichaeism with reference both to the god (rather than 

apostle) Jesus Splendour (e.g. Keph. 20,4); and to the living soul or five sons of the First 

Man )11 †0 ` NpM Ape οπζοσ ννοῦτε ETMpPIWS Keph. 95,16 85,34- 

35 etc.). φωστήρ is an epithet commonly used for Mani himself (Keph. passim); or, and 

perhaps more applicable here, in the plural for the divinised sun and moon (e.g. Keph. 

199 2390 

τὸ ἅγιον πνί(εῦμ)α ἡμῶν 

Our holy spirit: The Manichaean usage of this term is easily confused when read in the 

light of Christian traditions. The reference here would seem most obviously to be to 

Mani himself; but not to Mani as the Holy Spirit of the trinity (sic), rather as the human 

voice of truth chosen and united with his divine Twin, the Paraclete Spirit (perhaps PsBk 

2. 42,9 Keph. 15,19-24 16,19-21). The term is also a designation of the Light Mind 

(Keph. 143,29-32 189,30-190,6). 

TOV κυβερνήτην «τῆς ἀγα-»θωσύνης 

Pilot: The imagery of the pilot and safe guardianship through the troubled seas of life is 

very general, and effectively used in the Psalm-Book (pey PQ2MME e.g. PsBk 2. 

83.29-30). 

Whilst the Manichaean authorship of this piece is relatively certain, it is less clear as to 

which divine messenger or god is being addressed. The ‘firstborn’ would most 

immediately suggest either the First Man or Jesus Splendour (n.b.); the ‘father of the 

intellectual ...’ recalls the Light Nous; the ‘Holy Spirit’ could perhaps indicate Mani 

himself; and yet the Mother of Life is the only Manichaean god who could be said to be 

directly named here. Indeed, it is probably wrongly phrased to seek a single solution to 

this question. The amulet is a piece of popular Manichaean devotion, perhaps of most 

interest for its warm and fluid spirituality rather than for strict doctrinal coherence. 
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P. Kell. Gr. 92 

Inv # P 56J 

Site: House 3, room 9, level 3 W drwy 

Description: Papyrus bifolium inscribed in Greek, now in three fragments. 46 (rh) x 

74mm (each page 37mm). Margins: all average 6mm. Side (4), i.e. ‘pages’ 2 and 3, is 

poorly preserved. 

Content: Manichaean hymn of praise. Complete and self-contained text, i.e. not from a 

quire or codex. 

Purpose: Amulet )7( 

Authorship: Unknown. 

Text: 

(>) 433 

1 vac ULVO434 ole, 11[07:1(11|11⁄- 

7 τε πίάτ)ερ,,35 ἡ ἀθόλωτος Ka- 

3 τάστασις καὶ στερρότης ( 

4 ἄπτωτος: ὑμνῶ σε, πο- 

5 λυύμνητε πίάτ)ερ436, 6 πάν- 

6 των φωτῶν πυθμὴϊν)437 

0 καὶ πάντων ` 53 

8 των πλούτων τὸ [μέ] 

9 τρον: ὑμνῶ38 σε, πίολυ 

10439 ύμνητε πίάτ)ερ,,0 τὸ. ] . .] 

11 Ὡς σύστημα, ἡ 11017 

433 Ink trace at the top of the page. 

434 Pap. Upvw 

435 Pan. περ 

436 Pap. περ 

437 Pap. πυθμη — 

438 Pap. ὑμνω 

439 Divider between lines 9 and 10 

440 Pap, περ 
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12 μνητος ἰδέα καὶ [ana] 

13 ράβλητος δύναμις Kau] 

14 βλύσις καὶ παντὰ .[. .] 

19 τα σώματα καὶ pl. . | 

  ih Sr arcܒܣ © 16()

1 (© Uriy (000 k eo 

18 πλούτοι πᾶν πνίεῦμ)α: 232 

19 ἤρεμοι 3 σοῦ ἀνε: 

20 βαντε. καὶ 0007 

21 ΠΟ eee 

22 [ . . lopnyas Kal € 

23 ] . . [ ἐνθυμ. . ἐστης ἢ 

24 [ou]udwyw περῖει 

29 [Py SPs eva pera 

26 ΙΡ 99 009 609 

27 ἰσυϊνέστησας καλου 

(λ)2ὃ και. ܝ τς 

29 Ovo. ܗ 

30 ΟΕ ΡῈ δὲ 

371 ἘΠ ΟΠ» 

32 οι Se, CR Ea ey 

33 ou %( eres “μὰ 

34 τὰς ¿§)( Aen ee ܙ 

35 καὶ 000 _ J)... € . nati? 

36 pn. ΕΗ 

30 TONAL Cee loon) 9  )َ0 

38 ποῦς po 6 

39 τὴν εὐφημίαν, TO 

40 σθένος 34 τῆς advan. ] .] 

41 πε 900000(0007 ® (5 

42 ὑμ]νῶ ܘ € εὐφ. 

441 Pap. κι perhaps for καί 

442 pan, ava 

443 Pap. 50 

444 The term is used four times in the CMC, Henrichs and Koenen (1970: 200 n269) take it to be 

distinctively Manichaean. 
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(>)43 2 ΠΟ Ree, SORT αὶ σου 0: 

44 εὐχομαΐ, σοι θαμὰ ἐξα- 

45 γορεύω, πίάτ)ερ46 ἀπόκρυφε, 

46 ἡ τῶν φωτῶν σύστασις: 

47447 ὑμνῶ σε, πολυύμνης- 

48 τε πίάτ)ερ48 αὐτοσύστατε, ἡ 

49 τῆς ἰσχύο«ς» περιουσία, ὁ 

50 τῶν μεγάλων φωτώῶίν) 49 

a1 ἐνδοξότατος, ὁ ἐναπο- 

37 κρυπτόμενος τῇ evr 

53 θαλεῖ50 δόξῃ καὶ ἀμηχά- 

54 νῳ κάλλει ἕσταμε- 

55 vos,4! τὸ ὕψιστον καὶ ἅ- 

56 γιον tilalpaBeio . . 

Translation: 

I praise you, greatly praised Father: 

the pure foundation and stability without fault! 

I praise you, 5 greatly praised Father: 

the basis of all the lights and the measure of all virtuous riches! 

I praise you, greatly 10 praised Father: 

the fundament of ..., the greatly praised concept and incomparable power and 

well-spring (7), and all ... 15 bodies and ... 

(lines 16 - 41 not translated*52) 

445 Perhaps read: εὐφηίμουϊμενε 

446 Pap. περ 

447 Divider between lines 46 and 47 

448 Pap. περ 

449 Pap. dwTw — 

450 € corr. from vu 

451 ¿ corr. from μ 

452 Tt should be stressed that the text / translation we present here is very much a first edition, and that 

various problems remain. 
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I praise you, you who are being revered (?), I honour and worship you, often I make 

known to you 45 O hidden Father: 

the steadfastness (7?) of the lights! 

I praise you, greatly praised Father: 

self-constituting, the abundance of strength, the 59 most glorious of the great 

lights, the one hidden in excelling glory and established in extraordinary beauty, 

55 the exalted and holy ...!493 

Format: The start of the text is indicated by indentation at line 1. 

Comment: The hymn is addressed to the Father, i.e. the supreme Godhead**4. The 

Manichaean authorship is most apparent in the repeated reference to the Father as hidden 

(lines 45 and 51-52), for during time and the history of mixture in the cosmos the Father 

remains distanced and untainted in his eternal kingdom; while the battle is taken to the 

enemy by the emanated gods. Thus he is ‘a hidden one’ (e.g. T. Kell. Copt. 1,11 PsBk 

2. 1,7-9) until after the final victory when he will at last reveal ‘his image’ (e.g. T. Kell. 

Copt. 2,142-143). 

The specific terms and epithets also have parallels in other Manichaean literature. For 

instance, in Coptic, this supreme God of Truth is again Father of (all) the lights (UWT 

NNovaeINeE e.g. T. Kell. Copt. 2,142 Keph. 40,11 43,27 πίωτ NNOVAINE 

THpow PsBk 2. 190,3); also variously termed such as ‘origin of all lights’ ) 1110 NE 

NNOYVAINE τηροῦ Keph. 35,3) and ‘first established one’ (MWApMm NTWK 

apety Keph. 63,28 70,14,28 etc). Similarly, ‘rich ones’ (cf line 8?) is found as a 

technical term and category for the gods and light beings (NPMM&A&I_ e.g. Keph. ch. 

50). 

453 We have been unable to read this final title or epithet (2) of the Father by which the text concludes. 

Evidently the word is neuter, possibly it could refer to the realm of light (with which the Father is 

consubstantial). Our reading of the traces is open to serious doubt, but reproduced here merely to aid 

scholars especially in view of the quality of the photograph. 

454 See the Parthian examples collected in Klimkeit 1993: 29 - 33 
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Inv # P 92.13 

Site: House 3, room 1, level 1 S end 

Description: Lower corner from papyrus codex leaf. 77 x 37mm. Margins: side a 

13mm (rh), 11mm (lower); side Ὁ 13mm (lh), 14mm (lower). Good literary hand and 

format. 

Content: Religious; terminology consistent with a gnostic (perhaps Sethian) text. 

Purpose: Sethian invocation / scripture (?) 

Authorship: Unknown. 

Text: 

side a (>) 

X+1 Ἰφθεις κει- 

9 Judous εἰσ 

3 γ]εννήμασιν 

4 7. ov καὶ 3 

5 |v αἰώνιον. 

6 σ]αρκος 435 καὶ 

7 [| ) 569 

8 "που τὴ 

9 Ἰπω τῷ ow 

10 1 αὐτογένους 57 

11 καὶ παλιν 

12 15 ἀρσενι- 

5146 Ὁ (2) 

× + 3 ἀν] 

455 As no nouns start thus, τετη- probably belongs to a verb. It looks like a perfect form (noting the 

reduplication) of either τήκω or τηρέω 

456 Genitive of odpé or from an adjective? 

437 αὐτογένης e.g. Apocryphon of John (passim) and other Nag Hammadi texts; also Irenaeus adv. haer. 

1.29, Theodoret Haer. Fab. 13 

141 
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14 θρώπων.. [ 

15 δρων καὶ k . [ 

16 ¥ Saipwv [ 

17 0 ΣΤ a. [ 

18 {tt . ܠ δ [ 

19 ΕΘΝ ee [ 

20 smudged 

21 smudged 

2 smudged 

23 smudged 

24 smudged 

5 ὁρκίζω Kal 

26 τοιονακ.. [ 

Comment: The reference to the Autogenes suggests a Sethian gnostic context, and this 

is consistent with the other terms (in so far as they can be read) such as ‘aeons’. Also, 

the Autogenes is closely linked in Sethian literature to figures like the Triple-Male Child 

and the Male Virgin. We are inclined to suggest some variant of these at line 12 (i.e. 

from dpoevikds), especially as this same is used as a loan word in the relevant Coptic 

texts from Nag Hammadi (e.g. TAPCENIKH MITAPOENOC). Nevertheless, it 

should be noted that the reading of ὁρκίζω at line 25 is not attested in this other literature, 

(nor the Coptic parallel*98); and this may indicate that the Kellis piece is some kind of 

invocation rather than a ‘scripture’. 

So little survives of the piece that it is difficult to establish any further precise details. 

However, this terminology is of interest and the text is reproduced in the hope that some 

firmer connection (to such as the Gospel of the Egyptians or Zostrianos) might be 

demonstrable. Despite a number of overlapping sequences we ourselves are not able to 

suggest a secure placing for this passage. Perhaps this is not surprising given the scant 

remains of the Kellis piece, the fragmentary nature of many Nag Hammadi texts 

(themselves including what is presumably only a selection of Sethian literature), and the 

general problems of linking so few securely read Greek words to a Coptic translation. 

458 FT APKO is found in the Discourse on the Eighth and Ninth, 63,16 
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P. Kell. Gr. 94459 

Inv # A/5/92 

EAO # 1865 

Site: House 3, room 4, level 3 

Description: Wooden board with complete text, inscribed on two sides. 82 x 50mm. 

Margins: 5mm (upper); 8mm (lh). Two holes drilled lh upper and lower, before this 

present piece was written. 

Content: Eulogy, probably to be used as an amulet. Religious context undefined. 

Complete and self-contained text. 

Text: 

al ¢ ἐξαρχέτης 

2 ἡμετέρας 

3 εὐφημίας: 

4 ὥρᾳ τῆς εὐφρο- 

5 σύνης καὶ TE 

6 λείᾳ εὐλογίᾳ" 

7 δόξα περ τῷ σῷ 

ὃ ὀνόματι καὶ TI 

9 nti? μεγαλιό- 

10 τητιῖ6] εἰς αἰῶνα 

111 αἰώνων. 462 

12 ᾿Αμήν. 

459 Tn the sequencing of the Greek texts no use has been made of “Τ᾽ numbers, and thus P. Kell Gr. 94 

(also 60, 61, 62, 82, 84, 88, 90) is in fact a wooden board. This anomaly, compared with the Coptic and 

Syriac texts, was noted too late to introduce uniformity without creating confusion. “T’ numbers will not 

be used in future volumes. 

460 Pap. {4 }- 

461 Pap. μεγλαιο- 

462 Cf. CMC 66,8-9 
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Translation: 

The author of our reverence! 

In the hour of rejoicing 5 and in perfect eulogy: 

Glory to your name and honoured greatness, 10 for ever and ever. 

Amen. 

Format: The relationship of the first clause (1-3) to the second (4-6) is not entirely 

certain. They could be taken together as a long invocation (wherein an initial vocative 

might have been expected); but then the ‘hour’ is surely not the ἐξαρχέτης (‘author’ 

‘fount’?), presumably God. Perhaps ὥρα could be taken in an absolute sense: ‘It is the 

moment ...᾽ 7 Alternatively, one can interpret the second clause as dative, and this is the 

reading that we have followed. Still, either way the significance of the time is not clear, 

unless it be the generalised moment when the piece is looked at and recited. 

Comment: The religious context is uncertain. If it were Manichaean one would stress 

the ‘greatness4®3’ and the ‘aeons’, but without specific cause this is not justified in the 

translation. Neither LSJ nor Lampe list the word ἐξαρχέτης 

463 A principal title in the Coptic Manichaean texts is ‘the Father of Greatness (Keph. passim)’; also 

‘the great Greatness (TN&AG MMNTNA&AG Keph. 162,27)’. 



INDICES: ΚΕΙ 115 TEXTS464 

Coptic words 

&- to, towards T.C. 1.3,4,11,13 etc.; €- T.C. 2.5,36 etc. 

AP A= ΡΟ. 2.30,40,45,46-47,65,[68]; P.C. 6.15,28,33,44 etc ED ܠ ΤΟ. 3 190 

etc.; EPO= T.C. 2.94 etc. 

in adverbs: ܬ 06 ܬ? / 6 ܬ \ see BWA, ATUTN- see ITN, ܬ TITE see ΠΕ. 

ANT O(O)T=/ETOT= see TWPE, AQOTWN see $, 0 ?` 1], AYPHI see 

QpHI 
AT see ATEN TE 

ABAA see under BWA 

ABAT month P.C. 8.1 
ARME see WRME 

AMHINE see EF come 
AMADQTE master T.C. 7.10 

ΔΝ also, furthermore P.C. 2.[65]; P.C. 6.11,14 

ANAT be good: qual. ANIT:METANIT the one who is good T.C. 2.84 

ANAK 7 T.C. 6.8 vid.; P.C. 2.65,67 

NTO you f. sing. T.C. 2 .45 

  Καὶ you m. sing. T.C. 2.3; P.C. 2.26; P.C. 6.28; NTR ΡΟ, 6.[47]ܬ ¥ ¥)

NTA&YJ he T.C. 1.1 vid; NTAY_ 1.0. 2.29 vid. 
ANIT see A NAI 

ANY see OND 

ANHQE ever T.S/C. 2.[155] 

WA ANHQE forever T.C.7.39;WX ANIQE P.C. 6.4 

[ΠΕ sce MOTDܬ  

ATTN see ITN 

AP A= see d- 

APET=see PET= 

APHT seeEPHT 

APE see VAPHD 

® @ 6 oss, ΡΟΣ 7 564 

FACE T.C. 4.50,54 

privative see MOT, CHBE, CWTM, TAKO, WAN, VHT, GWA, andܬ †-  

πλάνη 

464 Nb. only the Kellis texts edited in this volume have been indexed; in particular, the various Medinet 

Madi parallel texts are not indexed. 
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ATO multitude 10 0 7 ܬ † 0 NCAM many times P.C. 7.9 

AT OT= see TWPE 

ATW and P.C. 6.5,[29] 

ATEW TE increase T.S/C. 2.112; ܬ ¥ € ¢ TE T.S/C. 2.70-71 vid. 

qual. be great AI T.C. 4.2; NEI P.C. 1.17; AJEWH P.C. 8.13 vid (?) 

AETW cry see TAWO 

AUJIPT see EIPE 

&QVOW treasure T.S/C. 2.120 

  0 ¥ εἴς. see 87 HIܬ

&2BN- over T.C. 1.7,9; P.C. 6.[7]; P.C. 8.6 vid.,7 vid.; T.S/C. 2.128; ἃ 3 ἃ- 

1:31447 

  @( δ (Ὁ. 3 (610 ricܝ ܠ

see ΦΡΗΪ; 0 ` WY 
BN without T.C. 2.124; P.C. 6.13,14 

δε palm 9 2.123 

BWR go P.C. 7.15; T.S/C. 2.136,154 

BAKMET OVE poison-stinging P.C. 2.37 

Bwa EBAA vb. release T.C. 2.38 

PRa&A escape, be freed, loosen T.C. 4.22; T.S/C. 2.6,61; ρθδὰ Ρ.Ο. 2.88 

qual. BHA P.C. 9.[25] 

RABAA ΤΟ, 1.8-9; T.C. 2.152; T.C. 4.15,23,37 vid.; T.C. 6.[5,16],20,24 vid.; 

P.C. 1.4,18,28; P.C. 2.26,68,[84],94; P.C. 3.7; P.C. 6.55,56; P.C. 7.17; T.S/€: 

2.3,26,47,52,60,[87],89,95,96,99 vid.,123,124,137; € ὦ ἃ Ἃ T.C. 2.22,38, 126,128,143; 

P.C. 9.[6],23,25; ἃ 0 / T.S/C. 2.57,63 vid. 

ABAA ON from P.C. 1.18,28; P.C. 2.55; AGRA QN PAC. 6.5,52,56; 

RBAA QM ΡΟ. 6.33; θὰ ἃ QHT= P.C.7.7;d0RA NQHT= 

ΤΟ. 2123 

  ἃ QM this one from T.C. 2.35ܬܬ 0 € [ 1)

  0 Ἃ QIT lit. the one from the hand of P.C. 6.53ܬ 1)

BAAE blind : pl. BAAEOTE P.C. 6.34 

Bppe young, new P.C. 2.10; OPpe T.S/C. 2.141 

ὍΤΕ abhor P.C. 6.41 

0] Strip, 3:0 3 

Ε- to, towards see &- 

E- see EIPE 

EE household (2) T.C. 2.141 
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EBAA see BWA 

EMHPE inundation T.S/C. 2.89,143 

EN negative particle P.C. 6.16,39,51,[55],56; P.C. 8.16 

ΕΠ- see WIT 

Epas=, EPO= see d- 

EPH® one another with possessive prefix P.C. 6.24, APHD P.C. 8.16,19 0 

vid.,28 vid.,29 vid.,31 

ECASW sheep P.C. 2.43 vid.? 

EWT see JWT 
ETBE because of P.C. 2.51,[59]; P.C. 3.9; P.C. 6.38: P.C. 7.8: τε ΡΟ. 

8.14,21 

ETBE= P.C. 6.45 
ETOT= see 1 0( [7 € 

EAD glory, honour T.C. 2.26,51,52,90,98,161; T.C. 7.38,43; P.C. 1.[12-13],16; 

ΡΟ. 2.28,70 vid.; P.C. 3.8; P.C. 6.3,9 

O NEAD be glorious T.C. 2.75 

AI EAT be glorified : AI Ε(ὰ δ) T.C. 2.75 

EOVEN colour T.S/C. 1.6 

EOODEN open T.S/C. 2.53 

EW what? T.S/C. 2.121 vid. 

EW WIE see WWE 
EWAE if P.C. 9.[11] 

EVAM see WW EGAM 

3 5 ΑΕ ἈΠ ΠῚ τ lags: ΤΕΣ 552P.Cs $?! 0340 < 65 

2.19,38,44,66,144; EF T.S/C. 2.61; imper. AMHINE € ¥.$/0. 2.154 vid. 

GINEJ advent T.C. 7.9 vid.,25 

ΕἸ see EJPE 
JE then P.C. 2.36 

EIB sting P.C. 2.53 

¥ € € ¥) €? : CT ¥) €?) € ¥ € brightness T.C. 2.68 vid. 

JAM sea T.C. 4.[20] 

EINE bring T.S/C. 2.31 

N- T.S/C. 2.43 

NT= P.C. 2.58 

EINE liken T.C. 2.34 

nn. EJNE likeness P.C. 2.51 vid.; P.C. 3.9 

AMINE M- after the likeness of T.C. 1.4-5,11,13 
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JOP see EJOPE 

EJOPE canal: AJ NEJOPE vb. ferry T.C. 2.137; AJ NIOP T.C. 7.29 

ΕΙΡΘ make, do P.C. 6.[19]; with relative converter )€ T -) etTpe ΡΟ. 6.17 

qual. © T.C. 1.6; T.C. 2.75; P.C. 8.2; O° P.C. 6.5; EF P.C. 6.40;€ P.C. 

6.33 
AW IPE busy T.C. 7.49 

EFWPQ see P.C. 1.9; P.C. 2.62 
€(€ lo T.C. 4.14 vid.; P.C. 1.4,5,9,10; P.C. 2.85,108; 9 EFC” P.C 2167 

SWC be quick : qual. THC P.C. 7 

EJET=see YJ 

TWT father T.C. 1.1,3,5,6,11,14; T.C. 2.148; ΤΟ, 4 .28,40; P.C. 2.7; T.S/C. 

2.43,137; IWT T.C. 2.131,136,142; T.C. 7.19,43; P.C. 2.[67],104 vid.) 7 ) oie: 

EMT? T.C. 2.147; B.C. 1273; P.C.3.2, € CI 7 Ot ΡΟ ( 050 

pl. FATE T.C. 4.4 vid.; T.C. 6.9]; ΕἸ ἃ ΤῈ P.C. 1.10; P.C. 9.[14] 
JTN ground in&NITN down P.C. 1.20; ἈΠΙΤΗ P.C. 2.40; T.S/C. 2.136 

MCANHITN below P.C. 8.33 

EJWITE see WWITE 

KE- adj. other T.C. 4.19; T.S/C. 2.15; KEOWE see OT € 

KOSS little, small P.C. 7.10; ROW ES T.C. 2.42; P.C. 2.42; P.C. 9.17 

MNTROUIS youth P.C. 2.27 

pRovl be small P.C. 9.[4] 

KW let, leave T.C. 6.2 vid.; KWE T.C. 2.64 

Ka&- see NAGE and 9HT 

qual. ΒΗ P.C. 3.9 (or KHT see KRW T ?) 

KEREI darkness P.C. 1.4,21; KERE P.C. 6.35; RE( RE) T.C. 2.29,30 

KAAM crown nn. T.C. 2.82,123; P.C. 1.12 

TKAAM P.C. 7.27 
KWAQ,> strike T.C. 7.27 

KIM. shake : KIM- P.C. 2.34 

KW MW sneer vb. T.C. 2.24 

KWNC pierce T.S/C. 2.115 vid. 

KP ay guile P.C. 2.25 

PRP lie in wait P.C. 2.[397] 

ROT edify T.C. 7.34 

K&AT= T.C. 2.60 

qual. KHT P.C. 3.9 (or KH see KW?) 

nn. KWT building T.C. 7.33 
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KRWTE turn P.C. 1.7 vid.; be surrounded T.S/C. 1.10; + &- surround P.C. 2.45 

KA&TC guile T.S/C. 1.37a 

K&Q earth T.C. 4.[19]; T.C. 7.5,50; P.C. 1.20; P.C. 2.82 

KWQ envy πη. T.C. 2.33 

  © © any T.C. 2.125ܬ 2

M- see N- prep. of relation 

wwe place -1.C..6.13:.P.C.- 1.28: P.C. 2.90; P.C. 9.1 videeTS/C. 2.128 

M& N- seeWaXrAET, IMOOT 

Me imper. of + give P.C. 2.24 

ME love :MEPIT beloved T.C. 2.139-140; MEPETE T.S/C. 1.40 

MAE truth T.C. 2.116; P.C. 2.105; MIE P.C. 6.6,37 

MHE true T.C. 6.9 vid.; T.C. 7.44 ME T.S/C. 2.120 (2) 

MMHE truly T.C. 4.8 

MO in MMO there T.C. 1.12 

MOD die T.C. 2.91 

nn. MO®W death P.C. 1.22,27; P.C. 2.38,54 

&TMOTD immortal T.C. 6.[4]; T.C. 7.50 

MNTATMOD immortality P.C. 1.[24] 

MAKMER thought P.C. 6.24 vid. 

MAME understand T.S/C. 2.35 

MMO see MO 

MN with, and T.C. 2.14,19,26,52,72,98, 121,122, 123 bis,133,139,161; T.C. 7.45,46,48; 

P.C. 1.14,25 bis,26; P.C. 2.42,54,71,106 vid.; P.C. 6.4,7 bis,10 vid.,[10],11,24,37,53; 

1: ) 0 $ 15.21 vid. T.S/C. 1.12: 1.5]: 2.30,108: MN 17:65 1.16 B.GC..2.70 

vid.,105 vid.; P.C. 6.3,[9] 7 

NMME= P.C. 2.81; P.C. 8.9 vid; NMAME= P.C. 6.[23] 

MANN there is not T.C. 4.26; P.C. 2.25; P.C. 6.12; P.C. 7.13 
MNT ΕΞ not to have P.C. 6.19; MN T= ΡΟ. 6.20 

MN- negative imperative prefix P.C. 6.39,40 

MHNE in MMHNE daily T.C. 4.63 

MHNE πη. mark P.C. 2.59 vid. 

MW NK form vb. T.S/C. 2.65 

MNIT- abstract-forming prefix see KOT EJ, PWME (PM MAO), po, οὔθε, 

TARO, WHPE and AWPE 

MNT - in numerals eleven to nineteen: see CAT, tor and YT ܬ $ 

MNTE= see MN there is not 
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MNTPE witness : PANTPE bear witness P.C. 6.23 

MNTCNADC see CNET 

MIP - do not ... 1.0. 2.28,64; P.C. 2.32; P.C. 7.18; P.C. 9.[4],5; ἈΠΡ- T.C. 
2.158; MITWP- ΡΟ. 3.3 

MOTD bind + € T.C. 2.5 

MA&P= T.C. 2.43; P.C. 2.41 vid.,51 

MPE πη. chain T.C. 2.38; MPPE T.C. 4.17; P.C. 2.[52] 

MEPIT and MEPETE see ME 

MHCE birth nn. T.S/C. 2.141 

WAMICE first-born P.C. 1.17 

MACTE hate vb. T.C. 6.12 vid. 

MECTE hatred T.C. 2.33; M&ACTE P.C. 2.[57] 

MCTO® hated one T.C. 7.35 

MATT way T.C. 6.7 vid. 

BAEIMAETT guide P.C. 6.34 vid. 

METE in TMETE agree T.C. 7.6 
METE in MMETE only P.C. 8.30 

MHTE. middle P.C. 6.23 

MOUTE call P.C. 6.28; + OT BH= P.C. 1.10]; P.C. 2.32 
MTAN rest, come to rest, rely T.C. 2.140; T.C. 7.18; P.C. 6.29 vid.; T.S/C. 

2.146 vid.,[148] 

M&TN= T.S/C. 2.130; METNE= T.S/C. 2.145,146,149 

METOTE see BAKMET OTE 
MAD water P.C. 1.26; M&OW  T.C. 2.131 

MET inETMMED that T.S/C. 2.42-43 vid; ETMMED ΤΟΙ͂Ο. 2.91 
MEW mother P.C. 1.[97],18 

MEOWE think T.C. 2.158; P.C. 8.14; MOTE P.C. 2.48 

nn. ܝܪ \ € ® € thought P.C. 2.36 

MOWE see ~ \ € @ ¢ € think 

  0 ` 0 "` slay T.C. 9ܬ(

M&Q_- see under one of the following: CNET, tor, WAMT,FTAT 

MOT $, fill T.S/C. 2.76,78 

qual. MHQ T.C. 4.[6],52 

1111. MOT Y fullness T.S/C. 2.16,81 

MAQATIME filling up T.S/C. 2.4 

MAQE travel P.C. 2.52; T.S/C. 2.48; + ܬ 07 £ travel up T.S/C, 2.18 
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Ν- pl. def. art. T.C. 4.4 etc.; N= T.C. 1.14 bis,15 εἴς. 
demonstrative pronoun 1 € P.C. 6.20; NE! ΤΟ. 6.9; P.C. 9.10; ¥ € € 

15) ΡΟΣ 6:5: 

demonstrative article NJ- ΤΟ. 2.24; T.C. 7.12 etc. 

N= possessive T.C. 1.7,9; T.C. 6.[8]; P.C. 8.22 

N- prep. of relation (genitive, direct object, adverbial, locative, partitive, attributive etc.) 

NAc. 1:3,7312,1 48etc.: IN- &P.G..6.34 etc: M- T.C. 1.2,3,5,6 bis,13 bis,14 etc.; 

M-T.C. 1.11 etc.; NTE- T.C. 2.[92]; 1.0. 4.2,3,9 vid. etc.; NTE-T.C. 

2.8,29,32; TCL 4092F.C. *7220,36" etc. 

MMA= 1.6. 2.97,119,146 etc.; MMA= ΤῸ. 2.58,126,137,141 etc.; MMO= 

T.C. 2.43,63,65 etc.; MMO= T.C. 2.48.71 εἰς.; MMWE= T.C. 2.11 etc. 

N€=T.C. 2.51,78,160 etc.; NH= T.C. 2.117,122,129,132,143 etc. 

N ΕΞ + obj. suffix P.C. 2.24 

N- bring see EINE 

Νὰ mercy, charity T.C. 2.154; Νὰ € T.C. 2.72 

NE see ΠΕ copula 

NE(E)J, NJ see N- pl. def. art. 

NA&BE sin :PNABE vb. ΡΟ. 6.13; PNABsI P.C. 6.14 
PEYPNAE sinner T.C. 4.[11] 

nn. RANABE ABAA forgiveness of sin T.C. 4.23 

  adulterer P.C. 6.40ܬ € ܐ ܐܪ ¥)

PNAEIK commit adultery P.C. 6.40 

N KE thing T.C. 2.46 

NJM who? T.C. 1.1; ΤΟΣ 2.148; P.C. 8.12 vid. 

111 ( every 1.C. 2.46: T.C. 4.13: ΤῸ 7.46;.P.C. 1.16; P-C% 638,10; 6 

9.8,10,12,20 5 

NMME= see MN with 

NOUN abyss T.C. 2.54; T.C. 7.24 

NANOW= be good P.C. 6.3 

NOOUNE root P.C. 2.53 

NCA-, NCW= see CWTM, οὔθ, and WINE 

  € ¥ = be blessed T.C. 2.90ܐ € ¥)

NT=see ΕἸΝΕ bring 

NT €- see N- prep. of relation 

NO@?TE god T.C. 2.8; 1.0. 4.50; T.C. 6.7,[36]; T.C. 7.16; P.C. 2.10 vid.,75 

_vid.; P.C. 6.12,17,[26],31 vid.,43,44; P.C. 9.9 

NTO see ANAR 

NTAK, NTK see ܬ Νὰ Κὶ 
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NTOT=see TWPE 

 NTAY ܘ ܬ ܐ ܬ ܐ

NTA&AY_ but T.C. . 1 

NEW look, see T.S/C. 2.5,92; + ABAA look out P.C. 7.17 

NED time T.S/C. 2.91 

NH® ).ܬ 0 ܬ come forth T.S/C. 2.26 

NOOUME be sweet : qual NATME ΤΟΙ͂Ο. 2.108 

N&AWW= be many _ T.S/C. 2.139 (?) 

NAYPE good ΡΟ, 9.19: PNAYPE be good P.C. 6.32,46 

NOODQYME save, be saved T.S/C. 2.72 

qual. NAY ME T.C. 4 .62 vid. 

NAQPN- and NAQPM- see 90 

NQHT= see 9 N 

NAQTE EPA=/APAa= believe in, be sure T.C. 2.80; T.C. 7.46; P.C. 2.30; 

PC; 6.39 

πη. NAQTE faith T.C. 2.119; P.C. 2.[106];.T.S/C. 1.32 

NOUZ false P.C. 9.[13] 

  ; T.C. 6.[20]ܬ 0 ܬ + ; € cast T.C. 6.4 vid.,20; P.C. 7.21ܬ ` ¥)
N & B= P.C. 2.110 

NZJ namely T.C. 2.22,24,34; T.C. 4.21; 1.0. 7.5,6,35; P.C. 2.44,46,50; T.S/C. 

2.16,27,71,139; NZI T.S/C. 2.43,64 

N&GY greati T.C. ?. 76 8.60 3: 4:30 1:60 4 [3:50 3 ` 

NEGE quarrel (?) P.C. 2.46 

O what? P.C. 6.38 

O,O° see EJPE 

OQ moon P.C. 8.26 vid.; T.C. 7.48 

Π- masc. sing. def. art. T.C. 1.1 bis,3 bis,4,5 ter,6 bis,7,10,11 ter,13,14 bis etc.; 

preceding two consonants : Π- T.C. 2.127; WE- T.C. 2.124 

ITE J demonstr. pronoun this P.C. 3.[5]; P.C. 8.12,30 vid.; WEES P.C. 3 

ΠΙ- demonstr. article this T.C. 2.35 etc. 

ITE T- rel. prefix T.C. 1.2,4,10 etc. 

Π-Ξ possessive art. T.C. 2.120,133 etc.; WE= T.C. 2.57,59,82 bis,95,118 bis,121,147 

etc. 

ΠΕ copula 1.0. 1:1 015,4,6,10; Τ.Ο, 2.3.89; 1.00. 6.11 vid.; ΡΟ, 2:26; Ρ.Ο, 3.5 

vid.; PC. 6.51,55,57,[57],58: B.C. 8.12 
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TE T.C. 7.40 vid.,41 vid. 

NE P.C. 6.[16] 

ΠΕ heaven T.S/C. 1.7 

CANTITE above P.C. 2.23;NCANTHE ΡΟ. 8.32 

ΠΕΙῚ see Π- 

ΠΙ- see Π- 

ΠΟΝΘ turn vb. T.S/C. 1.5 

ΠΡΕΙΕ shine vb.: qual. ΠΡΙΘ σ᾽ T.C. 4.9 vid. 

nn. ΠΡΕΙΕ splendour T.C. 2.111 

ΠΡῸ winter T.C. 4.21 vid. 

NWPK ABAA root out P.C. 1.27 
NWPW spread : qual. ΠΑΡᾺ + ἃ δὰ ¢ be spread out T.C. 1.8 

πωρξ ABAA separate T.S/C. 2.47 

WIC nine T.S/C. 2.[10],12 

ΠΟΤ NTOT= flee from T.C. 4.59 vid. 

MOOS seeYOOU 

NwWW NQAHT heartbreak 1.0. 2 

WW attain, reach T.C. 7.13; P.C. 1.10; T.S/C. 2.27 

WMAQPE cure nn. P.C. 2.3 

pmagpe ΡΟ. 2.56 vid. 

p-, Ρ- (EJPe) P.C. 6.46; P.C. 8.5; see second element: BWAE, KOT, 

Rpag, ANTPE, NAGE, NAEIK, NAYPE, NAgpe, WOW, Ware, 

wOppe, Wap, WEo, 9WB,9IMAT, AWPE, ἀναχωρεῖν, ἄρχεσθαι, 

ἀποτάσσειν, γυμνάζειν, ἐλπίς, θαρρεῖν, κατηγορεῖν, κοσμεῖν, μαστιγοῦν, 

παιδεύειν, παραβαίνειν, πείθειν, πλανᾶσθαι, πλάσσειν, σκύλλειν, and συλᾶν 

PH sun T.C. 7.48 

po door T.C. 7.25 

pO, ANTPO see ppo 

pw yet T.S/C. 2.82 vid. 

PAX®D burn P.C. 2.47 

PIME tear pl. PMEOTWE T.C. 2.154 

PWME man T.C. 2.28,128,132; T.C. 7.26; P.C. 137 800 3101 606 160 

6.8,26 
MNTPMMAO richness T.C. 4.[55] 

PEN name T.C. 4.55; P.C. 6.44 

PME temple : pl. PHBE ΡΟ. 6.41; PMHOTE T.C. 2.14 
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ppo king T.C. 1.6,7; (0 T.C. 2.96 
MNTPpoO kingdom P.C. 1.13; MANTPO_ 1.0. 1 

PAEIC watch vb. T.C. 2.76 

PEYPAIC guard T.C. 7.[3] )7( 

PEECTE tomorrow P.C. 2.84 

PET= foot in APET= to foot of T.C. 2.81,124,138-139; T.C. 7.2 vid. 

see TAVO, WYE 

ρεῖτε kindred T.S/C. 1.35; T.S/C. 2.126; ΡΕΕῚΤ P.C. 2.55 vid. 

PHTE manner: MIIPHTE in the manner T.C. 6 

pxraovw care T.C. 4.[53] 

PEWE rejoice T.C. 2.83,97,149,157; P.C. 2.73; T.S/C. 1.27; T.S/C. 2.[133] 

nn. PEWE joy T.C. 4.29,31; T.C. 7.[36]; P.C. 1.14 

peEwpEeEW: JOO PEWPEW blossom vb. P.C. 8.3 vid. 

PEY-, PEYP- see under ܐ[ ܬ 0 € , Parc, CHW, TWPN, TAWO, , 0, € 1, 

οωτῦ,6ρο 

σὰ side, part : NC&-, NCW= see CWUTM, 0 ¢ WI, WINE 

CANTITN see ITN, CANTITE see ΠΕ sky, CANQOON seeQOOUN 

CJ satisfy T.C. 4.60 

CAES beauty T.C. 2.70; CATE T.C. 4.[15]; CATE T.S/C. 1.19 

CW drink vb. CO= T.S/C. 2.114 

nn. T.C. 4.60 

COW doctrine T.C. 2.60; P.C. 9.9,[20] 
tcBow teach P.C. 6.38 vid., 38; Τοῦ P.C. 9.9 vid. 
peytcior corrector P.C. 6.35 

CBBE circumcision P.C. 6.[48],51,54,56 vid.,57,58 bis; CO+ME+ P.C. 6.45-46 

vid. 

MNTATCOBE uncircumcision P.C. 6.48,49,[50-51],51-52 

CHAK lessen P.C. 8.26 

CBME see CHOBE 

CARTE prepare T.C. 2.61; CATE T.C. 2.71 

CBTWT= T.S/C. 2.64 
qual. € 01 ܬ ¥ be set in order T.S/C. 2.82 

CWK draw P.C. 2.43 vid. 

CAACA consolation T.C. 7.13 

CMOD vb. praise T.C. 2.1,27,144 

nn. CMOW blessing T.C. 2.47 
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CMAMASA bless: qual. CMAMAAT T.C. 4.]1[; CMAMAT PAC. 1.23 

nn. CMAMSA blessing T.C. 2.133; CAAME T.S/C. 1.18 

CMAMA seeCMOT 

CMNE construct T.S/C. 2.56 

CAN brother: pl. CNH® T.C. 6.8 

MNTCAN brotherhood T.SIC. 2.139 
CNET two 

MAQCNESD second T.C. 1.5 

MNTCNADC twelve T.C. 1.12-13 vid; MNTCNADC ΤΟ, 1.14 
CNA&AY blood P.C. 1 

CNAWY fetter T.C. 2.19; Νὰ 9, T.C. 417] 
  time P.C. 7.9ܬ ܐ €

  ¥ € prayer P.C. 9.3ܬ €

CWP) extend, be extended T.C. 2.91 vid.; + θὰ ἃ spread out, be divided 

16006 252 

CAp=T.C. 4.]30[; + ܬ 0 / T.S/C. 2.57 
CWPME err T.C. 7.9 

qual. CAPM be lost T.S/C. 1.12 

@ ) | € 9:6 1. CF 22134; 2. C 1 (6 PiCs 2:48 

CWTE redeem : PEYCWTE redeemer T.C. 2.112-113 

CT JEAETEA see ¥ € ) € ¥ €? 

CWT hear, listen T.C. 2.36 vid; COTM T.C. 6.3; 1.0. 7.14; P.C. 6.16]; 
CWTME ΡΟ. 2.23 

  ¥ \\ €= ΡΟ. 8.13ܬ €

ATCWTM ܐ[ € ܬ unhearing, disobedient P.C. 6.5 

CTNOTYE perfume T.S/C. 1.25 

CWTIT choose P.C. 2.[16?] 

nn. CWTIT elect P.C. 2.71 vid.,[105] 

CWTY purify P.C. 1.7 

CAD six:in MNTECS sixteen T.S/C. 2.9 

COW- day T.S/C. 2.2,3,9,10,12,17,21,26 

CAT NE know T.C. 2.79; T.C. 6.b-6; P.C. 6.31; P.C. 8.17; COT WN ΤΟ. 

4.57; T.S/C. 2.34,36 

nn. CAWNE knowledge T.C. 2.118; T.C. 4.[24]; P.C. 6.37 vid.; T.S/C. 2.33 

CAWTN straighten T.C. 2.62; COTTWN ΡΟ. 9.26 

CWOUY gather T.C. 2.1850 vid; CWOTY AVOUWN gather together 

T.S/C. 1.15 
CATI= δὰ T.C. 6.5 
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CAEIW twin, counterpart masc. T.C. 2.120-121; fem. σὰ T.C. 7.20 

CIWE be bitter : qual. COWE P.C. 2.54 

CWWT stop T.S/C. 2.150 

CAQ see CQEI 

CQEI write : qual. CHQ P.C. 6.22,45 

nn. CQEJ writing P.C. 6.53 vid. 

CAQ teacher P.C. 6.36 

CWYNE petition (3) T.S/C. 2.95 vid. 

σ 9 Π be swallowed :C&QVN= T.S/C. 1.2 

σὰ δ champion T.C. 7.49 

CE AE word, saying T.C. 2.12; T.C. 4.[2]; P.C. 8.20 

CAANE counsel non. P.C. 1.19 

CGPEgT rest P.C.7.2;CGPEgT ΡΟ. 7.12-13 

T- fem. def. art. T.C. 2.2,8,45,50,69 etc.; preceding two consonants T- T.C. 2.86; 

¥.) °. 4.21 etc: 

demonstrative pronoun ¥ € ] T.C. 7.40 vid.,41 etc.; TEES P.C. 2.63 vid. etc. 

possessive art. T= T.C. 2.53,66 etc., ¥ €= ΤΟ. 2.60,62 etc. 

  € ])0( T.C. 2.145ܬ ¥ ; € |] 0 honour vb. T.C. 2.85ܬ 7

nn. ܐ ܠ € ] 0 Ρ.Ο. 6.3,10 vid. 

TE time P.C. 2.41? 

TE see ΠΕ copula 

¥ €)€( see T- 

+ give T.C. 2.57 vid.,58,65,117,122,128,132,156,160; T.C. 7.14; P.C. 1.23; P:Cs533: 

ΡΣ 97 1 570 5 3:9 0 

+ &AWe= put upon T.C. 2.23; T.S/C. 1.16 

+ NTOT=aid P.C. 7.19 
 ? «€ fight against P.C.9.[2]; TE OTHE P.C. 9.2ܘ +

+9IWT=vest T.C. 2.95 

T- see ACE, KAAM, METE, COW, TON dispute, TWPE, QEM 

TEE= ΤΟ. 2.125; P.C. 1.20; f= P.C. 7.3 
τοῦο make pure T.C..2.65,69;+ ABAA T.S/C. 2.124 

7¥ )1( 0 Tobe (the Sth Egyptian month) P.C. 8.1 vid. 

TWBHE render P.C. 6.1 
TWH pray, implore T.C. 2.109; 7¥ ))( 09 ̀ ΡΟ.) (1:0 0 

TWK APET= set firm T.C. 2.81 
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TEKO destroy, be destroyed P.C. 6.14; T.S/C. 1.1; TA(RO) T.C. 2.46 

TEKO nn. perdition T.C. 2.32; T&RO destruction P.C. 2.39,61 (or TAKO?) 

MNTATTERO immortality P.C. 6.4 vid. 

T&AKRTO surround (Ὁ): TR’'TA- PAC. 3.4 

T&AO go aboard (ship) P.C. 1.11; TAEFAE rise up T.C. 2.130,133-134 

TAKO healing P.C. 2.61 (or TARO?) 

TMAEIO be justified P.C. 6.18 

TWN dispute nn. in TTWN nn. dispute P.C. 6.5 

TWN )+ 0, ܗ endure P.C. 2.66 

send T.C. 2.110; TNNAD ΡΟ, 2.227 ܐ ܐ( ܬ ¥ 
T.SIC. 2.60,967 ܐ ܐ ܬ ? ¥ 

TNQ wing 1.) 2.61 

TWITE taste vb.: ἘΠΕ nn. taste: BI FILE vb. taste T.C. 2.4,17; T.C. 4.[61] 
THp= all, every T.C. 1.9; ΤΟ, 2.157; T.C. 4.18,[50],56,60 vid.; T.C. 6.[12]; 

{7,) 7, 4 1921-22: PC. 2.25.30.[34],45-46.,52,57 vid.,60,| 1051: P.€? 7.[1-2]: 

MHD) =) 3:6 3 ̀  

NTHPY the all, totality T.C. 5.2; P.C. 3.6 ATHPEY 1.) 7.23 

TWPE hand : ATOT= to T.C. 2.114; P.C. 2.33.35; ܬ 1 0 0 1 = T.C. 2.126; 

SLOW = 1! 2156 

NTOT= P.C. 2.49; P.C. 7.19; T.C. 4.59 vid. 
QATM- beside, with P.C. 6.12 

QITN- ΡΟ. 2.57 vid.; P.C. 6.27; 2ITM- P.C. 6.15; ZIT M- ΡΟ. 6.53; 

QITOOT= P.C. 9.6 
TTOT= help T.C. 7.32; P.C. 2.58; $ NTOT= P.C. 7.19 

TWPTl seize inpEYTWHPIT ravenous one P.C, 2.47 

 €  1 € τροῦύδιῖνε see ΟὔΔΕΙΝܬ € ܐ ` 0 )| 71

TCAEIO make beautiful T.C. 2.70 

TCIJO: TCIA= sate T.C. 6.[16] 

TCERO teach, show P.C. 6.21,32 

TCHBAS= T.C. 7.42 
TTOT=see TWPE 
THOW wind P.C. 1.25 

tow five T.C. 1.3; P.C. 1.22 
MAQTOD fifth T.C. 1.11-12 

MNTH fifteen T.S/C. 2.17 

T&AWO vb. increase: TEWEXEIW preach P.C. 6.39 

peg TAWEAEIW proclaimer T.C. 2.37 

TAQO reach 10 ¥ ܬ 0,0 APET= establish P.C. 9.24 
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@8850 vb. humiliate T.C. 2.21 

  = ΡΟ. 1.5ܬ ¥ 8 ©
TWYM knock T.C. 2.6 

T&AYM= summon T.C. 2.10 

  (40 afflict P.C. 5.2; BMRAY NQHF T.SIC. 2.7ܘ
  20 judgment T.C. 4.[10]ܬ ¥

TOVAZO save T.C. 2.48 

T&APO make strong, be confirmed T.C. 2.59; T.S/C. 2.111 

TAAPAS= T.C. 2.118 

TGE vegetable T.S/C. 2.108 
TWGE plant vb. T.S/C. 2.156 

Ο δ᾽ - indef. art. T.C. 1.4,6,10 etc. 

Ο δ᾽ ἃ blasphemy : ܝܠ € 0 ¢? ἃ blaspheme P.C. 6.44 

OVE one T.S/C. 2.29 

KEOTVE another one P.C. 6.38; T.S/C. 2.30 

ποῦξε MOVE each one P.C. 6.[1] 

οὐδε against, toward T.C. 7.27; P.C. 8.19 vid.,28 vid.,29 vid.,30; P.C. 9.2 

oy 6 £] P.C. 1.11; P.C. 2.32 

OT ARE see OF ON 

οὔ )1( \ € (over)flow qual. 0 ` ܬ \ € T.S/C. 2.4 

  (¶ someone, something T.C. 7.46; P.C. 6.10 vid.; P.C. 9.12ܬ ?©

OW N- there is/are P.C. 7.8,12 

OO NTE=+ MMO have T.C. 1.12; preceded by €-: EO NTE= ΡΟ. 6.36 

OOP AEINE light T.C. 2.112,114 vid.,115,136,138,140,142,151; P.C. 1.19-20,[25]; 

P.C. 6.34; OP AINE ΤΟ. 1.8; T.S/C. 2.71,142,[143]; OT AINE T.C. 

7.20,30; OD AEIN ΡΟ. 1.7,12; P.C. 2.13 (2); 17:01 3.7 vids OO (WETTED 

T.C. 2.86,97; OT A(EINE) T.C. 2.25,97; OF EN(NE) ΟΞ 2.85 (2) 

TPOVAINE enlighten, shine T.C. 4.[18]; TPOT AINE T.S/C. 2.75 vid.; 
  € T.C. 2.88ܬ ( € [ ܐ ` 0 | 1

ΟΝ ΕΛ right hand T.C. 2.62 (2) 

OYWNW wolf P.C. 2.47 
OTWNY reveal + € 0 ܬ ; T.C. 2.142;OTWNQ ABHAA T.S/C. 2.69-70 
OT ܬ (¥ 0, P.C. 3.[8]; T.S/C. 2.87-88 

qual. OF ANG EBAA T.C. 2.22; P.C. 6.5556; OT ANQ ABAA T.S/C. 

223,12) Ὁ Ὁ 
nn. ON WNQ appearance T.S/C. 2.117 
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OVO be pure : qual. OT ܬܬ 0 € T.C. 4.27; T.C. 6.[17,31]; P.C. 2.[71],105: P.C. 

4.[14-15] 
© ` |( 0 ` )!( |(( cast down ΤΕ. 2.93 

Οὔ ΔΤ be eager, be refreshed, flourish, bloom T.S/C. 1.20; T.S/C. 2.109 vid. 

OVWPY setfree 111 0 ` ܬ |]7 9. - ABAA T.S/C. 2.99 vid. 
 . € € 1 = -self P.C. 6.21; OF ΕἼΤ = P.C. 2.48 vidܬ ¢ @

  ¥ 0 € T.C. 4.[55]ܬ  %` @( † € surpass : qual. ONܘ

OT WT? ܬܘ pour out (709 2.63 

 . 0, fruit P.C. 2.54 vidܐ ܬ 7©®©

OVATW time T.C. 4.[39] 

OOWUWE wish, desire vb. P.C. 9.[6]; T.S/C. 2.131 

nn. ON WWE wish, will nn. T.C. 7.17; P.C. 1.2; P.C. 6.31 vid. 

OOWH night P.C. 8.27 vid.,32 vid.; T.S/C. 2.25 

OT WWR(E) excuse : 0 ̀ €] 8= P.C. 6.25 vid. 

Οὔ ΓΤ worship vb. T.C. 7 

OFWI nOTAQ= AAN- add to P.C. 8.6 vid.,7 vid. 

+NCW= follow : qual. OT HY T.C. 4.64 

OYOQE scorpion P.C. 2.37 

OT WIE fisher P.C. 7.20 

OV ASI be safe, healthy qual. OT AB T.C. 4.26 

ion! 8:03 3 ΡΟ: 7.15 

0( 0]! 110 | 110( 6} forget P.C. 9.[3] 

WKME be gloomy : qual. ©RME T.C. 4.[21] 

WMC sink P.C. 7.18 

WNQ live vb. T.C. 4.58 

qual. ANQ T.C. 2.130,131,134; P.C. 2.108 vid. 

nn. WNQ life T.C. 2.12,13; P.C. 1.[6]; P.C. 6.4;(WNQ) T.C. 2.41; ONG 

T.S/C. 2.16; ©+C9 + P.C. 1.18 

WIT count, be regarded T.S/C. 2.152 

ΕΠ- ΡΟ. 0 

WW € 0 )ܬ ܬ sigh vb. T.S/C. 1.8 

WU ME extinguish P.C. 1.6 vid. 

WYE indOQE APETS= set (fast) P.C. 8.27 vid.,30 vid. 

W 2.N cease :in &ATWAN unceasing T.S/C. 1.46 

W- be able to P.C. 7.19 
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ἃ to T.C. 2.131,135; T.C. 4.[39]; P.C. 1.13; T.S/C. 2.21,28; see ANHQE 

μὰρὰ-:- T.C. 2.110.121; P.-C. 2.22 

WATE in PW OTE make a festival T.S/C. 1.28 

WE go P.C. 1.13; P.C. 2.40; T.S/C. 1.7; leave T.C. 2.74 

UW J measure vb. T.C. 2.39; T.S/C. 1.47 

nn. WIS measure P.C. 8.8; T.C. 2.39; T.S/C. 2.116 

wie change : wy B- aS 5 7.1 

wWEEIW requital T.C. 2.92 vid. 
δότω see WIRE 
WOpPpe friend inpwOppe P.C. 2.74 )7( 

W WKY dig deep :WIXY depth T.C. 2.3; P.C. 8.32; WIXYY T.C. 2.29 

{ὦ ἃ rob P.C. 6.41 

flow T.S/C. 2.104 

WAAE(E)T bride T.C. 6.[32] 

M&A NW XAAET bridechamber T.C. 2.40 

WWAG cut, pierce T.S/C. 1.22 

WHM small see WHpPe 

UW MO stranger P.C. 7.15 

pl. WMMAEIT ΤῸ. 2.15 
WMHN eight in SOO TWMHN twenty-eight T.S/C. 2.21 vid. 

WAMICE see MHCE 

WAMT three T.C. 2.121 

MAQWAMT third T.C. 1.1-2,7-8; T.C. 2.109,135 

WHN tree T.C. 2.41; T.C. 4.13; P.C. 2.54; P.C. 7.24 

WINE find T.C. 2.7 

+NC&-, NCW= seek T.C. 6.10; P.C. 6.3 

[ΓΝ Ὸ ® 4 good news P.C. 2.[57] 

WNOWY see WINE 

WN YTH= seeQHT 

W WIT accept, receive T.C. 2.153 

WWIT- see 9MAT 

WaAT= ΡΟ. 9.8; ὦ ΠΞ T.S/C. 2.33 

WITTE shame on. T.C. 2.125 

WWITE become, come about T.C. 2.66; P.C. 2.29,[40],42,44 vid.,55-56,60; P.C. 

6.48; P.C. 7.11; P.C. 8.9 vid.; T.S/C. 2.81 

qual. WOW T.C. 1.3; T.C. 66; WOOM P.C. 2.63; P.C. 3.[1]; P.C. 6.2 

vid.,[20] 

EW WIE if P.C. 6.[46-47],48; EFWME P.C. 6.[27-28]; ΠΕ P.C. 8.16 
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WAPA= see WA 

WHPE child, son T.C. 2.155; P.C. 1.23; P.C. 2.22,64,86; P.C. 9.[4,10],10 

MNTWHPE T.C. 6.[6] 

WHPE WHA child P.C. 6.36 
WAPI first, beginning T.C. 2.129; P.C. 1.17; P.C. 2.65 bis; P.C. 6.9,11: 

  |(11 T.C. 1.4; T.C. 2.131; P.C. 1.2ܬ |

PWApM be first T.C. 2.44 

see WAMICE 

W WC shepherd P.C. 2.44 

W WC scorn vb. P.C. 6.43 

W WECM be disheartened P.C. 9.5 

WAT lack vb. T.C. 2.146 

WEPTP disturb P.C. 2.[85] 
WEY use inpWEY be useful, fitting P.C. 8.5 vid.; T.S/C. 2.[135] 
WEIOOE altar T.C. 2.14 vid. 

WOVO empty vb.: qual. WOUIT 1.0. 3 

| © ® ]@{ 0 © pride oneself, boast T.C. 2.11; P.C. 6.29 vid.,42 

WWW make equal: qual. WHUW P.C. 8.15 vid.,16 vid.,20 vid.,29 vid. 

WWYT commit fault P.C. 2.64 

WAYWY despoiler (2) T.C. 7.5 
WAQPHI see 9PHI 

{θὰ wound nn. P.C. 2.[56] 

YJ take P.C. 2.78 (ἢ) 

GiT= P.C. 2.49; P.C. 8.6 vid. 

YI AQPHI 9ἃ.- bear up under T.C. 2.67; FEF AYPHEST φὰ- P.C. 1 
YJ EJET= raise eyes P.C. 1.8 

Τὰ ® four :MAVYTAD fourth T.C. 1.10 

MNTEYTE fourteen T.S/C. 2.2,15 

θὰ - under T.C. 2.67; P.C. 1.1; on behalf of P.C. 1.24 

PAX<PAdr= T.C. 2.67; θὰ ρὼ-Ξ P.C. 2.45 

QE way P.C. 7.4 

KATA CE as P.C. 6.45;NTQE N- like P.C. 2.44,47 

QETE fall P.C. 2.35 
0 | inj on V.C. 3 37 1.63 6.7 vid.; P.C. 2.43 

Q9IWT= T.C. 2.95 
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90 face T.C. 2.(31) T.S/C. 2.33 vid. 

221 90 partiality P.C. 6.12 vid. 

NAQPN- before T.S/C. 2.137; NAOQPM- P.C. 6.[16-17] 

9 W= with suffix pronoun self T.C. 2.45; T.C. 4.22; P.C. 7.4 

9. 4 also T.C. 2.36 

9, ὦ thing, work T.C. 2.32; P.C. 6.[21]; with masc. def. art. (IT-) PwWH P.C. 

6.2 
pl. Q@HWE T.C. 5.3; P.C. 6.1 vid. 
19.08 doa thing P.C. 6.8,10-11 

9HBE grief P.C. 2.51 

9®OC garment T.S/C. 2.135 

οἴσω T.C. 2.122; + fem. def. art. (T-) © ὅσ T-.S/C. 1.44 

9 WK brace vb. T.C. 2.43 

QAAKEQO deceitful T.C. 4.[51] 
PAAME spring T.C. 6.[16] 

9M see ΟΝ 

Q9WM trample T.C. 6.[36] 

PA(E)IME wave : pl. PINHOTE T.C. 2.49; ZIMEOVE ΤΟ. 4.20 

9MOOCE sit :9@MECT ΡΟ. 4.[127] 
MANQMECT seat T.C. 4.[38] 

Q9MAT present nn. T.C. 4.30 

PYOMAT give grace T.S/C. 2.84 

WWI YMAT receive/give thanks T.S/C. 2.42 

YOUN 111 ܬ 0, 0 © ܐ in, into T.C. 7.27,35; P.C. 2.46; T.S/C. 1.15; T.S/C. 

2.28,31,44,66,[144],154 

CANQOON within P.C. 2.36 

oN in T.C. 2.2,18;60,71,74,119,127,141; ΤΟ. 4.311472 T.C6.6,[14]; Τὴ 

P.C. 2.21,24,32,34,38,42,48,51,63,[62],88; P.C. 3.7; T.S/C. 1.18,25; T.S/C. 
2.15,25,29,33,71,76,95,117; 2N ΡΟ. 6.44,52; 9M T.C. 2.35,59,118,128,129; 1. 

6.13, b-7; T.C. 7.17,26; P.C. 3.1; T.S/C. 1.19; οὐκ ΡΟ, 6.14,[22],25,29 vid.,31 

vid.,35,37,42 bis, 2M P.C. 8.26 vid.,32 vid. 

  YN/QN/NQHT= see HAA (BWA)ܬ 8 ܬ?

NQHT= T.C. 6.[19]; T.C. 7.7; P.C. 2.25,52; T.S/C. 2.7,8,75; see also 2PHI 

9 - pl. indef. art. some P.C. 9.13 vid.,17; T.S/C. 2.108 

QE judgment : toen ܗ - judge P.C. 6.15 

peg tent judge πη. T.C. 4.[3] 
©0,@( hide : 01181. 9ΗΠ T.C. 1.10; T.C. 4 .25; with relative converter (€ ¥ -( 

ΕΘΗΠ T.C. 1.11; P.C. 6.26.57 vid. 
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OPH upper part in NQ9PHI NQHT= within T.C. 6.[19]; P.C. 2.56 vid. 

AQPHI upwards T.C. 2.138; T.S/C. 2.18,[19,123]; AYPH<I> ΤΟ, 2.67: 
  € P.C. 1ܬܠ 0 |) ܐ

AVPHI ABW=P.C. 5.2 
WAQPHI P.C. 7.3; T.S/C. 2.10 

Qp& embodiment P.C. 6.37 

QPHPE flower T.C. 4.14 

YWPT AQOTDN ܬ seize, arrest (Ὁ) P.C. 2.46 

PPAW AQPHI ABW be heavy upon P.C. 5.14 

QAPHY be on guard, keep T.C. 2.28; Apeg P.C. 6.49 

Q ICE trouble vb.: 9XCT= T.C. 2.42 

nn. 9JCE suffering T.C. 7.22,24 

QHT heart, mind T.C. 7.13; P.C. 6.22 vid; 9HT~ T.S/C. 2.131; with masc. 

def. art. )11-( (DHT ΡΟ. 6.58 

  © | foolish P.C. 6.35ܬܠ

KR& 9 TH= trust T.S/C. 1.23 

WN Q9TH= have pity T.C. 2.159; see MWW NQHT 

QHT=see ABAA (AWA) 

YIWT= see QI 

YATE moment P.C. 5.3; P.C. 8.2 

φωτῦ murder :-ρεᾳφοωτῦ murderer P.C. 2.33 vid. 

QATM-, ZITM-, ZITN- see TWPE 

9 ἃ δ᾽ evil : with relative converter (ET-) ΕΘ ܬ δ᾽ P.C. 6.8 

QHD profit P.C. 7.8,10 vid. 

900 δ᾽ day T.C. 7.36; P.C. 8.[7],31 vid.; T.S/C. 2.[15],69 

with masc. def. art. )11-( (DOO®WE P.C. 6.25 vid. 

MILOOT today T.C. 4.19 

QIOTE: YOT- see PEWPEW 
QOUVITE first with fem. def. art. (T-) COVITE ΡΟ. 8.21 vid. 

9 WY see 9W= 

9X9 many T.C. 2.31 

Q9IAN- over T.C. 5.2; P.C. 7.26; 91 2N- ΡΟ. 8.[31] 

ship T.C. 2.130,134; P.C. 7.12; BAT T.S/C. 2.28,71,[787]ܠܬ €)  

plac ΗΠ. . 11 

BAadEIJE desert nn. P.C. 2.43 

BE that, for T.C. 1.4,5,8,10,12; 1.0. 2.80,125,141; T.C. 4.[1],46; P.C. 2.21 

vid.,26,73; P.C. 6.28,33,39,40,45; P.C. 8.[20],30; P.C. 9.4; ܠ ΡΟ. 2.48 
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ZBI receive T.C. 2.13; T.C. 7.28; P.C. 1.12; T.S/C. 1.26; T.S/C. 2.30,135; XK J 

1110 6[ 

AlJ- sccEAT, EJOPE, TWIE, 90, GANT 

  |( € T= T.C. 2.124ܬܠ + ; ¥ = ΤΟ. 2.94ܠ

BAEI- see MATT 

ZO plant T.C. 2.2 

  Οὔ say P.C. 6.40ܠ

BE- see OTA : 

  0 0 = ΡΟ. 8.33ܠ 0 = 1.( ܣ. 4.1; ܠ

BW= see ABN 

AWK fulfil, finish T.C. 2.119; T.C. 7.[47]; PC. 1.1,15; P.C. 2.67 71 

T.S/C.1.24; T.S/C.2.78,80; + ABAA T.C. 2.152; P.C. 1.3;+EBAA ¥. 

2.126 
ZAEK- P.C. 6.52 

  Ke T.C. 2.127ܠ ܠ

qual. ]ܝܠܐ T.C. 7.19,]26[; + EHAA T.C. 2.128; BHR ABAA T.S/C. 

 ܫ 2.137
ABWRME wash T.C. 4.33 ¥10.[ AWKM T.C. 2.127 

BZAKM for BAKMN ΤΟ. 4.31 

BZERAC 5ο that P.C. 9.[27] 

BZWAQ> scoop T.S/C. 2.79 

B&dAAQ= T.S/C. 2.59 

BAEIMAEIT see MAIT 

ZIN- from, since P.C. 2.65; P.C. 7.25; ܝܠ (¥ - T.C. 7.11,42; P.C. 2.27; T.S/C. 

2.9,17 
AMO put to shame P.C. 9.[5] 

ΖΙΠΟ creature T.C. 2.30; T.C. 7.6 

AWPE strong :PAWPE be strengthened T.S/C. 1.21 

MNT AWPE strength T.S/C. 2.110 

Bais lord P.C. 2.21,28 bis,[70,104]; ܝܠ € ܐ ¢ 1.0. 2.116; P.C. 9.[5],6 

AICE exalt T.C. 2.56 vid. 

AEC T= 9PIC 8 

qual, ܠܠ Cet 1 011 10 3.590 {6 30 60 1 

nn.. SIC heights 01000 6057; ΡΟΣ 1 3 ΡΟΣ 3.23 ΡΟ. 4:13; ΡΟ $ Ὁ: 

7¶.§/)?, 7 

  0 ® € steal P.C. 6.39 bisܐ 2

  - twenty-... T.S/C. 2.10,12,21,26ܚܠ @ ® ܐ
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AABE enemy P.C. 2.68; P.C. 3.4 

ΡΙ. ΙΖ € ® ΡΟ. 2.33,35 

GE now, then T.C. 2.66; P.C. 2.27; P.C. 6.38,[48]; T.S/C. 2.31,[154] 

GWBE leaf T.C. 4.16 

GWA _ roll vb. T.S/C. 2.54 

&TGWA_ without returning/turning back T.S/C. 2.155 

GWA reveal T.C.2.73GXAM= ABAA T.SIC. 2.87 vid. 
qual. Θὰ ἈΠ ΤΟΙ͂Ο. 2.33 

GAM power T.C. 2.69: T.C. 7.16 

GIJN- verbal prefix see EJ 

GIN E find T.C. 2.6,7; P.C. 2.49 vid. 

GANC violence : ΔΙ NGANC iniquity P.C. 6.6 

GWNT fury P.C. 7 

GPO be victorious : qual. GPAIT T.C. 5.4 

nn. GPO victory T.C. 2.26,52,82,98,123; G(PO) T.C. 2.160; TGpo P.C. 

2.16 vid. 

PEYGpo victor T.C. 2.89 

GPHITE diadem T.C. 2.86 

Gp ܬ ΓΤ see Gpo 

GAT size ΤΟ. 2.121 vid. 

GWOD distress nn. P.C. 6.7 

GWUWT look vb. T.S/C. 2.92; GWWT T.S/C. 2.118: ܗܬ 0 ܬ 2; QYHT= 

look out from P.C. 7.7 vid. 

GI2Z hand P.C. 2.35 

GW2AE cut P.C. 2.53 
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Greek loan words in Coptic texts 

ἀγαθός good ܬ ` ܬ @ 0 T.C. 2.137 

ATAOON ΡΟ. 6.[11] 

ἀγάπη love ἈΓἌΠΗ T.C. 2.2,8,133; T.S/C. 1.36 

ἄγγελος angel ATTEAOC T.C. 2.122 

ἀγών struggle ECTWN P.C. 1.4 

ἀήρ air, atmosphere ®HP_ T.C. 2.129; T.C. 4.18; P.C. 1.24-25; P.C. 2.63; P.C. 

3.1 
αἰών aeon ἈΙῸΝ T.C. 1.7,9,14; P.C. 1.14,19,24 

ἀλλά but ἃ ἃ ἃ ἃ ΡΟ. 6.17,57; P.C. 8.20 vid.; P.C. 9.21 

ἄλφα alpha ἃ δ ἃ ΤΟ. 7.[42] )7( 

ἄνάγκη need ANATRH P.C. 2.32 

ἀναχωρεῖν go back PANAXWH)I T.C. 2.25 

ἀντί against ANTI T.C. 7.8 

ἀπόστολος apostle : ATOCTOAOC MMHOVAEINE Apostle of Light T.C. 

 ܝ 6 117 111 .2

ἀποτάσσειν renounce [7 11 0 1 ܬ @ܣܺ ܣ T.C. 2.20 

ἄρχεσθαι. begin papxeEeceal ΡΟ. 8.1 

ἀρχή beginning AP XH T.C. 2.47 

ἀρχιδίκαιος first righteous one APXIATKAIOC T.C. 2.139 

ἄρχων ruler APXWN_ T.C. 7.21 

ἀσπασμός kiss ACIIACMOCTC T.S/C. 2.[37] 

βῆμα bema BHMA T.C. 4.7] 

βοηθός helper BOHEOC P.C. 2.29 

yap for TAP P.C. 3.5 vid.; P.C. 6.12,[13,16],18,44,[55]; P.C. 7.9; ΡῚ 070} 

γνήσιος racenn. CTNHCJOC T.S/C. 2.137 

γυμνάζειν train PUT MNAZE ΡΟ. 9.[23] 

δαίμων demon AAIMWN T.C. 2.21,31; P.C. 1.5 vid. 

δέ but AE P.C. 6.5,6,[10],28 vid.,[47]; P.C. 9.20; T.S/C. 2.25,78; QE P.C. 6.14 

δίκαιος righteous AIKATOC P.C. 6.[16] 

δικαίωμα precept AIKATWMA ΡΟ. 6.49-50 

δοκιμάζειν approve PAOGIMAZE ΡΟ. 6.32 vid. 

ἔθνος Gentile 0, € © ]ܐ 0 P.C. 6.[18],44-45 vid. 

εἰ μή τι except EJ MH ΤΙ P.C. 8.13,29 vid. 

εἴδωλον Idol EIAWAON ΡΟ. 6.41 

εἰκών image 9YJIKWN ΡΟ. 2.63 vid; VHRWN_ T.C. 2.132,143 

with def. art. ΘΗΒῸΝ ΤΟ. 2.93; @JKWN_ ΤΟ. 2.120 

εἰρήνη peace (with fem. def. art. T-) FPHNH P.C. 6.10 vid. 
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ἐκκλησία church ERKRAHCIA ΤΟ, 4.27]; T.C. 6.[18] 

ἐλπίς hope nn. inpQEANMIC ΡΟ. 4.14 

ἐντολή commandment pl. ENTOAATE T.C. 2.120 

ἐπιθυμία lust ENIJOOMIA ΤΟ. 7.10; P.C. 2.25 

ἐπίσημος mark, sign nn. € 1 1] ܐ © ܐ ̣\\ 0 T.S/C. 2.142 

εὐαγγέλιον gospel ΕΑ ] ̀ € ¢ ]ܐ 0 ܐ ΡΟ. 6.[27] 

¥ or Η P.C. 6.25 vid. 

ἡδονή lust pl. PHAONATE TAC. 4.48] 
θάλασσα sea (with fem. def. art. T-) BKAACCA P.C. 7.22 

θαρρεῖν be confident pe APPE ΡΟ 2.27 

θηρίον beast ΘΙΡΕΕΙΟΝ P.C. 2.45 

θλῖψις tribulation @AIWIC ΡΟ 6.7 

καθαρίζειν cleanse KAOAPIFE T.C. 2.63 

καιρός time K&IPOC T.C. 7.18 

κακία evil KAKI T.S/C. 1.34 

καλῶς well KAAWC. T.C. 2.44 

καρπός fruit K&PMOC T.C. 7.44; P.C. 9.22; T.S/C. 1.45 

Kata according to, by δι Τὰ  P.C. 6.1 vid.,[2,27],45; P.C. 9.18 

κατακλυσμός flood KATARATCMOC P.C. 2.38 

κατηγορεῖν accuse PKRATHTUOPES P.C. 6.[24-25] 

κατηχούμενος catechumen KRAOHKOYMENOC P.C. 2.71-72 vid.,106 vid. 

κίνδυνος danger KINADNOC P.C. 7.14 

κληρονομία inheritance KAHPONOMIJA& 1.0. 1 

κοσμεῖν adorn PROCMI  T.S/C. 2.58 

κόσμος world KOCMOC. 1.6. 2.[15]; T.C. 4.[43,45,54,56]; T.C. 6.11; T.C. 7.[3- 

4],8,17; P.C. 2.94 vid. ® 
κρίνειν condemn KPINE P.C. 6.53; judge PRPINE P.C. 6.[26] 

κριτής judge KPITHC T.C. 2.124 

λύπη grief ἃ ΠΗ P.C. 9.21 

μαστιγοῦν scourge PMACTITTOD P.C. 9.7 vid. 

μέν indeed, on the one hand MEN P.C. 6.2,[46] 

μορφή form MOPCPH ΡΟ. 1.9; P.C. 2.62 

μυστήριον mystery MOCTHPION T.C. 4.[24]; P.C. 2.30; P.C. 8.11 vid.; 

MOUCTHPI(ON) T.C. 2.150 

νόημα understanding NOHMSA P.C. 8.19 

νόμος law NOMOC P.C. 6.14,15 bis,16 vid.,[17],19,[19-20],20,21,22 vid.,29,33 

vid.,37,42,43,46,47,50,[52],54, NOMOC> P.C. 6.13 vid. 
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νοῦς mind NO@WC. T.C. 2.57,129; T.C. 4.12; P.C. 2.[62] 

Νοῦς NOWAEINE Light Mind T.C. 2.114 vid. 

ὀργή wrath OPTH P.C. 6.6 

ὅταν when QVOTAN P.C. 6.18 

οὐδέ andnot OW AE P.C. 9.5 

οὔτε nor OO TE P.C. 6.56; P.C. 7.14 

οὔτε ... οὔτε neither...nor OT TE ... OW TE T.C. 6.[8] 

οὐχί emphatic negative OO XJ P.C. 6.50 

παιδεύειν chastise 1711 € ܠ € * € PC, 9:10:11 

παραβαίνειν transgress 1711 ܬ [) ܬ 6 ܬ P.C. 6.43 

παραβάτης transgressor (1 ܬ [) ܬ 0 ܬ ¥ € P.C. 6.47,54 

παράκλητος paraclete WAPARAHTOC P.C. 2.[104] 

παρθένος virgin: MNTTNATC MIMAPOENOC Twelve virgins T.C. 1.13 

  0 ¢ MMOVAEINE Virgin of Light T.C. 2.115ܬ |7 © € ܐ{ 1)

πεΐθειν obey pniee Ρ 6.[6] 

πήσσειν fasten MHCCE T-.S/C. 2.62 

πλανᾶσθαι be led astray PRAANE T.S/C. 1.3,13 

πλάνη error WAANH T.C. 4.[26] 

ATIMAANH without error T.C. 4.[4-5] 

πλάσσειν form PHAACCA T.C. 7.7 

πνεῦμα spirit πὰ T.C. 2.4; T.C. 4.29 vid.; P.C. 9.[16] 

TNA NTE TMHE Spirit of Truth T.C. 2.116; P.C. 2.[105] 

πρεσβευτής ambassador 11 ]7 € 0 0 € ` THC T.C. 2.77 

MAQWAMT .\ (1 ]7 € ¢ 0 € ` THC Third Ambassador T.C. 1.2; 1.0. 2.109- 

110,135 

πρός for MpOC T.C. 2.42; P.C. 9.17 vid.,[20] 

πύργος tower MOPUTOC T.C. 7.48 

σάρξ flesh CAPS ΡΟ. 6.[56] 

σκύλλειν trouble vb.inPCRO AAR NQHT be vexed T.SIC. 2.8 

σοφία wisdom COCPIA T.C. 7.19 

σταυρός cross € 7¥† ܬ ¢ |7( 0 P.C. 2.[60]; cPc ΤΟ 2.19 

στοιχεῖον element CTOFIXKEIWN ΤΟ, 7.15,22 

στολή robe CTOAH T.C. 6.33 vid. 

στῦλος pillar CTW AOC ΤΟ. 2.127 

συλᾶν plunder PCT AAS T.C. 7.4 

συνείδησις conscience CO NEJAHCIC ΡΟ. 6.23 vid. 

σφαῖρα sphere CDAIPA P.C. 1.6 

σχῆμα property CX HMA T.C. 1.3 
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σῶμα body CWMA P.C. 3.2 vid. 

σωτήρ saviour CWP T.C. 6.15 

τέχνη art ΤΕ ΧΝΗ  T.C. 4.[1]; T.C. 7.12; T.S/C. 1.370 

τότε then ΤΟΤΕ T.S/C. 2.17,42 vid.,46,134 

τροχός wheel TPOXOC T.S/C. 1.11 

τύπος archetype TO MOC T.S/C. 1.4 

ὕλη matter (with fem. def. art. T-) © ὅ᾽ AH T.C. 4.51 

ὑπομονή patience (with fem. def. art. T-) BTMOMONH P.C. 6.2 

φύσις nature ܛ >` € ܐ € P.C. 2.21; P.C. 6.52; (dative) φύσει by nature ܛ >` € € ܐ 

P.C. 6.19 

χαίρειν greet : imperative X AIPE hail! T.C. 4.7 

χρῆμα treasure XPHMA T.C. 4.[28] 

χώρα land KWPa& T.C. 2.138 

ψυχή soul UO ΧΗ T.C. 2.45,50,53,76,83; T.C. 4.49; 1.0. 6.[10]; P.C. 1.[8]; 

πε 2 PC, 3.10; P.C.6.8; PoC H) T:C.22i79 

pl. WOXRAOTE T.C. 2.113; P.C. 2.87; WOXATE T.C. 7.11 

ὠμοφόρος porter WMOCPOPOCT T.C. 7.14 

Greek words 

ἀγαθωσύνη P.G. 91.19 

ἀγάλλομαι P.G. 91.29 

ἁγιάξζω ΡΟ 91 ̀ 1 

ἅγιος P.G. 91.14; 6 

ἀθόλωτος ΡΟ. 92.2 

αἰών P.G. 94.10,11 

αἰώνιος P.G. 93.5 

ἅλας P.G. 91.16 

ἀμήν P.G. 94.12 

ἀμήχανος P.G. 932 ̀ ( 

ἀναβαινω P.G. 92.19 

ἀνακαινίζω P.G. 91.25 

ἄνθρωπος PGI 01.0:935.1. 

ἀπαράβλητος ΡΟ. 92.12 

ἀπόκρυφος P.G. 92.45 

ATIOOTOAT P.G. 91.10 

ἄπτωτος P.G. 92.4 
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αὐτογένης PiGs 93 |0 

αὐτοσύστατος P.G. 92.48 

βλύσις P.G. 92.14 

δαίμων P.G. 93.16 

δικαιόω P.G. 91.23 

δόξα P.G. 92.53; 94.7 

δοξάζω P.G. 91.1 

δύναμις P.G. 92.13 

εἰμί P.G. 91.21 
εἰς P.G. 94.10 

ἐκ P.G. 92.19 

ἐκκλησία P.G. 91.16 

ἐν ΡΟΣ 01 (27:00 (1 (7 

ἐναποκρύπτω P.G. 92.51 

ἐνάρετος P.G. 92.7,25 

ἐνδοξότατος P.G. 92.51 

cEayopevw P.G. 92.44 

ἐξαρχέτης P.G. 94.1 

ἐρύω P.G. 91.36 

εὐθαλής {7 )?2? 070 

εὐλογία P.G. 94.6 

εὐφημία P.G. 92.39; 94.3 

εὐφροσύνη P.G. 94.4 

ζωή P.S/G. 1.03.1: P.G. 91.8 

ἡμεῖς P.G. 91.15,21,36 

ἡμέτερος P.G. 94.2 

ἡμήν P.G. 91.36 

ἤρεμος P.G. 92.19 

θαμά P.G. 92.44 

ἰδέα P.G. 92.12 

ἵστημι P.G. 92.54 

ἰσχύς P.G. 92.49 

Kat P.S/G. 1.b3,1; P.G. 92.3 etc 

κάλλος P.G. 92.54 

καταξιόω P.G. 91.20 

κατάστασις P.G. 92.2 

κυβερνήτης P.G. 91.18 

λόγος P.G. 91.4 

μεγαλειότης P.G. 94.9 



μεγάς 

μέτρον 

μήτηρ 

νήφω 

νοερός 

ὄνομα 

ὁρκίζω 

πᾶς 

πατήρ 

περ 

περιουσία 

πιστός 

πλοῦτος 

πνεῦμα 

πολυύμνητος 

πρός + acc. 

προσεύχομαι 

πρῶτος 

πρωτότοκος 

πυθμήν 

σθένος 

σός 

σπεύδω 

στερρότης 

στέψις 

σύ 

συνίστημι 

σύστασις 

σύστημα 

σῶμα 

τέλειος 

τελειόω 

τιμάω 

τιμητός 

ὑμνέω 

ὕψιστος 

φέγγος 
φῶς 

φωστήρ 

E.G; 

P.G. 

P.G. 

P.G. 

P.G. 

P.G. 

P.G. 

P.G. 

P.G. 

P.G. 

P.G. 

P.G. 

P.G. 

P.G. 

P.G. 

P.G. 

P.G. 

P.G. 

P.G. 

P.G. 

P.G. 

P.G. 

P.G. 

P.G. 

Index: Greek Words 

92.50 

92.8 

91:7 

91.33 

91.5 

94.8 

93.25 

892 7114 1718 

91.5; 92.2,5.10,35,45,48 

94.7 

92.49 

91.22 

92.8,18 

91.14: 92.1 8 

02 1 | 0 17 

91.34 

92.43 

91.9 

91.2 

92.6 

92.40 

94.7 

91.35 

92.3 

P.S/G. 1.b3,1 

P.G. 91.2,22,23,25,27,29,31,33,34; 92.1,4,9,19,42,43,44,47 

P.G. 

P.G. 

P.G. 

P.G. 

P.G. 

P.G. 

P.G. 

P.G. 

P.G. 

P.G. 

P.G. 

P.G. 

P.G. 

 903 ܛ

92.46 

92.11 

5 92.1 

94.5 

91.27 

92.43 

94.8 

92.1,4,9,42,47 

92.55 

91.11 

92.6,46,50 

91.12 
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 ܐ

ὥρα 

ἀγατπί 
ἀναπ. [ 

apoevilkés ἢ 
, 

ἀσεί 

Ξιιο 7 αἰ 

ἐνθυμ. . €OTNS 

ἕσπερ- 

evd ܠ 

KaTal 

καλου 

 ܪܒ

παλιν / πάλιν- 

πίαϊρᾳβεισ.. 

TIE PEL 

σός / ow: 

ἰσυϊμφωνω 

41611 

τοῖος 41 576 

$801⁄1- 

-ylevynpa 

“6pwv 

[ . . lopnyas 

“olapKos 

. vAoyw 

Ἴυφους 

Ἴφθεις 

velum 

Kellis Literary Texts: I 

P.G. 94.4 

P.G. 92.29 

P.G. 92.40 

P.G. 93.12 

P.G. 92.30 

PGs 922A 

P.G. 93.2 

P.G. 92.23 
P.G. 92.22 

P.G. 92.42 

P.G. 92.28 

P.G. 92.27 

P.G. 93.1 

P.G. 93.11 

P.G. 92.56 

P.G. 92.24 

P.G. 93.9 

P.G. 92.24 

P.G. 93.4 

P.G. 93.26 

P.G. 92.20 

10400 93% 

F.GAI93A15 

B.G.. 92.22 

P.G. 93.6 

P.G. 92.26 

Ια ο 9322 

1:0: 9311 

Latin words 

veil OT HAON T.S/C. 2.55 
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Syriac words 

father 

perish, be lost 

shine 

art, craft 

brotherhood 

hand 

so that 

ship 

say 

if 
force, press 

bind, fasten 

face 

you 

scatter 

by means of 

bynwt 

evil 

house 

be sweet, 

refresh oneself (Ethpa.) 

petition 

son 

blessing 

daughter 

strengthen 

colour 

shut, fasten 

wheel 

uncover, reveal 

perfect, cease 

sigh 

brightness, rising 

purity, holiness 

resembling 

to be 

at that time 

T.S/C. 2.138 

T.S/C. 1.12 

10006 

T.S/C. 1.378 

T.S/C. 2.140 

10029 

10 5/) 3. 1 7 

.§/) 2. 8 

T.S/C, 2.134 

ΡΘ 07 

T.S/C. 23 

T.S/C, 2.44 

T.S/C; 2.32 

PS ale 

P.S/G. 1.a2,6 

1.51 2.41 

P.S. 14 

T.S/C. 1.34; T.S/C. 2.153 

ΤΟ. 2.119 

ΠῚ ΘΟ ml 0 36540 2155 

T.S/C. 2.94 

ΤΊ]. 2.127 

ΤΙ Ο, 1.18 

1 5. 1:1) 

7 §/) 5. 1 | 1:5) 3 0 

T.S/C. 1.6 

SiC. 9 

TSC 1.11 

0 5) 7 _ 

T.S/C. 1.30,46 

T.S/C. 1.8 

T.S/C. 2.90 

T.S/C. 2.129 

Ρ.5. 1.110 

10000 

T.S/C. 2.40,45,134 
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faith 

thus 

turn 

move, put in motion 

closed in, hemmed in (Ethpe.) 

love vehemently 

destroy 

contain, besiege, imprison 

rejoice, be glad 

other 

Joyful 

3. round, encompass 

manifest, show 

love 

pity 
see 

appearance, form 

appearance 

exchange, pierce 

good 

get ready, prepare 

voyage 

type, figure 
moment 

wander, err 

sign 

know 

give 

birth 

month 

increase, abound 

when 

measure 

how many 

name 

encircle, gird 

not 

garment 

Τ. 5) 1 (3 1:56 

T.S/C. 2.39 

T.S/C. 15 

T.S/C. 1.43 

T.S/C. 2.150 

T.S/C. 1.40 

1:50 1 1 

T.S/C. 2.160 

705§/) 0 127 

Τ.57(. 2:30 

00154) 2.741 

T.S/C. 1.10 

T.S/C. 2.86,90 

.§/) 7. 6 

P.S/G. 1.a2,2 

T.S/C. 2.67 

7 ΟΣ 3.107 

ΤΌ 0 3 (0 

0.5/0 3 11 

T.S/C, 2.135 

T.S/C. 2.64 

ΠΕ ` ( 

(:5/0. 1 10 

Ρ.5. 1.1112 

T.S/C. 1.3,13 

T.S/C. 2.142 

T.S/Cl 2:36 

τος < ` 

ΤΠ ΘΠ] ΟΣ ΤΊ 

T.S/G., 2 

T.S/C. 2.68 

ΤΟ. 2.31,36,158 

ΤΟ] ΟΣ 147 

P.S/G. 1.03,1 

P.S/G. 1.a2,7 

τ 57 3 1 

T.SIC. 2.110.155 

T.S/C. 1.44; T.S/C } 3.170 
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clothe oneself, put on 

be worthy, convenient 

gift 
bringing forth, birth 

death 

come, arrive at 

water 

fill 

word 

from 

rot, decay, melt 

coming, return, beginning 

defiled 

Lord 

measure, anoint 

stretch 

shine 

light 

T.S/C. 1.16,101 

T.S/C. 1.38 

T.S/C. 2.40 

7515)? 14 

ἜΘΟΥ 25:5 

ΤΟ: 0 

T.S/C. 2.41 

T.S/C. 0706 0 

1178. 5 

T.S/C. 2022; P.S/G. 1.42.2 

T.S/C. 2.125 

1:9840 222531 

T.S/C. 2.132 

T.S/C. 2.40 

T.S/C. 1.24; T.S/C. 2.116 

ΤΟΣ: 129 

ΤΟ): 22483 

T.S/C. 2.68,142,143 

rest / be at rest, refresh oneself / 

be at rest (Ethpe.) 

sprout, shoot, bud 

omen 

go down 

weigh heavy 

keep 

serenity 

pour out 

send forth (Aph.) 

plant, fix 

be victorious (Ethpa.) 

abundance 

great, much, many 

long for, earnestly desire 

be planted (Ethpe.) 

breathe 

await, expect 

shut 

ascend 

T.S/C. 2.130,145,148,149 

T.S/C. 2.159 

BS 1 1 

0:5/0©: 6 

7.§/) 7. 9 

P.S. 1.113 

T.S/C. 2.38 

T.S/C. 2763 

T.S/C. 2.60 

ΠΟΥ E302, 156 

TS/CHE22 

T.S/C. 2.90 

T.S/C. 23140 

T.S/C. 2.131 

T.S/Ces 2:147 

T.S/C. 2.109 

T.S/Cy 5 

(δ᾽ 21152 

T.S/C. aig 
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end, extreme, total 

swallow, absorb 

make, form 

deep, depths 

return, turn back 

upon 

enter, bring (Aph.) 

lift, raise, exalt 

entrance, commencement 

twenty 

(cf. also (ܢܝܪܣܠܘ ܐܝܢܡܗ 

5 

_ 
 ܕܬܠ

 ܐܬܝܢܪܓܦ

double, multiply 

constrain, compel, resist 

be prepared, make ready 

bodily 

miss 

save 

early evening 

escape (Ethpa.) 

exult 

presence 

separate, divide 

interpreter 

open 

adorn 

purify, strain 

receive 

first 

rise, stand firm, establish 

call 

increase 

greatly 

greatness 

rejoice greatly, exult 

be relieved (Ethpa.) 

spirit 

be exalted, lifted up 

heights 

T.S/C. 

T.S/C. 

T.S/C. 

T.S/C. 

T.S/C. 

T.S/C. 

T.S/C. 

TSC. 

T.S/C. 

T.S/C. 

T.S/C. 

T.S/C. 

T.S/C. 

2.36 

1.2 

2.65 

1.9 

2.155 

2.129 

2.31,38,44,61,66,144,154 

2.59,93 

2.39 

23:11 10707 

2.57 

1.39 

2.83 

P.S. 1.119 

T.S/C. 

T.S/C. 

T.S/C. 

T.S/C. 

T.S/C. 

T.S/C. 

T.S/C. 

T.S/C. 

T.S/C. 

T.S/C. 

T.S/C. 

T.S/C. 

1.45 

2.97 

2.46 

1.28 

2.133 

2.138 

2:45 59 

2.119 

2.33 

2.38 

21104 

2.30 

P.S. 1.13 

T.S/C. 

T.S/C. 

T.S/C. 

T.S/C. 

T.S/C. 

T.S/C. 

T.S/C. 

T.S/C. 

T.S/C. 

T.S/C. 

1.31; P.S/G. 1.a2,1 

2.35 

2 0 

2.24 

2.122 

2.157 

1.20 

2.102,150; P.S/G. 1.42,1 

2.100 

1.17,29 



 ܐܗܫ

 ܒܘܗ

 ܠܟܗ

 ܢܝܪܣܠܘ ܐܝܢܡܗ

on 

Index: Syriac Words 

mercy 

perfume 

beauty 

great honour 

send 

pleasing 

raise, lift (Pa.) 

kindred 

strengthen 

drink 

return 

trust 

twenty-eight 

construct (Pa.) 

AAAM Adam T.C. 7.[7?] 

JHCOVC Jesus ΙΗ T.C. 2.1 4 

JHCOVC MXPICTOC Jesus Christ T.C. 7.[45]; JHC ΠΧῸ ΡΟ. 6.27] 

P.S/G. 1.a2,2 

705/) 0 1 ` 

T.S/C. 1.19 

P.S. 1.1115 

IDNA Cr. 3 7 

T.S/C. 2.107 

ΤΟ) 0 4 

ΠΡ ΟὟ ΘΟ 2707 

10580) 201 tt 

7:00 31 

T.S/C. 1.41 

T.S/C. ΞΕ 

7:5/0 3 ` 

T.S/C. 2.56 

JHC MWIMPESE Jesus the Splendour T.C. 2.111 

JOT ܝܠ ܬ € ܐ Jew P.C. 6.[9],11,[55]; FOTW AXES P.C. 6.54-55 vid. 

JOT ASAE! P.C. 6.[57-58]; JOP ܝܠ ܬ ܐ € ΡΟ. 6.28 vid: FOTW AAT ΡΟ. 

6.57 

MANTXAIOC Manichaios T.C. 2.117; 1.0. 7.[40]; P.C. 2.70 vid.; MN XC 

P.C. 2.[104] 

WAWAOC Paul T.C. 2.36 

οὔ ܬ ܐ ܬ ΝΙΝ Greek ΡΟ. 6.9; OT ܬ ܐ ܬ ΜΙΝ PAC. 6.11-12 vid. 

XPICTOC Christ : € T.C. 2.27,35,(40),48,51; see JHC 
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Manichaean terms 

Aeon(s) &AJWN_ ΤΟ. 1.7,9,14; P.C. 1.14,19 

Aeons of immortality 3AJON NTMNTATMOT ΡΟ. 1.24] 

Aeons of light AJWN ... NTE MOTAEINE P.C. 1.19-20 

Twelve aeons of the Father MNTCNATC NASON MMIWT T.C. 1.14 

Ambassador see Third Ambassador 

Angel see Three angels 

Apostle of light ATIOCTOAOC MITOTAEINE 1.) 2.111-112,136 

Beloved of the lights MEPIT NNOWAEINE T.C. 2.139-140 

Counterpart, Twin CAEIW 1.0. 2.120-121; CATW T.C. 7.20 

Elements CTOIXKEIWN T.C. 7.15,22 

Father JWT ΤΟ. 1.1,3,5,6,11,14; T.C. 2.28,131; P.G. 92 passim 

Father of lights JWT 11110 0 ܬ € ܐ 11 ΤΟ. 2.142; see P.G. 92 passim 

Father who is king over his aeons TWT ETO Nppo SAN NEYAIUON 

CLG) ܝ 

Perfect Father of the light IVT € 1 ܠ ܐ ܐܪ NTE 110 ¢ ܬ ] 11 € 1.) 7.19-20 

Fathers of light TATE MMOVAINE T.C. 44 

First Man Wap Npwme T.C. 2.131-132; P.C. 1.2-3; WApMm NPWme 

PC, 1.17; PG. 0 06 

first-born WA&AMITE P.C. 1.17 

First righteous one APXKIATRAIOC ΤΟ. 2.139 

Five properties of the Father tor CX HMA ANMSWT 1.0. 3 

Holy spirit τὸ ἅγιον va. ΡΟ. 91.13-14 

Jesus the Splendour JHC WIMIPESE T.C. 2.111 

Judge KPITHC T.C. 2.124 

peyT@en TC. 4.3] 
Light Mind 11 0 ̀  € NOVAEINE T.C. 2.114 vid. 

Living atmosphere A2AHP ETANY T.C. 2.129-130 

Matter with fem. def. art. (T-) © ? AH T.C. 4.51; P.C. 2.55 vid. 

Mind see Light Mind and νοῦς 

Moon OQ, P.C. 8.26 vid.; T.C. 7.48 

Mother of life MET MIMWCY (sic) P.C. 1.18; τὴν μήτερα τῆς ζωῆς P.G. 

91.7-9 

Paraclete M&APAKAHTOC ΡΟ. 2.[104] 

Perfect Father of the light see Father 

PerfectMan PWME ETAHR €0 ?ܬ T.C. 2.128; PWME ETAHK T.C. 

7.26 

Pillar CTO AOC T.C. 2.127 
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Porter WMOPOPOC T.C. 7.14 
Rulers APXWN_ ΤῸ. 7.21 

Ship of living fire AAEI NTCETE ETANY, ΤῸ. 2.134 
Ship of living water BAET MMMAOT € ¥ ,ܬ ܐ ΤΟ. 2.130-131 

Spirit see Holy spirit, Spirit of truth and πνεῦμα 
Spirit of truth WN&X NTE TMHE T.C. 2.116; P.C. 2.[105] 

Sun PH T.C. 7.48 

Third Ambassador MAQWAMT ^) 1 |7 € © 0 € ` THC T.C. 1.2: T.C. 2.109. 

110,135 5. 

Three angels WAMT NATTEAOC ¢ 1.0. 2 

Throne BHMA ΤΟ. 4.7] 

Twelve aeons of the Father see Aeon(s) 

Twelve virgins see Virgin 

Twin see Counterpart 

Virgin = 

Virgin of Light NAPOENOC MIMOTAEINE ΤΟ. 2.115 
Twelve virgins MNTCNATC .) (1 ]ܬ |[7 © € ܐ 0 ΤΟ. 1.12-13 
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A/2/88 > 

A/3/19 > 

A/5/6 > 

A/5/26 > 

A/5/53A > 

A/5/53B > 

A/5/92 > 

A/5/107 > 

A/5/195 > 

A/5/196 > 

A/5/239 > 

A/5/346 > 

A/6/14 > 

P4A> 

(P 10) > 

Palit> 

PBS 

(P 34) > 

(PSS 

(P38) > 

(P 40) > 

(P 50) > 

P36) > 

(P 64B) > 

P75A > 

(Ρ 77Β) < 

17 § 4 

(P 82A/B) > 

(P 82B) > 

P 82Bi > 

P 82Bii > 

PS2G> 

Kellis Literary Texts: I 

INVENTORY NUMBERS*®> 

P.C. 8 

P.G. 91 

T.C. 4 

P.S/G. 1 

ες 4! 

ΓΟ 

P.G. 94 

ΤΟ 5 

T.C. 6 

T.S/C. 2 

T.S/C. 1 

0) ἢ 

700: 7 

Ρι 7 

Pie 

P.S. 1 

1%). 3 

P 82Bi 

P82A 

P 82Bi 

P 82Bi 

P 82A 

P.G. 92 

P 82A 

P.C. 6 

P 824 

PiCyEl 

P 82C 

P 82Bii 

ΡιΟ: 2 

10. 2 

ΡΟ. 4 

465 Where an inv # has been placed in brackets it means that a fragment from that glass has been 

assigned to another number. There may be other fragments from the same glass, and these could be 

assigned elsewhere. If no bracket is given, then the entire inv # is intended (n.b. fragments may also have 

been removed previously). 



(P 85A/D) > 
(P 85D/F) > 
(P 85D/E/F) > 
P 85Fi466 > 
(P 92.13) > 
(P 92.15) > 
(P 92.158) > 
(P 92.16) > 
P 92.17a > 
(P 93B) > 

(P 93B) > 

Inventory Numbers 

P75A 

P 82Bii 

[7 1 

{8.609 

P.G. 93 

P 82A 

  1]ܝ

P 824 

1: ) 0 

P 82Bi 

{5 1 

466 It is of some interest to note that fragments from the single deposit now glassed in the P 85 series 

(and see also P 93B) have gone to P.C. 2 (Manichaean psalms), to P.C. 6 (Romans ch. 2), and to 

P.C. 9 (Hebrews ch. 12). 
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ADDENDA & CORRIGENDA 

to K.A. Worp, Greek papyri from Kellis: I 

The editors of the Kellis papyri gladly use the opportunity for listing here a number of 

addenda and corrigenda to Worp 1995. We are grateful to R.S. Bagnall, P. van Minnen 

and P.J. Sijpesteijn for several contributions to this list. 

- ± ` ̀” i 

i) - 9 - 

PASE note to 11. 2-3, end: 1700 KTA.’ > “τοῦ ἡἠ]γουμένου᾽. 

. 14, Ath line from the top: ‘no simply’ > ‘simply no’. 

10 Greek text 11. 8,9,11: ραμμάτα < γράμματα: 1. 13, χρήματων < 

χρημάτων. 

16, note to 1. 1: Τιθέριῳ < Τιθερίῳ. 

We note ]0 1. 10-11: γραμμάτα > γράμματα. 

20, note to 1. 2, 2nd line: delete the first ‘some’. 

24, Greek text 1. 12: “Πμίοῦν) Τεκαλε᾽ > ‘Tlpeoxap’ (R.S. Bagnall). 

91 family tree, sub ‘Tekysis’: “42᾽ > ‘42’. 

52. 1. 13: read ὑοοἹἱ-᾿. 

58, Greek text, 1. 9: The following reading seems more likely: Jkp.v (ending of 

a female personal name like, e.g., Τεῦκρις) οὖσαν πρὸς τὸ ἐνεστὸς | [ἔτος 

ἔτῶν η, cf. F. Preisigke, Worterbuch, s.v. πρός 2.b (P.J. Sijpesteijn). 

1. 16: for the phrasing ‘Old Ptolemaic silver coinage’ see E. Christiansen, 

‘On denarii and other coin-terms in the papyri’, ZPE 54 (1984) 271ff., esp. p. 

2 ΟΦ 

. 51: note to 1. 2: read [Λικιννίου Σε]βαστοῦ. 

` 9 mid: for the village Συνορίας κώμη, cf. J. Gascou - K.A. Worp, “The 

Panopolitan village SYNOPIA’, ZPE 112 (1996) 163-164. 

oO: note to 1. 7: read λεγομένωίν. 

7 110 39 1 _ 37 

. 96, Greek text, 11. 9-10: read‘ ἐπί τῷ pe [ἀποδώσειν σοι vteElp’; 1. 13: 

read “ἀποκαταστήσίειν]᾽ ; 1. 15: read “ἔλαβον ὁπόϊταν BovAn]) (R.S. Bagnall). 

101, Greek text, 1. 2: accentuate ἀπὸ. 

117 top: ‘Darm-stadt’ > ‘Darmstadt’. 

118: αἱ 5.5 ΧΙΝ 11107 (1 10) 17 > το sal ale 

` 115 mid: ‘942’ < ‘42’. 

137 Greek text, ll. 4-5: Is there a connection between the father οἵ Αὐρήλιος 

Σύρος, i.e. Ψάις [Σ]ύρῳ (1. [Σ]ύρου) mentioned here in a document from 386 

c.e. and the τέκτων Αὐρήλιος Vadis Ψύρου in 33.1 (from 369 c.e.)? If so, 

restore in 45.5 [WWpw (1. [Ψ])ύρου), to be regarded as a papponymic (the { } 

printed in the text should then be cancelled). For the name Wupos cf. 66.1n. 
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"19. note to 1. 11, penultimate line: read “Are we dealing with’ etc. 

1] 130 Greek text Il. 5-6, 8-9: perhaps supply in both cases !>111011 ews and 

separate in 1. 6 εἰς from τοί (P.J. Sijpesteijn). 

6th line from bottom: “espenses’ > ‘expenses’. 

1 1099 1. 5: ‘feel’ > ‘fail’. 

oe {τς introd., 2nd line: read ‘name [ll. 3,7]’; 1. 7, read ‘Psenapollos’. 

p. 162, note to 1. 3, 2nd line: read ‘cf. 1. 7 for another (name of a) grandfather’; 

3rd line, read ‘seem’. 

Greek text of # 61, 1. 5: μιετρητὴς) < μίάτιον) (R.S. Bagnall); 1. 8, 

Katati( )>Karai; 1. 8, Matai > Tatai (2nd alpha from iota); 1. 11, Map[ Ja > 

Μάρθα, μίόδιοι) > μίάτια) (R.S. Bagnall); 1. 7 Ἰσιϊδώρα] <` ᾿σιδίώρα). 

Ὁ 167, note )0 7 1 Of 

10 17>. note to Il. 20-21: “σὺ > ‘ov’. 

pa 19, note to 1. 21: for the rendering of the adjective συνακτικός 17. van Minnen 

rightly refers to Lampe, s.v.; an ἀναγνώστης συνακτικός is a ‘reader in the 7 7 

church’. 

p. 188, 1. 26n.: read ‘nel’ for ‘nell’. 

1] 195, 1. 23n.: read ‘61.1n.’ for “62.1n.’ 

"217. fn. 29 runs: This is made certain by the preceding φοροῦσαν τὴν ἁγίαν 

ταύτην. In the magical papyri the word τελετή is frequently used of magical 

rites; and in PGM IV 2205, V 159 and XIII 889 it refers to rites that to a large 

extent consist of writing out a spell. Hence, the limited sense of ‘written spell’ or 

‘amulet’ could easily develop. For a semantic study of the word τελετή, 

including the meaning ‘magical rite’ but not of ‘amulet’, see H. Bolkestein, 

‘Theophrastos’ Character der Deisidaimonia als religionsgeschichtliche Urkunde’, 

RVV Χ ΧΙ (1929) (7 ܙ 

For the ¢opotoav-formula cf. also A. v.d. Hoek, D. Feissel and J.J. 

Herrmann, ‘Lucky wearers. A ring in Boston and a Greek epigraphic tradition of 

late Roman and Byzantine times’, Journal of the museum of fine arts (Boston) 6 

(1994) 41 - 62; esp. pp. 59ff. (magical amulets). 

185 fn. 30 runs: see G.W.H. Lampe, Patristic Greek Lexicon, s.v.; and E. 

Sophocles, Greek Lexicon of the Roman and Byzantine periods, s.v. 

fn. 31 runs: See Oxford English Dictionary XVII (19897), p. 583, s.v. 

talisman2. 

p. 220, fn. 32 runs: The second drill-hole damaged od at the end of 1. 8; the third 

drill-hole damaged np at the end of 1. 20. 
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fn. 33 runs: See R. Pintaudi - P.J. Sijpesteijn, Tavolette lignee e cerate da 

varie collezione (Firenze 1989 = Pap. Flor. XVIII), no. 81 intr.; also RAC 3, 

coll. 1138-49 s.v. Diptychon (O. Stegmiiller). 

2721 fn. 34 runs: On this device in pagan and Christian prayer, see F. Heiler, 

Das Gebet. Eine religionsgeschichtliche und religionspsychologische 

Untersuchung, Miinchen 1923: 82 - 83, 373. 

` 0 Μαρί [ < Μάρθα. 

 . substitute Πάται by Τάταιܬ 3 `

. 244, section (VD.b: substitute Tpeokap for Πμίοῦν) Τεκαλε; for Take κώμη 

add ΟΣ, 1315 (1 

. 248, cancel the lemmata μίετρητής) and μόδιος, add the references to the 

lemma μάτιον. 

265 s.v. κύημα, read ‘63.15-16’. 

KAW 

pp. 182f, it is most improbable that the reference to a διδάσκαλος at 69.18 is 

related to this title in the Manichaean church. 

IG 
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